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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a receiver with

a specially ordered newspaper according to the profile

preference of the receiver.

SOLUTION: A server retrieves/acquires the contents of

an article considered to be the most interesting to the

receiver according to a topic preference, generates

presentation of the selected contents according to a

layout preference and distributes the representation to

the receiver according to a designated schedule.

Receiver preferences are inputted by using equipment

for helping designate a topic, newspaper layout, a

distribution schedule and a distribution destination

desired by the user and subsequently stored in a profile

database. Topic designation is made to correspond to a

hierarchical structure that makes it easy to retrieve a content database. Newspaper articles

are arranged according to the relative priorities of designated topics.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A method of supplying Information to an addressee, comprising:

A step which obtains preference of this addressee including directions of one or more

categories to wish and a display layout for which it wishes.

A step which Is considered to satisfy conditions about a this category to wish and which

specifies a document.

A step which acquires content content information of this document which expresses a part at

least.

This content Information.

[Claim 2]How to supply Information, wherein said preference has a step which transmits

expression of said report to a distribution destination by electronic transmission in Claim 1

including directions of a distribution destination.

[Claim 3]a group as which expression of said report was specified in Claim 2 - a method of

supplying information being generated by form which meant what is displayed only by one

device of a printer.

[Claim 4]How to supply information having further a step which receives said generated

expression in a distribution destination, and prints a display of this expression automatically in

Claim 2.

[Claim 5]How to supply Information, wherein said preference transmits In Claim 2 according to

a distribution schedule which wishes expression of said report including directing [ to wish ] of

a distribution schedule.

[Claim 6]A step which builds distribution control Information from directions of two or more

addressees' preference In Claim 5, How to supply information, wherein it has a step which sets

distribution control information in order according to distribution scheduling [ to wish ] and
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expression of a report is generated and sent according to a distribution order of a content and

this distribution control information.

[Claim 7]How to supply information specifying a document with a graphics content consider

that satisfies one or more conditions in Claim 1 by investigating these graphics and a content

explanatory note.

[Claim 8]How to supply information having a step which relates one document with a graphics

content with other documents with a text content in Claim 1

.

[Claim 9]How to supply information generating expression of a report in order to create a

display in Claim 1 using spatial resolving power directed by one or more preferences of said

addressee.

[Claim 10]Claim 1 comprising:

A step which obtains a degree of satisfaction to said document in which it is shown how many

said conditions a document content in said document has satisfied.

A step which generates expression of a report so that said report displayed may be arranged

according to this degree of satisfaction.

[Claim 11]How to supply information by which it being shown how many said conditions

concerning [ a content of said document ] one or more subcategories in said degree of

satisfaction said preference has satisfied in Claim 10 including directions of a subcategory to a

category to wish.

[Claim 12]A way said preference supplies information, wherein said degree of satisfaction

changes with the frequencies of occurrence of this keyword in content of each document

including directions of a keyword in Claim 10.

[Claim 13]A way said preference supplies information, wherein said degree of satisfaction

changes with the appearance places of this keyword in content of each document including

directions of a keyword in Claim 10.

[Claim 14]How to supply information, wherein a report corresponding to a document with a

comparatively low degree of satisfaction generates expression in Claim 10 so that it may

become shorter than other reports.

[Claim 15]How to supply information, wherein a report corresponding to a document with a

comparatively low degree of satisfaction quotes a text obtained from a paragraph of the

beginning of a corresponding document content in Claim 14.

[Claim 16]How to supply information, wherein said display layout for which it wishes is a layout

which an addressee chose from two or more layouts in Claim 1

.

[Claim 17]How to supply information, wherein directions of relative quantity of a text contained

in expression of a report and graphics are included in said preference in Claim 1.

[Claim 18]How to supply infomiation, wherein directions of a type font or size expected for
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displaying expression of said preference in Claim 1 are included.

[Claim 19]How to supply information, wherein directions of the number of pages at the time of

displaying a report with a content consider that satisfies each category to wish are included to

said preference in Claim 1

.

[Claim 20]ln Claim 1, said content information of each document, How to supply information

keeping an aspect ratio remaining as it is although a step which generates expression of said

report corrects this content information including a graphical object with size and an aspect

ratio and size of a graphical object is changed.

[Claim 21]How to supply information, wherein a display of expression of said report hias the

text arranged by two or more stages in Claim 20, and size of a graphical object is changed so

that it may spread to all the width except for one of two or more of the stages.

[Claim 22]How to supply information, wherein a display of expression of said report has the

text arranged by one or more stages in Claim 20, and size of a graphical object is changed so

that it may spread to width of one stage.

[Claim 23]ln Claim 1 , said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion

with a page specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of said

report, A way a display of this report supplies information characterized by making it suit this

portion that is the this specified page exactly by changing a text font size or a spacing space.

[Claim 24]ln Claim 1 , said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion

with a page specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of said

report, Content information of a report is divided into the 1st portion and the 2nd portion

following this 1st portion, A method of supplying information, wherein a display of this 1st

portion has the reference to it being arranged at a portion of a this specified page, and there

being the 2nd portion of this 2nd portion that a part of displays are arranged at subsequent

pages, and follows subsequent pages at least at a display of this 1st portion.

[Claim 25] In Claim 1 , said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion

with a page specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of said

report, including a part of content information of a report which suits this portion of a specified

this page exactly in expression - this content information - this - a method of supplying

information including directions that the remaining content information was deleted from a

display in a part of displays.

[Claim 26]How to supply information, wherein directions about said deleted content have in

Claim 25, an identifier, i.e., access information, over a document containing a this deleted

content.

[Claim 27]Claim 1 comprising:

said display layout for which it wishes specifies a field for displaying one text report - a group -

- a step with which packing this chosen by choosing packing from packing fills substantially a
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field this specified witfi each text report.

A display in a specified this field is content information and selected packing of each text

rieport.

[Claim 28]How to supply information, wherein said packing is chosen according to the size or

its aspect ratio in Claim 27.

[Claim 29]A way said packing supplies information, wherein the thing [ following content and

being chosen ] in Claim 27.

[Claim 30]How to supply information even if said packing follows said addressee's preference

in Claim 29, wherein it is chosen.

[Claim 31]How to supply information, wherein a step which content information of one report is

written in the 1st language, and generates expression of a report in Claim 1 also generates a

dictionary of the 2nd language to a word chosen from this content information.

[Claim 32]How to supply information, wherein directions to selection of a dictionary -word are

included in said preference and language of a dictionary is chosen in Claim 1 according to

these directions of selection to this dictionary -word.

[Claim 33]Claim 1 comprising:

A step which receives from said addressee directing [ which he wishes out of expression of a

report ] of a report.

A step which corrects a category which he wishes corresponding to it in order to make change

of said addressee's preference reflect.

[Claim 34]Claim 1 comprising:

A step which receives directions that said expression was printed.

A step which corrects said category to wish corresponding to it in order to make change of said

addressee's preference reflect.

[Claim 35]A step which obtains this addressee's preference characterized by comprising the

following, A step which is considered to satisfy conditions about a this category to wish and

which specifies a document, A system making this processor and a network perfomri a step

which generates expression of a step which acquires content content information of this

document which expresses a part at least, and a report including this content information so

that a display layout for which this addressee wishes may be suited.

It is the system provided with one or more computers which supply information and which were

connected to a network, and this computer is a processor.

Random access memory which communicates with this processor.

A storage device which communicates with this processor.
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Directions of a category of which it is connected to this networl^, and have interface circuitry

which communicates with this processor, and a **** storage device saves one or more

instruction programs, and an addressee expects this instruction program, and a display layout

for which it wishes.

[Claim 36]A system, wherein said preference has a step which transmits expression of said

report to a distribution destination by electronic transmission in Claim 35 including directions of

a distribution destination.

[Claim 37]a group as which said expression was specified in Claim 36 - a system being

generated by form which meant what is displayed only by one device of a printer.

[Claim 38]A system having further a step which receives said generated expression in a

distribution destination, and prints a display of said expression automatically in Claim 36.

[Claim 39]A system, wherein said preference transmits in Claim 36 according to a distribution

schedule which wishes expression of said report including directing [ to wish ] of a distribution

schedule.

[Claim 40]Astep which builds distribution control information from directions of two or more

addressees' preference in Claim 39, A system, wherein it has a step which sets distribution

control information in order according to said distribution scheduling [ to wish ] and expression

of said report is generated and sent according to a distribution order of a content and this

distribution control information.

[Claim 41 ]A system specifying a document with a graphics content consider that satisfies one

or more conditions in Claim 35 by investigating these graphics and a content explanatory note.

[Claim 42]A system having a step which relates one document with a graphics content with

other documents with a text content in Claim 35.

[Claim 43]A system generating expression of a report in order to create a display in Claim 35

using spatial resolving power directed by one or more preferences of this addressee.

[Claim 44]Claim 35 comprising:

A step which obtains a degree of satisfaction to this document which shows how many said

conditions each document content has satisfied.

A step which generates expression of a report so that said report displayed may be arranged

according to this degree of satisfaction.

[Claim 45]A system by which it being shown how many said conditions concerning [ a content

of each document ] one or more subcategories in said degree of satisfaction said preference

has satisfied in Claim 44 including directions of a subcategory [ as opposed to one at least ] of

a category to wish.
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[Claim 46]A system by which said preference is characterized by said degree of satisfaction

changing with the frequencies of occurrence of this keyword in content of each document

including directions of one or more keywords in Claim 44.

[Claim 47]A system by which said preference is characterized by said degree of satisfaction

changing with the appearance places of this keyword in content of each document including

directions of one or more keywords in Claim 44.

[Claim 48]A system, wherein a report corresponding to a document with a comparatively low

degree of satisfaction generates expression in Claim 44 so that it may become shorter than

other reports.

[Claim 49]A system, wherein a report corresponding to a document with a comparatively low

degree of satisfaction quotes a text obtained from a corresponding paragraph of the beginning

of a document content in Claim 48.

[Claim 50]A system characterized by said display layout for which it wishes being a layout

which an addressee chose from two or more layouts in Claim 35. .

[Claim 51 ]A system, wherein directions of relative quantity of a text contained in expression of

a report and graphics are included in said this preference in Claim 35.

[Claim 52]A system, wherein directions of a type font or size expected for displaying

expression of said preference in Claim 35 are included.

[Claim 53]A system, wherein directions of the number of pages at the time of displaying a

report with a content consider that is satisfied with said preference of a category to wish in

Claim 35 are included.

[Claim 54]ln Claim 35, a step which generates expression of a report including a graphical

object in which content information of each document has size and an aspect ratio, A system

keeping an aspect ratio remaining as it is although this content information is corrected and

size of a graphical object is changed.

[Claim 55]A system, wherein a display of expression of a report has the text arranged by two

or more stages in Claim 54, and size of a graphical object is changed so that it may spread to

all the width except for one of two or more of the stages.

[Claim 56]A system, wherein a display of expression of a report has the text arranged by one

or more stages in Claim 54, and size of a graphical object is changed so that it may spread to

width of one stage.

[Claim 57] In Claim 35, said display layout for which it wishes, A system characterized by

making It a step which specifies a portion with a page specified in order to display one text

report, and generates expression of a report suit exactly this portion that is the page which a

display of this report this specified by changing a text font size or a spacing space.

[Claim 58] In Claim 35, said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion

with a page specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of a report,
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Content information of a report is divided into ttie 1st portion and tlie 2nd portion following this

1st portion, A system, wfierein a display of the 1st portion is arranged at this portion of a this

specified page and a thing of the 2nd portion for which a part of displays are included in

subsequent pages, and the 2nd portion follows a display of the 1st portion to subsequent

pages at least is specified.

[Claim 59]ln Claim 35, said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion

with a page specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of a report,

including a part of content information of a report which suits this portion of a specified this

page exactly in expression - this content information - this - a system including directions

that a certain content information was deleted from a display in a part of displays.

[Claim 60]A system, wherein said directions about said deleted content have in Claim 59, an

identifier, i.e., access information, over a document containing a this deleted content.

[Claim 61]Claim 35 comprising:

said display layout for which it wishes specifies a field for displaying one text report - a group -

- a step with which packing this chosen by choosing packing from packing fills substantially a

field this specified with each text report.

A step which generates expression so that a display in said specified field may contain content

information and selected packing of each text report.

[Claim 62]A system, wherein said packing is chosen in Claim 61 according to the size or its

aspect ratio.

[Claim 63]A system by which said packing is characterized by the thing
[
following content and

being chosen ] in Claim 61

.

[Claim 64]A system even if said packing follows an addressee's preference in Claim 63,

wherein it is chosen.

[Claim 65]A system, wherein a step which content information of one report is written in the 1st

language, and generates expression of a report in Claim 35 also generates a dictionary of the

2nd language to a word chosen from this content information.

[Claim 66]A system, wherein directions to selection of a dictionary -word are included in said

preference and language of a dictionary is chosen in Claim 65 according to these directions of

selection to a dictionary -word.

[Claim 67]A system having a step which receives from this addressee directing [ which he

wishes out of expression of said report ] of a report in Claim 35, and a step which corrects one

or more categories to wish corresponding to it in order to make change of an addressee's

preference reflect.

[Claim 68]A system having a step which receives directions that said expression was printed in

Claim 35, and a step which corrects one or more categories to wish corresponding to it in order
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to make change of an addressee's preference reflect.

[Claim 69]A step which obtains preference of this addressee that are one or more instruction

programs which a device executes in order to perform a method of supplying information, and

includes directions of this category that carries out addressee hope, and a display layout for

which it wishes, A step which specifies a document considered to satisfy conditions about a

this category to wish, A program which consists of a step which generates expression of a step

which acquires content content information of this document which expresses a part at least,

and a report including this content information so that a display layout for which a display of

this expression wishes may be suited.

[Claim 70]A program, wherein said preference has a step which transmits expression of said

report to a distribution destination by electronic transmission in Claim 69 including directions of

a distribution destination.

[Claim 71 ]a group as which said expression was specified in Claim 70 - a program being

generated by form which meant what is displayed only by one device of a printer.

[Claim 72]A program having further a step which receives said generated expression in a

distribution destination, and prints a display of this expression automatically in Claim 70.

[Claim 73]A program, wherein said preference transmits in Claim 70 according to a distribution

schedule which wishes expression of said report including directing [ to wish ] of a distribution

schedule.

[Claim 74]A step which builds distribution control information from directions of two or more

addressees' preference in Claim 73, A program, wherein it has a step which sets distribution

control information in order according to distribution scheduling [ to wish ] and expression of

said report is generated and sent according to a distribution order of a content and this

distribution control information.

[Claim 75]A program specifying one or more documents with a graphics content consider that

satisfy said conditions in Claim 69 by investigating these graphics and a content explanatory

note.

[Claim 76]A program having a step which relates one document with a graphics content with

other documents with a text content in Claim 69.

[Claim 77]A program generating expression of a report in order to create a display in Claim 69

using spatial resolving power directed by said addressee's preference.

[Claim 78]A step which obtains a degree of satisfaction to this document which shows how

many said conditions each document content in said document has satisfied in Claim 69, A

program, wherein said report displayed has a step which generates expression of a report so

that it may be arranged according to this degree of satisfaction.

[Claim 79]A program by which it being shown how many these conditions concerning [ a

content of each document ] this subcategory in said degree of satisfaction said preference has
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satisfied in Claim 78 including directions of one or more subcategories to a category to wish.

[Claim 80]A program in which said preference is characterized by said degree of satisfaction

changing with the frequencies of occurrence of this keyword in content of each document

including directions of one or more keywords in Claim 78.

[Claim 81]A program in which said preference is characterized by said degree of satisfaction

changing with the appearance places of this keyword in content of each document including

directions of one or more keywords in Claim 78.

[Claim 82]A medium, wherein a report corresponding to a document with a comparatively low

degree of satisfaction generates expression in Claim 78 so that it may become shorter than

other reports.
*

[Claim 83]A program, wherein a report corresponding to a document with a comparatively low

degree of satisfaction has a text obtained from a paragraph of the beginning of a

corresponding document content in Claim 82.

[Claim 84]A program characterized by said display layout for which it wishes being a layout

which said addressee chose from two or more layouts in Claim 69.

[Claim 85]A program, wherein directions of relative quantity of a text contained in expression of

a report and graphics are included in said preference in Claim 69.

[Claim 86]A program, wherein directions of a type font or size expected for displaying

expression of said preference in Claim 69 are included.

[Claim 87]A program characterized by including directions of the number of pages at the time

of displaying a report with a content consider that is satisfied with said preference of each

category to wish in Claim 69.

[Claim 88]ln Claim 69, a step which generates expression of a report including a graphical

object in which content information of each document has size and an aspect ratio, A program

keeping an aspect ratio remaining as it is although content information is corrected and size of

a graphical object is changed.

[Claim 89]A program, wherein a display of expression of a report has the text arranged by two

or more stages, and size of a graphical object is changed in Claim 88 so that it may spread to

all the width except for one of two or more of the stages.

[Claim 90]A program, wherein a display of expression of a report has the text arranged by one

or more stages in Claim 88, and size of a graphical object is changed so that it may spread to

width of one stage.

[Claim 91]ln Claim 69, said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion

with a page specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of a report,

A program for which a display of this report is characterized by making it suit this portion that is

the this specified page exactly by changing a text font size or a spacing space.

[Claim 92]ln Claim 69, said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion
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with a page specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of a report,

Content information of a report is divided into ttie 1st portion and the 2nd portion that continues

just after this 1st portion, while a display of the 1st portion is arranged at this portion of a this

specified page - Paige after [ this 2nd portion ] a part of displays are arranged at subsequent

pages and this 2nd portion is displayed on a display of this 1st portion at least - a program,

wherein there is reference to a certain thing.

[Claim 93]ln Claim 69, said display layout for which it wishes, A step which specifies a portion

with Paige who specified in order to display one text report, and generates expression of a

report, including a part of content information of a report which suits this portion of this Paige

who specified exactly in expression - this content information - this - a program including

directions that a certain content infonnation was deleted from a display in a part of displays.

[Claim 94]A program, wherein said directions about said deleted content have in Claim 93, an

identifier, i.e., access information, over a document containing said deleted content.

[Claim 95]Claim 69 comprising:

said display layout for which it wishes specifies a field for displaying one text report - a group -

- a step with which packing this chosen by choosing packing from packing fills substantially a

field this specified -with each text report.

A step which generates expression so that a display in a specified this field may contain

content information and selected packing of each text report.

[Claim 96]A program, wherein said packing is chosen in Claim 95 according to the size or its

aspect ratio.

[Claim 97]A program to which said packing is characterized by the thing [ following content and

being chosen ] in Claim 95.

[Claim 98]A program even if said packing follows said addressee's preference in Claim 97,

wherein it is chosen.

[Claim 99]A program, wherein a step which content information of one report is written in the

1st language, and generates expression of said report in Claim 69 also generates a dictionary

of the 2nd language to a word chosen from said content information.

[Claim 100]A program, wherein directions to selection of a dictionary -word are included in said

preference and language of a dictionary is chosen in Claim 69 according to these directions of

selection to a dictionary -word.

[Claim 101]A program having a step which receives from said addressee directing [ which he

wishes out of expression of said report ] of a report in Claim 69, and a step which corrects one

or more categories to wish corresponding to it in order to make change of said addressee's

preference reflect.

[Claim 102]A program having a step which receives directions that said expression was
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printed, in Claim 69, and a step which corrects one or more categories to wish corresponding

to it in order to make change of said addressee's preference reflect.

[Claim 103]A step which obtains preference of an addressee including directions of a category

which are the methods of undertaking an enterprise which supplies information and he wishes,

When it prints with a step which acquires information with a content in a this category to wish

contained in one at least, A business method which supplies information having a step to

which it urges providing this addressee with expression with which a coupon considered that

this addressee has value is obtained, and which can print this information, and printing this

expression to this addressee.

[Claim 104]A business method which supplies information being for said coupon obtaining

discount or rebate of consumable goods for printing in Cjaim 103.

[Claim 105]A business method which supplies information having further a step which receives

said coupon and provides rebate of consumable goods for printing in Claim 104.

[Claim 106]A business method which supplies information having further a step which receives

said coupon, and discounts and sells consumable goods for printing in Claim 104.

[Claim 107]a group in which said consumable goods for printing contain paper, ink, anri a toner

in Claim 104 - a business method which supplies information being either of the consumable

goods.

[Claim 108]A business method which supplies information, wherein expression in which said

printing is possible is the form of a newspaper with a content and a layout corresponding to an

addressee's preference in Claim 103.

[Claim 109]A business method which supplies information characterized by said expression

including one or more advertisements when expression in which said printing is possible is

printed in Claim 103.

[Claim 110]A business method which supplies information having a step which manages a

content of one or more advertisements according to said addressee's preference in Claim 109.

[Claim 1 1 1]A step which obtains preference of an addressee including directions of a category

which are the methods of undertaking an enterprise which provides personalized information,

and he wishes, A step which acquires information with a content in a this category to wish

contained in one at least, A business method of providing personalized information having a

step which provides this addressee with expression which can print this information, and a step

which receives directions of action of this addressee about expression in which this printing is

possible.

[Claim 1 12]A business method of providing personalized information, wherein directions of

said addressee's action direct whether expression in which said printing is possible was

printed in Claim 111.
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[Claim 1 1 3]A business method of providing personalized information, wherein directions of

said addressee's action direct which portion of expression in which said printing is possible

was printed in Claim 112.

[Claim 114JA business method of providing personalized information having a step which

corrects said preference according to directions of said addressee's action in Claim 111.

[Claim 1 15]A step which obtains preference of an addressee called a category and a display

layout which are the methods of supplying information, and for which this addressee wishes, A
step which specifies a document considered to satisfy conditions about this this category to

wish, A step which creates a list which comprises an entry corresponding to each of a

specified this document, and distributes this list to this addressee, A step which specifies a

document corresponding to this selected entry based on this entry that this addressee chose.

How to supply information having a step which acquires content content information of a this

selected document which expresses a part at least, and a step which generates expression

including this content information so that a display layout for which this addressee wishes may

be suited.

[Claim 116]How to supply information which said list is the document provided with a list which

comprises an entry in Claim 115, and is characterized by this entry including explanation of a

corresponding document and a link to that.

[Claim 117]How to supply information, wherein it is a link in a document provided with a list in

which said list comprises an entry and this entry is explanation of a corresponding document in

Claim 115.

[Claim 118]How to supply information having a step which said generated expression is

received in a distribution destination, and prints this display automatically in Claim 116.

[Claim 119]As opposed to a document specified for satisfying conditions about this category

that said addressee wishes in Claim 115, How to supply information having a step which

shows how many conditions about this category the document content has satisfied, and which

asks for a degree of satisfaction, and a step which arranges a list in which an entry is

comprised according to an order of this degree of satisfaction.

[Claim 120]A way said preference supplies information, wherein said degree of satisfaction

changes with the frequencies of occurrence of this keyword in content of said specified

document including one or more keywords in Claim 119.

[Claim 121]A way said preference supplies information, wherein said degree of satisfaction

changes with the appearance places of this keyword in content of said specified document

including one or more keywords in Claim 119.

[Claim 122]How to supply information, wherein said display layout for which it wishes is a

layout which said addressee chose from two or more layouts in Claim 115.

[Claim 123]ln Claim 115, said display layout for which it wishes, A step which a field where an
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advertisement is published is specified and carried out, and obtains preference to said

addressee's advertising category, following preference to this advertising category a group -

a method of supplying information having a step which chooses advertising data from

advertising data, and a step which generates this display so that advertising data this chosen

in said display may be included to a specified field.

[Claim 124]One or more computers which supply information and which were connected to a

network by a system which it had this computer. Random access memory which

communicates with a processor and this processor, It has a storage device which

communicates with this processor, and interface circuitry which it is connected to this network

and communicates with this processor. Save this storage device and one or more instruction

programs this instruction program. When this processor performs, this processor and a

network, A step which obtains preference of this addressee called one or more categories to

wish and display layouts for which it wishes, A step which specifies a document considered to

satisfy conditions about a this category to wish, A step which creates a list which comprises an

entry corresponding to each of a specified this document, and distributes directions of this list

to this addressee. Based on this entry that this addressee chose, a step which specifies a

document corresponding to this selected entry, a step which acquires content content

information of an each chosen document which expresses a part at least, and expression

including this content information, A network system performing a method of having a step

generated so that a display layout for which this addressee wishes may be suited.

[Claim 125]A network system which said list is the document provided with a list which

comprises an entry in Claim 124, and is characterized by this entry including explanation of a

corresponding document and a link to that.

[Claim 126]A network system, wherein said list is a link in a document provided with a list

which comprises an entry in Claim 124 and this entry is explanation of a corresponding

document.

[Claim 127]A network system having a step which said generated expression is received in a

distribution destination, and prints this expression automatically in Claim 125.

[Claim 128]Claim 124 comprising:

A step which shows how many conditions about this category the document content has

satisfied to a document specified for satisfying conditions about this category that said

addressee wishes and which asks for a degree of satisfaction.

A step which arranges a list which comprises an entry according to an order of this degree of

satisfaction.

[Claim 129]A network system with which this preference is characterized by said degree of

satisfaction changing with the frequencies of occurrence of this keyword in content of said
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specified document including directions of one or more keywords in Claim 128.

[Claim 130]A network system with which said preference is characterized by said degree of

satisfaction changing with the appearance places of this keyword in content of said specified

document including one or more keywords in Claim 128.

[Claim 131]A network system characterized by said display layout for which it wishes being a

layout which said addressee chose from two or more layouts in Claim 124.

[Claim 132]Claim 124 comprising:

A step which said display layout for which it wishes specifies a field where an advertisement is

published, and obtains preference to said addressee's advertising category,

following preference to this advertising category - a group - a step which chooses advertising

data from advertising data.

A step which generates this display so that this selected advertising data may be included to a

specified field in said expression.

[Claim 133]A recording medium which stores an instruction program which this device

executes in order to perform a method characterized by comprising the following of reading

being possible and supplying information using a device.

A step which obtains preference of this addressee called a category and a display layout for

which this addressee wishes.

A step which specifies a document considered to satisfy conditions about a this category to

wish.

A step which creates a list which comprises an entry corresponding to each in a specified this

document, and distributes this list to this addressee.

A step which specifies a document corresponding to this selected entry based on this entry

that this addressee chose, A step which acquires content content information of a this selected

document which expresses a part at least, and a step which generates expression including

this content information so that a display layout for which this addressee wishes may be suited.

[Claim 134]A program which said list is the document provided with a list which comprises an

entry in Claim 133, and is characterized by this entry including explanation of a document in

which it corresponds of two or more documents, and a link to that.

[Claim 135]A program characterized by said list's being a link in a document provided with a

list which comprises an entry, and being that of a document in which this entry corresponds in

Claim 133.

[Claim 136]A program having a step which said generated expression is received in a

distribution destination, and prints this expression automatically in Claim 134.

[Claim 137]As opposed to a document specified for satisfying conditions about this category
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that said addressee wishes in Claim 133, A program having a step which shows how many

conditions about this category the document content has satisfied, and which asks for a

degree of satisfaction, and a step which arranges a list in which an entry is comprised

according to an order of this degree of satisfaction.

[Claim 138]A program for which said preference is characterized by said degree of satisfaction

changing with the frequencies of occurrence of this keyword in content of said specified

document in Claim 137 including one or more keywords.

[Claim 139]A program in which said preference is characterized by said degree of satisfaction

changing with the appearance places of this keyword in content of said specified document

including one or more keywords in Claim 137.

[Claim 140]A program characterized by said display layout for which it wishes being a layout

which said addressee chose from two or more layouts in Claim 133.

[Claim 141]Claim 133 comprising:

A step which said display layout for which it wishes specifies and carries out a field where an

advertisement is published, and obtains preference to said addressee's advertising category,

following preference to this advertising category - a group -- a step which chooses advertising

data from advertising data.

A step which generates this display so that this selected advertising data may be included to a

specified field in said display.

[Claim 142]A method characterized by comprising the following of undertaking an enterprise

which supplies personalized information.

A category and a display layout for which an addressee wishes, and a step which obtains

preference of an addressee called an advertising category.

A step which acquires content information with a content contained in a this category to wish.

An advertisement with a content containing a report and an advertising category to wish with

this content information.

[Claim 143]A business method of providing personalized information having a step which

burdens authorized personnel with a fee in Claim 142 as a remuneration which includes said

advertisement in a display in which said printing is possible.

[Claim 144]A step which generates a list with a content contained in a this category to wish in

Claim 142 of recommended reports, A business method of providing personalized information,

wherein it has a step which receives selection of one or more reports from this addressee from

a list of these recommended reports and said content information is acquired from a report

which this addressee chose.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]Thjs invention relates to the art which generally uses a computer

network, especially, accesses information by a computer network and relates to how to have

been improved for distributing it to a specific addressee.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Before the global computer network spread, in order to have

acquired information, the present occurrence, etc. about "news, i.e., the situation of changing

quickly,", it had to depend on media called broadcast like a newspaper or radio, or television.

However, a global computer network like the Internet is a new source of information nowadays.

There are some persons who think that the importance of the old conventional media was lost

by a computer network. This is because these networks can disseminate a lot of information at

high speed. For example, it is given to an accessible document and resource through the

Internet, respectively, peculiar identifier (Uniform Resource Locator), i.e., URL. As a result, it is

possible to carry out direct access to those information individually from any sauce in the

parenchyma top world.

[0003]However, there are the strong point and demerit in this. That is, to one, it is preferred

that it is accessible to a lot of information compared with the ability to access only the part of

them. That is, it is "there are many good things." However, work required to discover interested

specific information since the accessible amount of information has become huge on the other

hand is huge, and impossible for almost all persons. It is already individually impossible by

investigating a global computer network carefully to discover information.

[0004]lt was going to solve this problem and much art has been developed. One of such the

art is the method of carrying out "pull" of the information to an individual according to a

demand. The document and other information which are considered that the network function
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called a "search engine" satisfies one or more search conditions which the individual gave are

retrieved, information is found, and the task which makes it possible for an individual to

demand the information chosen from the sauce, namely, to carry out "pull" is helped. The

function called a "meta search engine" applies another function to start two or more search

engines to retrieving the demanded information.

[0005]there are some "push" infomation to an individual as another art according to a

demand, it is the art called a "robot" or an "agent", and the information related to one or more

conditions which the individual gave is specified first, and information retrieval is assisted by

next "pushing" the information to an individual. [ transmit namely, ]

[0006]Although such art stored a certain amount of success in information retrieval, it does not

have the function provided in form with the layout which is easy to read the acquired

information like the space of the conventional newspaper.

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]The purpose of this invention provides the content

chosen and displayed according to each addressee's individual preference as a newspaper

which used the computer network as the base.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem]According to a method of this invention, expression with which

news and information were personalized is supplied to an addressee based on the following

steps. Namely, a step which obtains preference of an addressee including one or more

categories and display layouts for which it wishes which an addressee wishes, A step which

specifies a document considered to satisfy conditions about this category beyond 1
** to wish,

A step which creates a list which comprises each entry corresponding to a specified this

document, and distributes the list to an addressee, A step which specifies a document

corresponding to a this chosen entry based on an entry which this addressee chose, It consists

of a step generated so that a display layout this addressee expects expression of a step which

acquires content content Information of an each selected document which expresses a part at

least, and a report Including this content Information may be suited.

[0009]The following steps are contained In a method of undertaking an enterprise of this

Invention. Namely, one or more categories to wish, a display layout for which it wishes, And a

step which obtains preference of an addressee including directing [ to wish ] of an advertising

category, It Is a step which provides an addressee with expression which can print a

newspaper provided with an advertisement with a content in a step which acquires content

Information with a content in a category to wish contained In one at least, a report with the

content information, and an advertising category to wish. A display layout expected that

expression is printed Is acquired.

[0010]By referring to the following explanation and a figure, he can understand more easily the
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various features of this invention and its desirable working example. The same element is

expressed with the same reference number in some figures. Contents and a figure of the

following explanation are mentioned only as the example, and do not express a limit over the

adaptation range of this invention.

[0011]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Below, the embodiment which materialized this invention is

described with reference to Drawings.

[0012]The schematic diagram 1

A

is a block diagram of the method 30, and this method is

chosen according to each addressee's individual preference, and it can enforce it in various

forms as the 1st process for providing the displayed content as a newspaper which used the

computer network as the base.

[0013]According to this method, the profile information which specifies an addressee's

preference at Step 31 is acquired. For example, the topic of the newspaper article which the

addressee wishes, selection of a display layout, and the schedule of newspaper distribution

are included in the profile information. In this example, the step following Step 32 and it is

performed at the time specified to the schedule which the addressee chose. A document with

the content corresponding to the topic to wish is searched with Step 32, and the content of the

document specified by search at Step 33 is obtained. In Step 34, a content expression of the

these-specified document is generated according to the form specified by the addressee's

profile information, i.e., a layout. Furthermore, Step 35 for transmitting the display to the

distribution destination specified by an addressee is contained in the method 30 as an option.

For example, expression generated at Step 34 may. be sent to the address contained in profile

information by E-mail (E-mail) at Step 35.

[0014]Drawing 1 B shows an example of the composition of the computer which can be used

when performing the method 30, and a network. One or more records about an addressee's

preference are created from the information received from the addressee 41, and it saves in

the profile database 42. The search 43 specifies a document with the content corresponding to

the topic of the hope in an addressee's preference from the content database 44. Although a

content expression of the document specified by search is generated in the format 47, this

expression serves as form based on the layout chosen from the layout database 46 by the

selecting means 45 according to an addressee's preference. About the distribution 48, the

formatted display may be transmitted to the addressee 41 as it is, and according to the

demand from an addressee, the display may once be saved and it may transmit to the

addressee 41 later.

[001 5]Drawing 2 A is a block diagram about the method 50. In this method, since the content

chosen and expressed according to each addressee's individual preference is prepared as a

newspaper which used the computer network as the base, many things are utilizable as an
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option. In Step 51, profile informSfidn Is acquired like explanation of drawing 1 . A document

with the content corresponding to the topic to wish is searched with Step 52, at Step 53, the list

of these documents is created and an addressee is provided with this list by one which is

described below of methods. In Step 54, directions which document under the list to choose

are received from an addressee. And the content of the directed document is obtained at Step

55. In Step 56, a content expression of these selected documents is generated according to

the format, I.e., the layout, which were specified as the addressee's profile. The expression is

sent to the distribution destination specified by an addressee at Step 57.

[0016]An example of the composition of a computer and a network in the case of enforcing the

method 50 of this invention to drawing 2 B Is shown. From the preference received from the

addressee 41, one or more records about an addressee's preference are created, and it is

saved In the profile database 42 as preference information. The search 63 specifies one or

more documents containing the content corresponding to the topic which an addressee wishes

from the content database 44. The list 69 creates the list of these-specified documents, sends

this list itself to an addressee, or sends URL linked to the document including a list to an

addressee. Then, the list 69 receives directions of which document under list was chosen from

the addressee 41 , and sends these directions to the search 63. A content expression of the

these-chosen document is generated In the format 47. This expression Is generated by the

form based on the layout selected by the selection 45 from the layout database 46 according

to an addressee's preference. In the distribution 48, formatted expression may be transmitted

to the addressee 41 as it is, and the expression may once be saved and It may transmit to the

addressee 41 later. Each step of the methods 30 and 50 Is explained In more detail below.

[0017]An example of the composition of the computer network which can be used when

performing this invention Is shown In drawing 3 . The news server 5 performs service explained

by drawing 1 A, 1B and 2A, and 2B. The news server 5 obtains a document from the content

provider 4 who did the subscription contract via the network 1 , and saves these documents in

the database 44. Of course, instead of saving these documents in the database 44, the news

server 5 searches and it may be made to obtain the content of each document from the

database which the content provider 4 or other organizations manage, or other preservation

places In addition to it. The news server 5 formats the content of these documents, and sends

expression of the special order newspaper which has the content generated according to each

addressee's preference in each addressee's computer systems 7-9, respectively. Of course,

these expressions can also be transmitted to each addressee according to the preference of

an individual's distribution schedule saved at the news server 5.

[0018]lt is desirable that It is a global network like the Internet as an example of the network 1

.

The content provider 4 and the news server 5 operate as a network server, and each addressee's

computer systems 7-9 operate as a network client. As another example of the network 1 , It
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maytie what kind of data-communications institution at a local network, i.e., a local network, or

a real target. A network serverand a client are realizable with conventional hardware and software

which are explained below.

[0019]Prawing 4 is an example of the composition of the computer systems 10 used as an

addressee's computer 7-9. In the news server 5, things are also possible using the same

computer systems. CPU12 is an arithmetic processing unit of a computer. The input control 14

expresses an interface with a keyboard or the input device 15 like a mouse. The storage

control 15 expresses an interface with the storage device 25 provided with storage media like

magnetic tape, a magnetic disk and an optical medium, or a semiconductor medium. Storage

media are used for recording ap operating system, a utility, and the program that consists of a

command of application. The display control 16 expresses an interface with the display 26 like

the monitor provided with the cathode-ray tube (CRT) or the liquid crystal display panel (LCD).

The printer control 17 expresses an interface with the printer 27 like an Inkjet printer or a laser

beam printer. RAM 13 is random access memory (RAM). The communications control 18

expresses an interface with the communication link 28. This communication link is connected

to the network 1

.

[0020]As a network server of this invention, the computer systems 10 can also save the

preference of a content, layout specification, and an addressee, etc. at the storage device 25.

Expression of a special order newspaper is transmitted to the network 1 through the

communications control 18.

[0021]Expression of a special order nevyspaper inputs into the computer systems 10 used as

the network client of this invention from the network 1 through the communications control 18,

and in order to display by the display 26 and/or the printer 27, the expression is saved at the

storage device 25.

[0022]ln the example shown with this figure, all main blocks of the computer systems 10 are

connected to the bus 1 1 (this bus may express two or more physical buses). For example, a

personal computer only with one bus based on modification of what is called ISA (Industry

Standard Architecture) and ISA may be used. PCI The computer further provided with a bus

like the broadband bus based on a bus standard like a local bus (Peripheral Component

Interconnect) standard may be used. Bus architectures are not the conditions for carrying out

this invention.

[0023]ln other devices suitable for using as a digital book, the input device 24 comprises some

buttons, 1 5/of storage control device 25 is one gestalt of semiconductor memory, and 1 7/of

printer control device 27 is excluded. Gestalten other than this are also possible.

[0024]lt can realize by various methods containing the processor of a discrete logic element,

one or more ASIC, and/or programmed control, etc., and does not depend for each function in

these each component on a certain specific embodiment.
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[0025]ln the acquisition steps 31 and 51 of a profile, an addressee's profile information may be

substantially inputted by what kind of method. For example, while an addressee looks at the

form displayed on the computer display 26 of the computer 7-9, the method of inputting an

addressee's preference information from the input device 24 may be used. An example of the

form which can be used when inputting an addressee's preference information into drawing 5-

5G is shown.

[0026]As a desirable embodiment, the news server 5 Is good to require that each addressee

should register individual infomnation into the profile database 42, and should set up

subscription.

[0027]An example of the form which an individual registers subscription newly, or the

preference registered [ existing ] is checked, or can be changed is shown in drawing 5 . The

form shown with this figure and the form shown with other figures can be created, for example

using the markup language of a tag system like HTML (Hypertext Markup Language). Of

course, creating using other languages is not it is possible and important [ the language to be

used ], either. Form is displayed on the screen of the display 26. This form serves as

assistance in case an addressee inputs information using the input device 24. Various user

interfaces using a keyboard, a pointing device, and/or a touch screen are also feasible.

[0028]The addressee who has already subscribed can check the present preference by

entering "user ID" and a "password" incidental to it into the blank currently displayed, and

clicking "GO" button with a pointing device like a mouse. If a "GO" button is clicked, the news

server 5 displays form as shown in a 5 G figure, and the registered addressee can check his

preference, or can change it.
[
present ] This is explained in detail below.

[0029]The addressee who wishes to subscribe newly should just do Kutulik of the "START"

button. If the "START" button is clicked, the news server 5 will display one or more forms for

the addressee's preference to input. An example of the form is shown in drawing 6 - 5G. Each

may be individually used for such forms and may be used for them combining two or more

forms. The turn or the contents of such forms are not limited to the contents illustrated by a

diagram, either.

[0030]Drawing 6 is the 1st step of registration and is the form for specifying one or more

interesting topics. The way display the category which can be chosen in this form and an

addressee chooses it is preferred. A maximum of six topics can be specified in the example

shown in a figure.

[0031]Drawing 7 is the 2nd step of registration and is the form for specifying a subtopic and a

keyword as an option. The list of subtopics related to each specified topic is displayed, and an

interested topic can be further narrowed down by choosing a subtopic from the list.

Specification of TOPPIKKU and a subtopic may be performed using other forms as shown in

drawing 12 . In the form of drawing 12 , one or more keywords can be specified as a topic, a
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subtopic, and an option.

[00321Drawing 8 is form which chooses newspaper formatting [ to wish ], i.e., a layout. It is

desirable to constitute from this form so that the arrangement image of a selectable layout may

be shown and the font size used when a newspaper is displayed or it is printed can also be

specified.

[0033]Drawing 9 is form which specifies newspaper generation and the schedule of

distribution. In the example shown here, the frequency of distribution can be once set up for

whether being ******** only a weekday or a weekend every day at one week. When one

schedule is chosen as one week, it can be specified whether he wishes to distribute on any

day of a week. The time and the time zone of newspaper generation and distribution can also

be specified.

[0034]. [ whether an addressee wishes distribution of the newspaper which comprises another

content which is not illustrated, and which carried out form and was automatically specified

according to the profile information, and ] Or form which specifies whether he wishes

distribution of the newspaper which comprises the content chisel which the addressee chose

out of the list of specified reports may be provided. When an addressee wishes the direction

which does not choose a report from a list, the news server 5 distributes a newspaper to an

individual using a method like the method 30. When an addressee wishes the direction which

chooses a report from a list, the news server 5 distributes a newspaper to an addressee using

a method like the method 50. Explanation of Steps 53 and 54 of the method 50 explains this

difference in detail.

[0035]Drawing 10 is the form for specifying the address of the E-mail for distribution and

entering "user ID" and a "password." With this "user ID" and a "password", each addressee

becomes possible [
checking and changing one's preference information in the future ], and he

can prevent a person without authority from accessing and changing into others' preference

information.

[0036]Drawing 11 checks the inputted preference information, and is a step of the last of

registration and is the form for changing it if needed. If a "REGISTER" button is clicked,

registration will be performed, and if a "CANCEL" button Is clicked, all the registering operation

performed until now can be canceled.

[0037]The registered addressee can check or change the present preference information using

the form which was similar to it using the form shown in drawing 1

1

. For example, if a "Change

Topics" button is clicked, the news server 5 can display the form shown in drawing 6 and 5C,

and the addressee can change the topic, subtopic, and keyword which were specified, since

the news server 5 returns to the form shown in drawing 1

1

after change of a topic is completed

- an addressee - a ****** continuation - the next alteration work can be performed. After all

the change is completed, the addressee can cancel change which clicked "REGISTER" button.
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saved change, or clicked the "CANCEL" button, and was performed until now, and can

maintain the present preference information.

[0038]There is a way the news server 5 sends an electronic mail message to the address

specified at Step 5 (drawing 10 is explained) as another addition step in the case of checking

registration. This electronic mail message checks registration, when the addressee who

received the message returns that message to a sender. If the news server 5 receives

message returned, registration will be checked, and subscription is processed based on an

addressee's preference information saved in the profile database 42. This electronic mail

message may be sent and the method of receiving a reply may be added as a confirmation

step for verifying the e-mail address for newspaper distribution.

[0039]The content searching steps 32 and 52 specify the document considered that the

addressee shows interest most and other information by searching the content which agrees

with the topic of the hope saved as a part of an addressee's profile. As a more desirable

operation form, the addressee can input one or more the topics to wish or subtopics, and

keywords.

[0040]Two or more topics and subtopic drawing 14 A-6C are the figures showing the virtual

relation between a topic, a subtopic, and a keyword. In the composition shown in drawing 14

A, the "domestic" topic which shows the preference of domestic news is specified. Especially

in this composition, in order to show the preference of domestic news related to agriculture and

the weather, "agriculture" and the "weather" are chosen as a subtopic. The keyword of "water",

"rice", and "cotton" has specified the preference of agricultural news still more finely, and "rain"

and "atmospheric temperature" have specified the preference of the weather news still more

finely.

[0041]Distinction of a topic, a subtopic, and a keyword is arbitrary to some extent. The item

classified according to one classification gestalt with a subtopic may be classified according to

other classification gestalten as a topic or a keyword. In this invention, those classification

gestalten do not have special semantics. However, when the selected topic, subtopic, and

keyword are changed into other hierarchical structures, it is preferred to be changed as they

are based on the content search condition and index production conditions which are saved in

the content database 44.

[0042]A search condition and index production conditions may change with content sauce. For

example, the content produced by subscribing to AP (Associated Press) Online is classified

according to the category code specified by ANPA (American Newspaper Publishers

Association), It is classified also according to the category code specified by AP Online. An

ANPA category is shown below.

[0043]
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Table I [0044]The "domestic" topic specified by the layered structure shown in drawing 14 A

supports the "domestic" category given by ANPA specification. However, other elements in a

layered structure do not necessarily support the classification of AP Online 1 to 1 . Although the

classification paragraph related to a subtopic "agriculture" is not included in particular in the

classification of AP Online, as shown in Table II, some classification paragraphs related to a

subtopic "weather" are included. The corresponding classification paragraph does not exist

about a keyword.

[0045]

AP Online

12 0 1

1 2 0 2

1204

Table II [0046]Matching which can be used for changing a part of composition of having been

shown in drawing 14 A at drawing 14 B into the suitable search condition for receiving a

content from AP Online is shown. The specified topic "domestic" corresponds to an existing

ANPA category as shown there, but both the subtopics "agriculture" and keywords "U.S." that

were specified are matched with the keyword of search. In other words, the specific preference

shown by drawing 14 A is changed into the layered structure which was suitable for the

content search received from AP Online by matching shown in drawing 14 B. According to this

layered structure, "agriculture" and the thing in which "rice" appears are searched out of the

document which has "domestic" (the ANPA code "a") and the content classified. Convertible

terms and other words related to a keyword may be made to be included as an option

automatically. For example, since the keyword "farming" is related to "agriculture", it includes
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"farming" in searcfi.

[0047]Drawing 14 C shows matching of the others which receive content and can be used

classified according to the virtual system in which the category "U.S. agriculture" was

contained. Although not illustrated, it is necessary to match the topic of each level of the

layered structure specified by the addressee with the keyword or category which the content

donor defined in other examples. However, in order to simplify these work more, it is desirable

to consider it as the form which limits selection of a topic or a subtopic according to the

classification whose form into which an addressee inputs preference the content donor

defined.

[0048]One method of performing this matching is creating the table which performed the cross

reference between all the topics and subtopic which an addressee can specify, and the

corresponding category defined by receiving content. When a content is obtained from two or

more sauce, or when the content is classified according to two or more classifications, two or

more tables may be used. Matching with convertible terms or other related words can also be

performed by the same method.

[0049]When the category to search and which receives content and corresponds is defined as

the method of another matching, it may change so that it may match with the search category

which disregards the topic specified in this conversion and corresponds the specified subtopic.

When the specified subtopic does not correspond to one defined category according to this

method, the specified topic is matched in the search category corresponding to it, and the

specified subtopic is dealt with as a keyword. After the topic specified by the addressee and a

subtopic are matched with suitable conditions, a content search of the content database 44 is

easily performed according to these conditions. Neither special search technique nor index art

poses a problem.

[0050]Search results can also be used as a measure which an addressee's interest measures.

This degree of interest serves as presumption of the degree having contained the content

which the specified document advertizes to an addressee. In practice, it may presume as a

combination of two or more factors.

[0051 ]The 1st factor is a relative priority of a topic. If other factors are the same when ranking

can be given to a topic, as the addressee was shown in drawing 6 , the mark higher than the

document in which the document with the content related to the topic graded by the highest

has the content graded below it as a measure of interest are given.

[0052]The 2nd factor is whether the document has a content or more related to one of the

subtopics. Mark higher than the document which has a content which is not related to a

subtopic only with regards to a topic in a document with the content related to one or more

subtopics incidental to a topic and it can be given.

[0053]The 3rd factor is the frequency of a keyword. Generally, mark become high, so that
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there is much frequency. However, when it is the keyword incidental to the topic which is

unrelated to the content of the document currently observed although those keywords are in an

addressee's preference, or the subtopic, although the frequency of the keyword discounts

whether it ignores, it is preferred. For example, the frequency of the keyword "U.S." which

comes out in the document about marriage in the example shown in drawing 14 A, and the

frequency which comes out in a document with an agricultural content cannot be considered

the same way.

[0054]The 4th factor is a position of the keyword in a document. For example, it is desirable to

give mark higher than the document in which the keyword comes out at other places to the

document in which a keyword comes out in a title and the paragraph of the beginning of the

text.

[0055]! hear that one topic or the subtop news server 5 limits an addressee's preference to one

topic or a subtopic, and considers it to be the process of asking for an addressee's degree of

interest to the searched document content to each paper, and there is. As for the content of

each paper, although the addressee can demand two or more newspapers, it is preferred to

limit to one topic or a subtopic. By carrying out like this, the addressee can specify a different

distribution option to the newspaper of a different kind. For example, the newspaper of

business news is made distribution of a weekday and it may be made to make distribution of a

leisure-related newspaper into a weekend.

[00561Drawing 12 is a figure showing the form used for an addressee specifying one topic or a

subtopic in the case of registration. This form is equivalent to the form shown by drawing 6

when an addressee is able to specify two or more topics and subtopics. In order to clarify an

interested topic or a subtopic further, it is preferred to enable it to specify one or more

keywords.

[0057]Search of a document content can be performed by a method similar to the method

explained to two or more topics and subtopics in the top. As stated in the top, the degree of

interest to an addressee's document can be presumed using factors which come out in a

document, such as the number of keywords, and/or a place, using the result of search.

[0058]As it is on selection and being stated briefly, an addressee may constitute the news

server 5 for the newspaper which comprises the content selected from the lists of the

newspaper which chooses a content automatically based on an addressee's profile

information, or recommended reports by itself selectable. When it is chosen that an addressee

does not choose a content from a list, the news server 5 can provide a newspaper using a

method like the method 30. It is used for the search results performed at Step 32 choosing a

content automatically. When it is chosen that an addressee chooses a content from the list of

recommended reports, the news server 5 can provide the addressee with a newspaper using a

method like the method 50. At Steps 53 and 54, a list is displayed and directions of selection
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are received, respectively.

[0059]ln Step 53, in order to make the list of recommended reports, the search results

performed at Step 52 use. As for the report of a list, it is preferred that it is arranged according

to an addressee's degree of interest, and the report considered to be more interested is

arranged before other reports. For example, a report with high keyword frequency is listed

before a report with low keyword frequency. The index which shows whether the content of its

report besides the source of a title or a report is related to the topic which an addressee

wishes, a subtopic, and a keyword however may be made to be contained in each report under

list.

[0060]At Step 53, various methods are one of the methods of providing each addressee with a

list. It is the method of creating a list as an HTML document and sending it to an addressee as

an electronic mail message first. Each item under list of this document is provided with the link

and other references which are related with the report saved in a database like the content

database 44. A list document is saved at a server like the news server 5, and it may be made

to send the link and other references which are related with a list document to an individual by

E-mail. An addressee becomes accessible to the list document by navigating a link using

suitable software like a browser, and reaching a list document.

[OOeHDrawing 15 showed an example of the list document. In this example, a related topic or

a subtopic is displayed on the upper part of a list, and the "check box" used for it being shown

that the corresponding title and addressee of the report chose that report as each item under

list is provided. As this example shows, the report with various contents may be contained in

the list. The 1st, 3rd, and 5th report of a list is a news content. The 2nd report is a picture

related to the 1st report of the list in this example. The 4th report is an advertisement. It is good

also as composition that a list document contains the miniature of a picture, i.e., "thumbnail"

expression.

[0062]At Step 54, an addressee's selection is inputted from the list made from Step 53. In the

example shown by drawing 15 , selection is performed by clicking a suitable check box. The

1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th report is chosen in drawing 15 . In the form shown in this example, all the

recommended reports of a list can be chosen by clicking the button of "ALL." All the items

selected by clicking the "CLEAR" button can be cleared namely, reset. If the "GO" button is

clicked after choosing an interested report, an addressee's selected result will be transmitted

to the news server 5, and the news server 5 will generate and distribute expression of a

newspaper with the selected report.

[0063]At the content acquisition step 33, the content or other information on the document

specified at Step 32 are acquired. At Step 55, the content or other information on the

document selected at Step 54 are acquired. If this content is saved in the content database 44,

it is dramatically easy to obtain this content. In addition to this as other methods, a certain
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content may be saved in other places like the content server with which it was connected to

the network 1 . In this case, it is also possible to emit the request of search to a content server,

or to serve a search request for the news server 5 using other available information structures

or indexes promptly. For example, the index to a remote content server may be saved in the

content database 44. If the document or other information which have a content which is

interested in an addressee by search are specified on the content server, the content can be

read by emitting "get, i.e., a read-out request," to a content server. According to it, a content

server is outputted to the news server 5 by using the requested content as newspapers. When

the permission is granted, the requested content may be saved in the content database 44.

[0064]The content format steps 34 and 56 format the content obtained at Steps 33 and 55,

respectively, and enable it to provide it to an addressee. The form for offer is generated so that

the layout specified as the addressee's profile may be suited.

[0065] It can respond to what kind of computer file format on parenchyma in itself

[
expression ]. In a typical format, PDF (Portable Document Format), WordPerfect (registered

trademark) Or a word processor format like Microsoft (registered trademark) Word, There are a

native printer format like an international facsimile format, a bitmapped image, or PCL (Printer

Control Language), etc. When generating the expression for displaying on the display 26, it is

preferred to generate expression using PDF. When generating the expression for printing by

the printer 27, the method of generating expression in the enciphered form which is explained

by a native printer format or the following is preferred.

[0066]The flow chart of the method 80 is shown in format process drawing 16 . This expresses

one method of performing Steps 34 and 56. Step 81 works various initialization of creating the

list which chose arranging [ which he wishes from the layout database 46 ], and was able to

set it in order according to the priority about the field under selected layout. The content of the

document considered to be the most interested in an addressee is formatted into a field with

the highest priority. The document content considered for interest to be low is formatted into

the field to which a priority becomes low in order.

[0067]Repeat execution of Step 82 is carried out at a part of outside loop structure. When this

loop is executed first, the field which has the highest priority at Step 82 is chosen. When this

loop is executed succeedingly, the field which has a priority high next at Step 82 is chosen

from a list. A field may be defined over two or more pages. However, the implementafion that

each field is setfied in 1 page is desirable.

[0068]The content of each document is obtained from the document group which Step 83 is

performed at a part of internal loop structure repeatedly, and is considered that he is interested

in an addressee. The content of the document considered to be the most interested in an

addressee at Step 83 when this loop is executed first is taken out. The content of the

document considered to be [ the next ] interested at Step 83 when this loop is executed
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succeedingly is taken out.

[0069JStep 84 is a step of an option and relates one or more graphical objects like a picture

with the selected document. This step Is effective when formatting a report which contains a

text and graphics from the content of a document only with the content of a text, or one of

whether to be content of graphics. The size of a graphical object is changed if needed so that

the area of the field where the layout was chosen may be optimized and used. Two or more

graphical objects may be associated.

[OOZOJAt Step 85, the item of a dictionary adds to the content of a text. The dictionary item over

the language is provided according to the reading ability of the addressee about the language

of a document content.

[0071 ]ln Step 86, the selected document, the graphics related with it, and the content which

combined the dictionary item are analyzed, it determines which portion fits the field to which

the layout was chosen, and expression of the portion is generated.

[0072]ln a content expression which combined a document, graphics, and a dictionary item,

when the selected field remains, it is Step 87 and packing for filling the portion in which the

field remained is called for. When it cannot finish being restored to the field to which a

combined content expression was chosen, it is Step 87 and expression of the remaining

content all or parts is generated by other fields (other pages are preferred).

[0073] It is judged at Step 88 whether the format process of the selected field was completed. It

may process so that the field of shoes to be specified may display an easy expression of two

or more documents. In this internal loop structure, it can process so that expression of two or

more documents may be displayed on one field. When the format over the selected field has

not been completed yet, this method is continued from Step 83 and the content of the

document most important [ the next ] is obtained. When the process of that field is completed,

this method is continued from Step 89 and it is judged whether all the formats were completed.

When not having completed, this method is continued from Step 82 and a field with a priority

high next is chosen. The method 80 is ended when having completed.

[0074]The method 80 is explained in detail below.

[0075]Selected layout pattern 1 7 A-F shows some images of the virtual layout over the first

page of a newspaper. A document content [ like a newspaper name and a date ] whose portion

described as the "banner" is expresses with these examples other information that it became

independent.

[0076]lf drawing 17 A is referred to, the field currently described as "the report 1" expresses

the portion of the space as which all or some of the 1st content document is displayed, when it

is displayed on a monitor or is printed. The field currently described as "the report 2" expresses

the portion of the space as which all or some of the 2nd content document is displayed, when it

is displayed on a monitor or is printed. It is desirable to assign what is considered for an
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addressee's interest to be large to the next at the 2nd document in what is considered for an

addressee's interest to be the largest to the 1st document. As mentioned above, according to

the degree of interest an addressee is expected to be, an order can be attached to a document

by various methods. Or a document can also be displayed in arbitrary order, such as an

alphabetical order of the title of a document content, order of the time specified by a content

provider, or order saved in the content database 44.

[0077] In the field currently described as the "abstract", a part of two or more documents of

each are displayed. For example,, an abstract displays only the 1st paragraph of each

document, it is desirable to assign the document considered for the degree of interest to be

lower than the document published by other fields of the page by the abstract section. The

URL link tied up during the "abstract" of each document at all the contents of the document

can also be stretched.

[0078]The document with a big content which cannot be displayed on the specified field in a

page can be processed by two fundamental methods. The 1st method divides the document

content into the 1st portion and 2nd portion, it is made to fit in the field to which the 1st portion

was specified well, and the 2nd portion is the thing which displays a part on the next page

altogether. In order to show that there is a page as which the 2nd portion is displayed, it is

preferred to include a certain directions like "following XX page" into the viewing area of the 1st

portion.

[0079]Although the 2nd method divides a content too, it is made for the 1st portion to be well

settled in the specified field, and the portion which remained is the method of omitting, the

displayed report - "detailed" - it is preferred to put in description that it turns out like "omitting

henceforth" that was omitted. It is desirable to add the name of a document and a certain

document access information like a URL link so that all the contents of the document may be

obtained if needed.

[0080]lt is also good to enable it to specify the maximum or the length to wish as an option

about the display of the report which an addressee can choose. However, thereby, a part of

2nd portion may be omitted. When omitting a part, as mentioned above, it is good to show the

thing abridged while displaying a report. Length may be specified by what kind of method on

parenchyma, and there are the number of characters, the number of lines, the number of

paragraphs, the number of columns, the length of a column, the number of Paige, etc. in it.

[0081]However, specification of the "maximum" length of a report will impose restriction in a

display. Therefore, in the generation process of a display, it is desirable for the merit of the

specified report to be able to adjust in a certain form. For example, when exceeding slightly by

the specified certain margin to the length which all document contents wish and it is called the

case where it can display, and the case where the degree of addressee interest of a document

is very high, it may be made to allow to exceed the length which the display length of a report
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wishes.

[0082]Although drawing 17 B - drawing 17 F sfiow tlie image of other layouts, the some

provide the field described as the "report 3" and the "report 4", in order to display in a way

similar with it having been attached to the 1st and 2nd documents, and having mentioned

above the content of the 3rd or 4th document.

[0083]Although the layout shown in drawing 17 E and drawing 17 F has the field described as

"AD", an advertisement or other information may be displayed here. The content of this field

may be chosen regardless of an addressee's preference. However, even if it is an advertising

content, it will be preferred for an addressee that what is considered to be more interested is

chosen and displayed. This selection may be performed based on the preference of the

addressee who is used for search of a document content and is in an addressee's profile. In

this case, in a registration process, it is desirable to show form which displays on an addressee

the form which requires one or more keywords as the preference of an advertising category as

an option. An example of the form which can be used for this purpose is drawing 13 . By

obtaining an addressee's preference to an advertisement, the news server 5 is related by an

addressee, and it becomes possible to insert in a newspaper each time the advertisement in

which interest is made to hold more. The operator of the news server 5 can impose the fee in

which such a target advertisement is more expensive than a common advertisement. Since it

can use for compensating with these fees the cost which provides a newspaper, the burden to

an addressee can be made small or can be made into no charge.

[0084]The field described as "CRN" with the layout of drawing 17 F is a field where a coupon

or a rebate ticket is displayed, and it urges printing a newspaper to an addressee to it. For

example, the coupon which an addressee can use for obtaining discount or the rebate of the

consumable goods for printing, such as paper, ink, and a toner, may be sufficient as the

display of CRN. As for printing expression of the business performed using a coupon or a

coupon, it is preferred that it is that which controls or prevents making or using the photocopy

of the coupon.

[0085]As for a content provider like a graphic content, for example, AR on-line, it is general to

provide only one of graphical objects like a text or a picture. As for graphics, as preference to a

newspaper, it is [ a text ] desirable only by needlessness and graphics only in a text for an

addressee to be able to specify needlessness and the thing which mixed graphics with the text

interim. It is possible to raise the quality of a newspaper format greatly by many new features

in these displays containing graphics.

[0086]The 1st feature is associating information with a graphic content, and other information

with a text content using the search results of Step 32 and Step 52. The document in which the

content provider of many like AR on-line has both a text and graphics is not provided.

Therefore, that the news server 5 must perform this correlation often breaks out. One method
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of performing this is a method of specifying the example of the text information and the graphic

information that received content, searched with the text and the same method with having

carried out graphics and the explanatory note which is attached content in many cases, and it

was closely related using these search results. A graphic content evaluates [ a text and ] which

is closely related content using the various degrees of addressee interest mentioned above.

[0087]The 2nd feature is adjusting the size of a graphical object, in order to use the space of

newspaper space the optimal. As for the display of a graphical object, it is common that it

cannot be satisfied if the ratio (called an aspect ratio) of height to width is not maintained. The

width of a graphical object like a picture is adjusted so that the width of the stage of one or

more texts may be suited, and the implementation of height adjusted so that an aspect ratio

may be maintained is preferred. There is also a way set up equally to the width of the number

of stages which subtracted 1 from the number of whole pages which displays a report for the

width of a graphical object. For example, if it is formatted so that a report may be three steps

when it prints, the width of the graphical object attached to it will be set up equally to two steps

of width, and height will be set up maintain the original aspect ratio. The width of a graphical

object may be set as one step of width of a text.

[0088]The 3rd feature is regulating the number and/or size of a graphical object according to

an addressee's preference. The size and/or number of objects are large (or small), and an

addressee is set up, when it receives content and high preference (or low preference) is

shown, graphics and.

[0089]The 4th feature receives the display of graphics and/or a text. It is enabling it to specify

the spatial resolving power which an addressee wishes in consideration of the inputted factor

with which many, such as capacity of an expression required to save, the time taken to print

the expression and cost, and subjective quality of a display, compete. Another feature is that

an addressee enables it to specify whether whether a color's being used for a display and

monochrome, i.e., "black and white", are used.

[0090]lt is more preferred than the quantity which can actually be displayed in the field where

the restoration
**** page of the field was specified to have many methods for processing

somewhat few contents or the document which contains many contents for a while. One

method fluctuates the size of a font and fluctuates a space respectively required for a display.

An option fluctuates the space of spacing, and/or the size of a margin.

[0091]There is also a method of changing so that the inside of the field which added packing

and was specified in the document containing few contents rather than the quantity which can

be displayed in the specified field may be filled. "Packing" here refers to the arbitrary texts or

graphics content which is not a part of document content. Although the content of packing may

be related in a document being content, it does not necessarily need to be so. Packing may be

texts, such as a quotation, a proverb, an advertisement, etc. famous also for the graphics
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object of arbitrary designs or the published document, and the picture which is generally

related at least.

[0092]Packing used here can be chosen from the sets of packing. This selection may be

performed arbitrarily, i.e., at random, or it may carry out based on a certain standard of the

preference of the size and aspect ratio of packing, or one or more addressees. For example, it

may enable it to specify whether an individual's graphical packing is good or packing of a text

is good. Each packing used as the set of packing can be classified according to one or more

categories, and it can choose in topics, subtopics, and a way similar with having chosen the

document content based on the preference of an addressee called a keyword.

[0093]the dictionary of a foreign language - if use of the global network increases, an

addressee will meet with a document with the text content written to itself in the language

which is hard to understand easily more often. Each addressee can consider the embodiment

in consideration of the degree of satisfaction about the language which he wishes, and other

one or more languages. For example* the language which an addressee wishes is German,

and if it has the ability of English below a university level, and the ability of Japanese below a

high school level, it will be registered. In this invention, in the document written in English and

Japanese according to the real force level, some words can be specified and the definition in

the German of the these-specified word can also be included in expression of the document.

For example, expression of some documents written in English can equip with the following

definitions the addressee who said that English ability is below a university level, namely

[Equation 1]

Initially, the Idoceaf. Itozent, Fuhrer, Tourleiter] was

irritated by the [sophistry' Sophismus] of the man at the rear

of the tour group whose \_specious'- trugcrisch, vcrfanglich]

questions seemed to have no other purpose but to embarrass her.

But her irritation soon gave vay to [trepidity- Besorgnis] as

the man's behavior became increasingly \.trucu} Bnt: aufsassig].

This feature is realizable by cross-referencing the word to which each interested language

corresponds, and making the dictionary table containing a merit level. For example, the word in

front
[
corresponding to the English word "perspicacious" ] is made into a university level, and

let the word in front
[
corresponding to "abrogate" of an English word ] be a high school level.

Although the dictionary item of both words is included in the newspaper generated to the

addressee who described below as the high school level, English ability, Although the

dictionary item of "perspicacious" is included in the newspaper generated to the addressee to

whom English ability described below as the university level, the dictionary item of "abrogate"

is not included.
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[0094]ln distribution and the displaying steps 35 and 57, a newspaper expression is distributed

according to distribution preference specified in each addressee's profile. A part of two or more

addressees' profile information saved in the profile database 42 is shown in Table III. In an

example shown here, record is saved in order of a user's ID. An example shown in a table

shows six virtual addressees' distribution preference. It is not the intended thing even if there is

similarity to an individual who exists really.

[0095]Each profile information contains a distribution destination which specifies where "user

ID, i.e., an addressee's Identifier," and information are distributed, an option which specifies a

kind of work, a schedule, a day, time, and a time zone. In an example shown below, in order to

explain simply, a schedule, a day, time, and time specified for information on a time zone will

be called "work time." In an example shown in Table III, each distribution destination is a virtual

e-mail address.

[0096] It Is shown that an addressee is requesting that "Doc" of the option column should

distribute a document provided with a newspaper expression at work time specified as a

specified distribution destination. This option may be performed by the news server 5 using a

method like a method 30 mentioned above.

[0097]lt Is shown that an addressee is requesting that "List" of the option column should

distribute a list of recommended reports at work time specified as a specified distribution

destination. This option may be performed by the news server 5 using a method like a method

50 mentioned above. As for a method 50, it Is preferred to input selection of a report performed

at Step 54, and to generate and distribute a newspaper document promptly.

[0098]"Auto" of the option column shows that an addressee hopes that an addressee's

computer systems begin a newspaper automatic request. This feature Is explained below.

[0099]lf user ID looks at Information of an addressee who is "Alice", It is specified that

distribution of a newspaper document Is performed to
****** from Monday to Friday. "-8" of the

time zone column shows that this addressee's time zone Is [ 8 hours ] behind Coordinated

Universal Time (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)) (Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)), i.e.,

Greenwich-Mean-Time . An addressee from whom user ID serves as "Bartok" Is requesting

that a list of recommended reports should be distributed to 6:30 am of a day of the week every

month at local time of a time zone which was late for UTC for 5 hours. When profile Information

of "Diyang" is seen, it turns out that it is expected of distribution of a list by local time 3:30pm of

a time zone advanced from UTC for 7 hours each weekend on Saturday and Sunday.

[0100]
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3.—fID

m

Alice ahk@e3r4. c Doc 3f R 5:00

pm

-8

Bartok ebh@eee. co H—EI 6:30 - 5

1639@kfue. ftp 9:00 + 0

Diyang diyang§srr List 3:30 + 7

creiqky. co Doc 10:3

0 am

+

1

Jin abcQxyz. co Doc 9:00

pm

+ 9

Table ill [0101]ln this example, an addressee assumes that one newspaper can be demanded

from one user ID. In an implementation as which an addressee can request one or more

newspapers, a certain regulation for saving information on each paper is needed. For example,

a method of making the field of "newspaper ID" and saving record of each paper may be used.

[0102]Distribution is performed according to distribution control information desirably acquired

from distribution preference saved in the profile database 42. Table IV shows one arrangement

of distribution control information acquired from an addressee's profile distribution preference.

In this example, distribution control information is arranged according to an order of woric time

expressed with absolute time, i.e., UTC time. This absolute time can also deduct and acquire

time zone offset from time of specification shown in Table III. For example, absolute delivery

time to "Ebony" will be obtained from appointed time (10:30 am) by deducting time zone offset

(1 hour), and will be 0930:00 in this case.

[0103]

UTC 0

0 8 3 0 a* Diyang diyang®siT. com List

0 9 0 0 Chandra L639@kfue.net Auto

0 9 3 0 Ebony cre@qky. com Doc

113 0 Bartok ebh@eee. com List

12 0 0 Jin abcSxyz. com Doc

2 5 0 0 Alice ahk@e3r4.com Doc
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Table IV [0104]Absolutely, even if delivery time becomes smaller than zero, it can also exceed

2400 and, thereby, can express a difference in a distribution day with this method. For

example, although absolute delivery time of "Alice" is 2500:00, this means 0100:00 of the next

day. Distribution to Alice is requested from 5:00 pm in a time zone of 8 [ -] from Monday to

Friday. It can also be said that this is equivalent to distributing at 0100:00 from Tuesday to

Saturday at UTC, or is distributed from Monday to Friday by UTC at 2500:00. This special

method makes It easy to decide on a right day.

[0105]By arranging distribution control information in order of delivery time absolutely, the

news server 5 can perform more easily search, formatting, and a distributing step which were

described in a top according to a distribution schedule specified by an addressee. When an

addressee is demanding a newspaper document or distribution of a list, the news server 5

distributes a document or a list to the addressee. Distribution of distribution like the usual mail

or an E-mail generally according to an E-mail although what kind of method may be used

substantially is preferred. Or it is good for an inspection or downloading to be possible and also

make [ save a document of the newspaper, or a list, and ] according to an addressee's

request.

[0106]Other various functions which carried out feature **** can be combined variously, and

can be carried out. Although some functions are added and described, these may be carried

out combining a function mentioned above.

[0107]One function prints newspaper expression from the news server 5 automatically by the

printer 27 with application which operates with the client computer system 7-9. Although this

application can be carried out by various methods, one can be carried out as a component of

client "browser" software which supervises and detects downloaded information which has

newspaper expression.

[0108]As another function, although displaying on the printer 27 has intention, the news server

5 generates newspaper expression in form whose Intention displaying on the display 26 does

not have. Although various methods can also attain this, two examples are given here.

[0109]lt is generating expression as the 1st method In a native printer format like PCL (this

mentioned above) (Printer Control Language). This format can be easily printed using the

printer 27 corresponding to this special native format. If this method is used, a kind of printer is

specified as an addressee profile and that expression can be generated in a right format.

[01 10]Although it is easily undecipherable by the usual viewing program for displaying on the

display 26 as the 2nd method, a component of a printing system like printer driver software is

generating expression in enciphered decipherable form.

[01 1 1]ln these methods, although most document contents can only be printed, an abstract

and a title of a report can generate newspaper expression which can be displayed to the
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display 26. Therefore, before an addressee prints newspaper expression, it becomes possible

to check an abstract and a title.

[01 12]Methods 30 and 50 which carried out automatic option **** are two examples the news

server 5 "can push" a newspaper document to an addressee. In working example of the news

server 5 mentioned above, a profile option "Auto" shows that an addressee does "pull" of the

newspaper document to his own computer systems 7-9. Read-out software which works on an

addressee's computer systems can perform this.

[0113]This software starts communication with the news server 5, and demands a newspaper

document. Work time which work time to wish is saved as profile information of a schedule, a

day, time, and a time zone at the news server 5, and he wishes is saved also at an

addressee's computer systems. And the news server 5 generates and saves newspaper

expression so that a newspaper expression may be obtained before work time specified as

profile information. Read-out software which works with an addressee's computer systems 7-9

requests distribution of the newspaper expression from the news server 5 just after the work

time. Or it may be made for the news server 5 to generate and save newspaper expression

according to this read-out software having demanded distribution.

[01 14]An addressee's computer systems 7-9 may once save expression of a newspaper

received from the news server 5 at the storage device 25, and may print it automatically by the

printer 27.

[01 15]Correction profile information for adding another step and reflecting change of hope

about directions of an activity of an addressee about a formatted newspaper and an

addressee's topic, a subtopic, and a keyword may be inputted into a correction preference

method 30.

[01 16]For example, application which works with an addressee's computer systems 7-9 sends

a message to the news server 5, an addressee looks at which report with the display 26, and it

is told whether it printed by the printer 27. These information is considered to be an

addressee's degrees of interest, and it can use for correcting a relative priority of a topic of an

addressee profile, and a subtopic. Based on this result, a part of topic and subtopic may be

added or deleted.

[0117]And when it provides a newspaper with a link to an abridged document content, the

news server 5 may correct an addressee's preference according to report of having used a link

which an addressee omitted and which is accessed content.

[0118]

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPlf are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the lnvention]Thjs invention relates to the art which generally uses a computer

network, especially, accesses information by a computer network and relates to how to have

been improved for distributing it to a specific addressee.

[0002]

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]Before the global computer network spread, in order to have

acquired information, the present occurrence, etc. about "news, i.e., the situation of changing

quickly,", it had to depend on media called broadcast like a newspaper or radio, or television.

However, a global computer network like the Internet is a new source of information nowadays.

There are some persons who think that the importance of the old conventional media was lost

by a computer network. This is because these networks can disseminate a lot of information at

high speed. For example, it is given to an accessible document and resource through the

Internet, respectively, peculiar identifier (Uniform Resource Locator), i.e., URL. As a result, it is

possible to carry out direct access to those information individually from any sauce in the

parenchyma top world.

[0003]However, there are the strong point and demerit in this. That is, to one, it is preferred

that it is accessible to a lot of information compared with the ability to access only the part of

them. That is, it is "there are many good things." However, work required to discover interested

specific information since the accessible amount of information has become huge on the other

hand is huge, and impossible for almost all persons. It is already individually impossible by

investigating a global computer network carefully to discover information.

[0004]lt was going to solve this problem and much art has been developed. One of such the

art is the method of carrying out "pull" of the information to an individual according to a

demand. The document and other information which are considered that the network function

called a "search engine" satisfies one or more search conditions which the individual gave are

retrieved, information is found, and the task which makes it possible for an individual to

demand the information chosen from the sauce, namely, to carry out "pull" is helped. The

function called a "meta search engine" applies another function to start two or more search

engines to retrieving the demanded information.

[0005]there are some "push" infonnation to an individual as another art according to a
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demand, it is the art called a "robot" or an "agent", and the information related to one or more

conditions which the individual gave is specified first, and information retrieval is assisted by

next "pushing" the information to an individual. [ transmit namely, ]

[0006]Although such art stored a certain amount of success in information retrieval, it does not

have the function provided in form with the layout which is easy to read the acquired

information like the space of the conventional newspaper.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]The purpose of this invention provides the content

chosen and displayed according to each addressee's individual preference as a newspaper

which used the computer network as the base.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

[Means for Solving the Problem]According to a method of this invention, expression with which

news and information were personalized is supplied to an addressee based on the following

steps. Namely, a step which obtains preference of an addressee including one or more

categories and display layouts for which it wishes which an addressee wishes, A step which

specifies a document considered to satisfy conditions about this category beyond 1
** to wish,

A step which creates a list which comprises each entry corresponding to a specified this

document, and distributes the list to an addressee, A step which specifies a document

corresponding to a this chosen entry based on an entry which this addressee chose, It consists

of a step generated so that a display layout this addressee expects expression of a step which

acquires content content information of an each selected document which expresses a part at

least, and a report including this content information may be suited.

[0009]The following steps are contained in a method of undertaking an enterprise of this

invention. Namely, one or more categories to wish, a display layout for which it wishes, And a

step which obtains preference of an addressee including directing [ to wish ] of an advertising

category. It is a step which provides an addressee with expression which can print a

newspaper provided with an advertisement with a content in a step which acquires content

information with a content in a category to wish contained in one at least, a report with the

content information, and an advertising category to wish. A display layout expected that

expression is printed is acquired.

[0010]By referring to the following explanation and a figure, he can understand more easily the

various features of this invention and its desirable working example. The same element Is

expressed with the same reference number in some figures. Contents and a figure of the

fellowing explanation are mentioned only as the example, and do not express a limit over the

adaptation range of this invention.

[0011]
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[Embodiment of the lnvention]Below, the embodiment which materialized this invention is

described with reference to Drawings.

[00i2]The schematic diagram 1A is a block diagram of the method 30, and this method is

chosen according to each addressee's individual preference, and it can enforce it in various

forms as the 1st process for providing the displayed content as a newspaper which used the

computer network as the base.

[0013]According to this method, the profile information which specifies an addressee's

preference at Step 31 is acquired. For example, the topic of the newspaper article which the

addressee wishes, selection of a display layout, and the schedule of newspaper distribution

are included in the profile information. In this example, the step following Step 32 and it is

performed at the time specified to the schedule which the addressee chose. A document with

the content corresponding to the topic to wish is searched with Step 32, and the content of the

document specified by search at Step 33 is obtained. In Step 34, a content expression of the

these-specified document is generated according to the form specified by the addressee's

profile information, i.e., a layout. Furthermore, Step 35 for transmitting the display to the

distribution destination specified by an addressee is contained in the method 30 as an option.

For example, expression generated at Step 34 may be sent to the address contained In profile

information by E-mail (E-mail) at Step 35.

[0014]Drawing 1 B shows an example of the composition of the computer which can be used

when performing the method 30, and a network. One or more records about an addressee's

preference are created from the information received from the addressee 41, and it saves in

the profile database 42. The search 43 specifies a document with the content corresponding to

the topic of the hope in an addressee's preference from the content database 44. Although a

content expression of the document specified by search is generated in the format 47, this

expression serves as form based on the layout chosen from the layout database 46 by the

selecting means 45 according to an addressee's preference. About the distribution 48, the

formatted display may be transmitted to the addressee 41 as it is, and according to the

demand from an addressee, the display may once be saved and it may transmit to the

addressee 41 later.

[0015]Drawing 2 A is a block diagram about the method 50. In this method, since the content

chosen and expressed according to each addressee's individual preference Is prepared as a

newspaper which used the computer network as the base, many things are utillzable as an

option. In Step 51, profile Information is acquired like explanation of drawing 1 . A document

with the content corresponding to the topic to wish Is searched with Step 52, at Step 53, the list

of these documents is created and an addressee Is provided with this list by one which is

described below of methods. In Step 54, directions which document under the list to choose

are received from an addressee. And the content of the directed document is obtained at Step
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55. In Step 56, a content expression of these selected documents is generated according to

the format, i.e., the layout, which were specified as the addressee's profile. The expression is

sent to the distribution destination specified by an addressee at Step 57.

[0016]An example of the composition of a computer and a network in the case of enforcing the

method 50 of this invention to drawing 2 B is shown. From the preference received from the

addressee 41, one or more records about an addressee's preference are created, and it is

saved in the profile database 42 as preference information. The search 63 specifies one or

more documents containing the content corresponding to the topic which an addressee wishes

from the content database 44. The list 69 creates the list of these-specifled documents, sends

this list itself to an addressee, or sends URL linked to the document including a list to an

addressee. Then, the list 69 receives directions of which document under list was chosen from

the addressee 41, and sends these directions to the search 63. A content expression of the

these-chosen document is generated in the format 47. This expression is generated by the

form based on the layout selected by the selection 45 from the layout database 46 according

to an addressee's preference. In the distribution 48, formatted expression may be transmitted

to the addressee 41 as it is, and the expression may once be saved and it may transmit to the

addressee 41 later. Each step of the methods 30 and 50 is explained in more detail below.

[0017]An example of the composition of the computer network which can be used when

performing this invention is shown in drawing 3. The news server 5 performs service explained

by drawing 1 A, IB and 2A, and 2B. The news server 5 obtains a document from the content

provider 4 who did the subscription contract via the network 1 , and saves these documents in

the database 44. Of course, instead of saving these documents in the database 44, the news

server 5 searches and it may be made to obtain the content of each document from the

database which the content provider 4 or other organizations manage, or other preservation

places in addition to it. The news server 5 formats the content of these documents, and sends

expression of the special order newspaper which has the content generated according to each

addressee's preference in each addressee's computer systems 7-9, respectively. Of course,

these expressions can also be transmitted to each addressee according to the preference of

an individual's distribution schedule saved at the news server 5.

[0018]lt is desirable that it is a global network like the Internet as an example of the network 1

.

The content provider 4 and the news server 5 operate as a network server, and each addressee's

computer systems 7-9 operate as a network client. As another example of the network 1 , it

may be what kind of data-communications institution at a local network, i.e., a local network, or

a real target. A network server and a client are realizable with conventional hardware and software

which are explained below.

[0019]Drawing 4 is an example of the composition of the computer systems 10 used as an

addressee's computer 7-9. In the news server 5, things are also possible using the same
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computer systems. CPU12 is an arithmetic processing unit of a computer. Ttie input control 14

expresses an interface with a keyboard or the input device 15 like a mouse. The storage

control 15 expresses an interface with the storage device 25 provided with storage media like

magnetic tape, a magnetic disk and an optical medium, or a semiconductor medium. Storage

media are used for recording an operating system, a utility, and the program that consists of a

command of application. The display control 16 expresses an interface with the display 26 like

the monitor provided with the cathode-ray tube (CRT) or the liquid crystal display panel (LCD).

The printer control 17 expresses an interface with the printer 27 like an ink jet printer or a laser

beam printer. RAM 13 is random access memory (RAM). The communications control 18

expresses an interface with the communication link 28. This communication link is connected

to the network 1

.

[0020]As a network server of this invention, the computer systems 10 can also save the

preference of a content, layout specification, and an addressee, etc. at the storage device 25.

Expression of a special order newspaper is transmitted to the network 1 through the

communications control 1 8.

[0021]Expression of a special order newspaper inputs into the computer systems 10 used as

the network client of this invention from the network 1 through the communications control 18,

and in order to display by the display 26 and/or the printer 27, the expression is saved at the

storage device 25.

[0022]ln the example shown with this figure, all main blocks of the computer systems 10 are

connected to the bus 1 1 (this bus may express two or more physical buses). For example, a

personal computer only with one bus based on modification of what is called ISA (Industry

Standard Architecture) and ISA may be used. PCI The computer further provided with a bus

like the broadband bus based on a bus standard like a local bus (Peripheral Component

Interconnect) standard may be used. Bus architectures are not the conditions for carrying out

this invention.

[0023]ln other devices suitable for using as a digital book, the input device 24 comprises some

buttons, 15/of storage control device 25 is one gestalt of semiconductor memory, and 17/of

printer control device 27 is excluded. Gestalten other than this are also possible.

[0024]lt can realize by various methods containing the processor of a discrete logic element,

one or more ASIC, and/or programmed control, etc., and does not depend for each function in

these each component on a certain specific embodiment.

[0025]ln the acquisition steps 31 and 51 of a profile, an addressee's profile information may be

substantially inputted by what kind of method. For example, while an addressee looks at the

form displayed on the computer display 26 of the computer 7-9, the method of inputting an

addressee's preference information from the input device 24 may be used. An example of the

form which can be used when inputting an addressee's preference information into drawing 5-
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5G is shown.

[0026}As a desirable embodiment, the news server 5 is good to require that each addressee

should register individual information into the profile database 42, and should set up

subscription.

[0027]An example of the form which an individual registers subscription newly, or the

preference registered
[
existing ] is checked, or can be changed is shown in drawing 5. The

form shown with this figure and the form shown with other figures can be created, for example

using the markup language of a tag system like HTML (Hypertext Markup Language). Of

course, creating using other languages is not it is possible and important [ the language to be

used ], either. Form is displayed on the screen of the display 26. This form serves as

assistance in case an addressee inputs information using the input device 24. Various user

interfaces using a keyboard, a pointing device, and/or a touch screen are also feasible.

[0028]The addressee who has already subscribed can check the present preference by

entering "user ID" and a "password" incidental to it into the blank currently displayed, and

clicking "GO" button with a pointing device like a mouse. If a "GO" button is clicked, the news

server 5 displays form as shown in a 5 G figure, and the registered addressee can check his

preference, or can change it.
[
present ] This is explained in detail below.

[0029]The addressee who wishes to subscribe newly should just do Kutulik of the "START"

button. If the "START" button is clicked, the news server 5 will display one or more forms for

the addressee's preference to input. An example of the form is shown in drawing 6 - 5G. Each

may be individually used for such forms and may be used for them combining two or more

forms. The turn or the contents of such forms are not limited to the contents illustrated by a

diagram, either.

[0030]Drawing 6 is the 1st step of registration and is the form for specifying one or more

interesting topics. The way display the category which can be chosen in this form and an

addressee chooses it Is preferred. A maximum of six topics can be specified in the example

shown in a figure.

[0031]Drawing 7 is the 2nd step of registration and is the form for specifying a subtopic and a

keyword as an option. The list of subtopics related to each specified topic is displayed, and an

interested topic can be further narrowed down by choosing a subtopic from the list.

Specification of TOPPIKKU and a subtopic may be performed using other forms as shown in

drawing 12 . In the form of drawing 12 , one or more keywords can be specified as a topic, a

subtopic, and an option.

[0032]Drawing 8 is form which chooses newspaper formatting [ to wish ], i.e., a layout. It is

desirable to constitute from this form so that the arrangement image of a selectable layout may
be shown and the font size used when a newspaper is displayed or it is printed can also be

specified.
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[0033]Drawing 9 is form which specifies newspaper generation and the schedule of

distribution. In the example shown here, the frequency of distribution can be once set up for

whether being ********
only a weekday or a weekend every day at one week. When one

schedule is chosen as one week, it can be specified whether he wishes to distribute on any

day of a week. The time and the time zone of newspaper generation and distribution can also

be specified.

[0034]. [ whether an addressee wishes distribution of the newspaper which comprises another

content which is not illustrated, and which carried out form and was automatically specified

according to the profile information, and ] Or form which specifies whether he wishes

distribution of the newspaper which comprises the content chisel which the addressee chose

out of the list of specified reports may be provided. When an addressee wishes the direction

which does not choose a report from a list, the news server 5 distributes a newspaper to an

individual using a method like the method 30. When an addressee wishes the direction which

chooses a report from a list, the news server 5 distributes a newspaper to an addressee using

a method like the method 50. Explanation of Steps 53 and 54 of the method 50 explains this

difference in detail.

[0035]Drawing 10 is the form for specifying the address of the E-mail for distribution and

entering "user ID" and a "password." With this "user ID" and a "password", each addressee

becomes possible
[ checking and changing one's preference information in the future ], and he

can prevent a person without authority from accessing and changing into others' preference

information.

[0036]Drawing 1

1

checks the inputted preference information, and is a step of the last of

registration and is the form for changing it if needed. If a "REGISTER" button is clicked,

registration will be performed, and if a "CANCEL" button is clicked, all the registering operation

performed until now can be canceled.

[0037]The registered addressee can check or change the present preference information using

the form which was similar to it using the form shown in drawing 1 1 . For example, if a "Change
Topics" button is clicked, the news server 5 can display the form shown in dmwing^ and 5C,

and the addressee can change the topic, subtopic, and keyword which were specified, since

the news server 5 returns to the form shown In drawing 1

1

after change of a topic is completed
-- an addressee - a ******

continuation - the next alteration work can be performed. After all

the change is completed, the addressee can cancel change which clicked "REGISTER" button,

saved change, or clicked the "CANCEL" button, and was performed until now, and can

maintain the present preference information.

[0038]There is a way the news server 5 sends an electronic mail message to the address

specified at Step 5 (drawing 10 is explained) as another addition step in the case of checking

registration. This electronic mail message checks registration, when the addressee who
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received the message returns that message to a sender. If the news server 5 receives

message returned, registration will be checked, and subscription is processed based on an

addressee's preference information saved in the profile database 42. This electronic mail

message may be sent and the method of receiving a reply may be added as a confirmation

step for verifying the e-mail address for newspaper distribution.

[0039]The content searching steps 32 and 52 specify the document considered that the

addressee shows interest most and other information by searching the content which agrees

with the topic of the hope saved as a part of an addressee's profile. As a more desirable

operation form, the addressee can input one or more the topics to wish or subtopics, and

keywords.

[0040]Two or more topics and subtopic drawing 14 A-6C are the figures showing the virtual

relation between a topic, a subtopic, and a keyword. In the composition shown in drawing 14

A, the "domestic" topic which shows the preference of domestic news is specified. Especially

in this composition, in order to show the preference of domestic news related to agriculture and

the weather, "agriculture" and the "weather" are chosen as a subtopic. The keyword of "water",

"rice", and "cotton" has specified the preference of agricultural news still more finely, and "rain"

and "atmospheric temperature" have specified the preference of the weather news still more

finely.

[0041]Distinction of a topic, a subtopic, and a keyword is arbitrary to some extent. The item

classified according to one classification gestalt with a subtopic may be classified according to

other classification gestalten as a topic or a keyword. In this invention, those classification

gestalten do not have special semantics. However, when the selected topic, subtopic, and

keyword are changed into other hierarchical structures, it is preferred to be changed as they

are based on the content search condition and index production conditions which are saved in

the content database 44.

[0042]A search condition and index production conditions may change with content sauce. For

example, the content produced by subscribing to AP (Associated Press) Online is classified

according to the category code specified by ANPA (American Newspaper Publishers

Association), It is classified also according to the category code specified by AP Online. An

ANPA category is shown below.

[0043] '

.
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Table I [0044]The "domestic" topic specified by the layered structure shown in drawing 14 A
supports the "domestic" category given by ANPA specification. However, other elements in a

layered structure do not necessarily support the classification of AP Online 1 to 1. Although the

classification paragraph related to a subtopic "agriculture" is not included in particular in the

classification of AP Online, as shown in Table II, some classification paragraphs related to a

subtopic "weather" are included. The corresponding classification paragraph does not exist

about a keyword.

[0045]

AP Online

12 0 1

12 0 2

12 04

Table II [0046]Matching which can be used for changing a part of composition of having been

shown in drawing 14 A at drawing 14 B into the suitable search condition for receiving a

content from AP Online is shown. The specified topic "domestic" corresponds to an existing

ANPA category as shown there, but both the subtopics "agriculture" and keywords "U.S." that

were specified are matched with the keyword of search. In other words, the specific preference

shown by drawing 14 A is changed into the layered structure which was suitable for the

content search received from AP Online by matching shown in drawing 14 B. According to this

layered structure, "agriculture" and the thing in which "rice" appears are searched out of the

document which has "domestic" (the ANPA code "a") and the content classified. Convertible

terms and other words related to a keyword may be made to be included as an option

automatically. For example, since the keyword "farming" is related to "agriculture", it includes

http://Avw4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fww^ 5/1 0/201
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"farming" in search.

[0047]Drawing 14 C sliows matching of the others which receive content and can be used

classified according to the virtual system in which the category "U.S. agriculture" was

contained. Although not illustrated, it is necessary to match the topic of each level of the

layered structure specified by the addressee with the keyword or category which the content

donor defined in other examples. However, in order to simplify these work more, it is desirable

to consider it as the form which limits selection of a topic or a subtopic according to the

classification whose form into which an addressee inputs preference the content donor

defined.

[0048]One method of performing this matching is creating the table which performed the cross

reference between all the topics and subtopic which an addressee can specify, and the

corresponding category defined by receiving content. When a content is obtained from two or

more sauce, or when the content is classified according to two or more classifications, two or

more tables may be used. Matching with convertible terms or other related words can also be

performed by the same method!

[0049]When the category to search and which receives content and corresponds is defined as

the method of another matching, it may change so that it may match with the search category

which disregards the topic specified in this conversion and corresponds the specified subtopic.

When the specified subtopic does not correspond to one defined category according to this

method, the specified topic is matched in the search category corresponding to it, and the

specified subtopic is dealt with as a keyword. After the topic specified by the addressee and a

subtopic are matched with suitable conditions, a content search of the content database 44 is

easily performed according to these conditions. Neither special search technique nor index art

poses a problem.

[0050]Search results can also be used as a measure which an addressee's interest measures.

This degree of interest serves as presumption of the degree having contained the content

which the specified document advertizes to an addressee, in practice, it may presume as a

combination of two or more factors.

[0051 ]The 1st factor is a relative priority of a topic. If other factors are the same when ranking

can be given to a topic, as the addressee was shown in drawing 6 , the mark higher than the

document in which the document with the content related to the topic graded by the highest

has the content graded below it as a measure of interest are given.

[0052]The 2nd factor is whether the document has a content or more related to one of the

subtopics. Mark higher than the document which has a content which is not related to a

subtopic only with regards to a topic in a document with the content related to one or more

subtopics incidental to a topic and it can be given.

[0053]The 3rd factor is the frequency of a keyword. Generally, mark become high, so that
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there is much frequency. However, when it is the keyword incidental to the topic which is

unrelated to the content of the document currently observed although those keywords are in an

addressee's preference, or the subtopic, although the frequency of the keyword discounts

whether it ignores, it is preferred. For example, the frequency of the keyword "U.S." which

comes out in the document about marriage in the example shown in drawing 14 A, and the

frequency which comes out in a document with an agricultural content cannot be considered

the same way.

[0054]The 4th factor is a position of the keyword in a document. For example, it is desirable to

give mark higher than the document in which the keyword comes out at other places to the

document in which a keyword comes out in a title and the paragraph of the beginning of the

text.

[0055]l hear that one topic or the subtop news server 5 limits an addressee's preference to one

topic or a subtopic, and considers it to be the process of asking for an addressee's degree of

interest to the searched document content to each paper, and there is. As for the content of

each paper, although the addressee can demand two or more newspapers, it is preferred to

limit to one topic or a subtopic. By carrying out like this, the addressee can specify a different

distribution option to the newspaper of a different kind. For example, the newspaper of

business news is made distribution of a weekday and it may be made to make distribution of a

leisure-related newspaper into a weekend.

[0056]Drawing 12 is a figure showing the form used for an addressee specifying one topic or a

subtopic in the case of registration. This form is equivalent to the form shown by drawing 6

when an addressee is able to specify two or more topics and subtopics. In order to clarify an

interested topic or a subtopic further, it is preferred to enable it to specify one or more

keywords.

[0057]Search of a document content can be performed by a method similar to the method

explained to two or more topics and subtopics in the top. As stated in the top, the degree of

interest to an addressee's document can be presumed using factors which come out in a

document, such as the number of keywords, and/or a place, using the result of search.

[0058]As it is on selection and being stated briefly, an addressee may constitute the news

server 5 for the newspaper which comprises the content selected from the lists of the

newspaper which chooses a content automatically based on an addressee's profile

information, or recommended reports by itself selectable. When it is chosen that an addressee

does not choose a content from a list, the news server 5 can provide a newspaper using a

method like the method 30. It is used for the search results performed at Step 32 choosing a

content automatically. When it is chosen that an addressee chooses a content from the list of

recommended reports, the news server 5 can provide the addressee with a newspaper using a

method like the method 50. At Steps 53 and 54, a list is displayed and directions of selection
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are received, respectively.

[0059]ln Step 53, in order to make the list of recommended reports, the search results

performed at Step 52 use. As for the report of a list, it is preferred that it is arranged according

to an addressee's degree of interest, and the report considered to be more interested is

arranged before other reports. For example, a report with high keyword frequency is listed

before a report with low keyword frequency. The index which shows whether the content of its

report besides the source of a title or a report is related to the topic which an addressee

wishes, a subtopic, and a keyword however may be made to be contained in each report under

list.

[0060]At Step 53, various methods are one of the methods of providing each addressee with a

list. It is the method of creating a list as an HTML document and sending it to an addressee as

an electronic mail message first. Each item under list of this document is provided with the link

and other references which are related with the report saved in a database like the content

database 44. A list document is saved at a server like the news server 5, and it may be made
to send the link and other references which are related with a list document to an individual by

E-mail. An addressee becomes accessible to the list document by navigating a link using

suitable software like a browser, and reaching a list document.

[0061lDrawing 15 showed an example of the list document. In this example, a related topic or

a subtopic is displayed on the upper part of a list, and the "check box" used for it being shown

that the corresponding title and addressee of the report chose that report as each item under

list is provided. As this example shows, the report with various contents may be contained in

the list. The 1st, 3rd, and 5th report of a list is a news content. The 2nd report is a picture

related to the 1st report of the list in this example. The 4th report is an advertisement. It is good

also as composition that a list document contains the miniature of a picture, i.e., "thumbnail"

expression.

[0062]At Step 54, an addressee's selection is inputted from the list made from Step 53. In the

example shown by drawing 15 , selection is performed by clicking a suitable check box. The

1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th report is chosen in drawing 15. In the form shown in this example, all the

recommended reports of a list can be chosen by clicking the button of "ALL." All the items

selected by clicking the "CLEAR" button can be cleared namely, reset. If the "GO" button is

clicked after choosing an interested report, an addressee's selected result will be transmitted

to the news server 5, and the news server 5 will generate and distribute expression of a

newspaper with the selected report.

[0063]At the content acquisition step 33, the content or other information on the document

specified at Step 32 are acquired. At Step 55, the content or other information on the

document selected at Step 54 are acquired. If this content is saved in the content database 44,

it is dramatically easy to obtain this content. In addition to this as other methods, a certain
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content may be saved in other places like the content server with which it was connected to

the network 1. In this case, it is also possible to emit the request of search to a content server,

or to serve a search request for the news server 5 using other available information structures

or indexes promptly. For example, the index to a remote content server may be saved in the

content database 44. If the document or other information which have a content which is

interested in an addressee by search are specified on the content server, the content can be

read by emitting "get, i.e., a read-out request," to a content server. According to it, a content

server is outputted to the news server 5 by using the requested content as newspapers. When
the permission is granted, the requested content may be saved in the content database 44.

[0064]The content format steps 34 and 56 format the content obtained at Steps 33 and 55,

respectively, and enable it to provide it to an addressee. The form for offer is generated so that

the layout specified as the addressee's profile may be suited.

[0065] It can respond to what kind of computer file format on parenchyma in itself

[ expression ]. In a typical format, PDF (Portable Docunrient Format), WordPerfect (registered

trademark) Or a word processor format like Microsoft (registered trademark) Word, There are a

native printer format like an international facsimile format, a bitmapped image, or PCL (Printer

Control Language), etc. When generating the expression for displaying on the display 26, it is

preferred to generate expression using PDF. When generating the expression for printing by

the printer 27, the method of generating expression in the enciphered form which is explained

by a native printer format or the following is preferred.

[0066]The flow chart of the method 80 is shown in format process drawing 1 6. This expresses

one method of performing Steps 34 and 56. Step 81 works various initialization of creating the

list which chose arranging [ which he wishes from the layout database 46 ], and was able to

set it in order according to the priority about the field under selected layout. The content of the

document considered to be the most interested in an addressee is formatted into a field with

the highest priority. The document content considered for interest to be low is formatted into

the field to which a priority becomes low in order.

[0067]Repeat execution of Step 82 is carried out at a part of outside loop structure. When this

loop is executed first, the field which has the highest priority at Step 82 is chosen. When this

loop is executed succeedingly, the field which has a priority high next at Step 82 is chosen

from a list. A field may be defined over two or more pages. However, the implementation that

each field is settled in 1 page is desirable.

[0068]The content of each document is obtained from the document group which Step 83 is

performed at a part of internal loop structure repeatedly, and is considered that he is interested

in an addressee. The content of the document considered to be the most interested in an

addressee at Step 83 when this loop is executed first is taken out. The content of the

document considered to be [ the next ] interested at Step 83 when this loop is executed
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succeedingly is taken out.

[0069]Step 84 is a step of an option and relates one or more graphical objects like a picture

with the selected document. This step is effective when formatting a report which contains a

text and graphics from the content of a document only with the content of a text, or one of

whether to be content of graphics. The size of a graphical object is changed if needed so that

the area of the field where the layout was chosen may be optimized and used. Two or more

graphical objects may be associated.

[0070]At Step 85, the item of a dictionary adds to the content of a text. The dictionary item over

the language is provided according to the reading ability of the addressee about the language

of a document content.

[0071 ]ln Step 86, the selected document, the graphics related with it, and the content which

combined the dictionary item are analyzed, it determines which portion fits the field to which

the layout was chosen, and expression of the portion is generated.

[0072]ln a content expression which combined a document, graphics, and a dictionary item,

when the selected field remains, it is Step 87 and packing for filling the portion in which the

field remained is called for. When it cannot finish being restored to the field to which a

combined content expression was chosen, it is Step 87 and expression of the remaining

content all or parts is generated by other fields (other Paige is preferred).

[0073] It is judged at Step 88 whether the format process of the selected field was completed. It

may process so that the field of shoes to be specified may display an easy expression of two

or more documents. In this internal loop structure, it can process so that expression of two or

more documents may be displayed on one field. When the format over the selected field has

not been completed yet, this method is continued from Step 83 and the content of the

document most important [ the next ] is obtained. When the process of that field is completed,

this method is continued from Step 89 and it is judged whether all the formats were completed.

When not having completed, this method is continued from Step 82 and a field with a priority

high next is chosen. The method 80 is ended when having completed.

[0074]The method 80 is explained in detail below.

[0075]Selected layout pattern 17 A-F shows some images of the virtual layout over the first

page of a newspaper. A document content [ like a newspaper name and a date ] whose portion

described as the "banner" is expresses with these examples other information that it became

independent.

[0076]lf drawing 17 A is referred to, the field currently described as "the report 1" expresses

the portion of the space as which all or some of the 1st content document is displayed, when it

is displayed on a monitor or is printed. The field currently described as "the report 2" expresses

the portion of the space as which all or some of the 2nd content document is displayed, when it

is displayed on a monitor or is printed. It is desirable to assign what is considered for an
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addressee's interest to be large to the next at the 2nd document in what is considered for an

addressee's interest to be the largest to the 1st document. As mentioned above, according to

the degree of interest an addressee is expected to be, an order can be attached to a document

by various methods. Or a document can also be displayed in arbitrary order, such as an

alphabetical order of the title of a document content, order of the time specified by a content

provider, or order saved in the content database 44.

[0077]ln the field currently described as the "abstract", a part of two or more documents of

each are displayed. For example, an abstract displays only the 1st paragraph of each

document. It is desirable to assign the document considered for the degree of interest to be

lower than the document published by other fields of the page by the abstract section. The

URL link tied up during the "abstract" of each document at all the contents of the document

can also be stretched.

[0078]The document with a big content which cannot be displayed on the specified field in a

page can be processed by two fundamental methods. The 1st method divides the document

content into the 1st portion and 2nd portion, it is made to fit in the field to which the 1st portion

was specified well, and the 2nd portion is the thing which displays a part on the next page

altogether. In order to show that there is a page as which the 2nd portion is displayed, it is

preferred to include a certain directions like "following XX page" into the viewing area of the 1st

portion.

[0079]Although the 2nd method divides a content too, it is made for the 1st portion to be well

settled in the specified field, and the portion which remained is the method of omitting, the

displayed report - "detailed" - it is preferred to put in description that it turns out like "omitting

henceforth" that was omitted. It is desirable to add the name of a document and a certain

document access information like a URL link so that all the contents of the document may be

obtained if needed.

[0080]lt is also good to enable it to specify the maximum or the length to wish as an option

about the display of the report which an addressee can choose. However, thereby, a part of

2nd portion may be omitted. When omitting a part, as mentioned above, it is good to show the

thing abridged while displaying a report. Length may be specified by what kind of method on

parenchyma, and there are the number of characters, the number of lines, the number of

paragraphs, the number of columns, the length of a column, the number of pages, etc. in it.

[0081]However, specification of the "maximum" length of a report will impose restriction in a

display. Therefore, in the generation process of a display, it is desirable for the merit of the

specified report to be able to adjust in a certain form. For example, when exceeding slightly by

the specified certain margin to the length which all document contents wish and it is called the

case where it can display, and the case where the degree of addressee interest of a document

is very high, it may be made to allow to exceed the length which the display length of a report
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wishes.

[0082]Although drawing 17 B - drawing 17 F show the image of other layouts, the some

provide the field described as the "report 3" and the "report 4", in order to display in a way

similar with it having been attached to the 1st and 2nd documents, and having mentioned

above the content of the 3rd or 4th document.

[0083]Although the layout shown in drawing 17 E and drawing 17 F has the field described as

"AD", an advertisement or other information may be displayed here. The content of this field

may be chosen regardless of an addressee's preference. However, even if it is an advertising

content, it will be preferred for an addressee that what is considered to be more interested is

chosen and displayed. This selection may be performed based on the preference of the

addressee who is used for search of a document content and is in an addressee's profile. In

this case, in a registration process, it is desirable to show form which displays on an addressee

the form which requires one or more keywords as the preference of an advertising category as

an option. An example of the form which can be used for this purpose is drawing 13 . By

obtaining an addressee's preference to an advertisement, the news server 5 is related by an

addressee, and it becomes possible to insert in a newspaper each time the advertisement in

which interest is made to hold more. The operator of the news server 5 can impose the fee in

which such a target advertisement is more expensive than a common advertisement. Since It

can use for compensating with these fees the cost which provides a newspaper, the burden to

an addressee can be made small or can be made into no charge.

[0084]The field described as "CPN" with the layout of drawing 17 F is a field where a coupon

or a rebate ticket is displayed, and it urges printing a newspaper to an addressee to it. For

example, the coupon which an addressee can use for obtaining discount or the rebate of the

consumable goods for printing, such as paper, ink, and a toner, may be sufficient as the

display of CPN. As for printing expression of the business performed using a coupon or a

coupon, it is preferred that it is that which controls or prevents making or using the photocopy

of the coupon.

[0085]As for a content provider like a graphic content, for example, AP on-line, It is general to

provide only one of graphical objects like a text or a picture. As for graphics, as preference to a

newspaper, it is [ a text ] desirable only by neediessness and graphics only In a text for an

addressee to be able to specify neediessness and the thing which mixed graphics with the text

interim. It is possible to raise the quality of a newspaper format greatly by many new features

in these displays containing graphics.

[0086]The 1st feature Is associating information with a graphic content, and other Information

with a text content using the search results of Step 32 and Step 52. The document In which the

content provider of many like AP on-line has both a text and graphics Is not provided.

Therefore, that the news server 5 must perform this correlation often breaks out. One method
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of performing this is a method of specifying the example of the text information and the graphic

information that received content, searched with the text and the same method with having

carried out graphics and the explanatory note which is attached content in many cases, and it

was closely related using these search results. A graphic content evaluates [ a text and ] which

is closely related content using the various degrees of addressee interest mentioned above.

[0087]The 2nd feature is adjusting the size of a graphical object, in order to use the space of

newspaper space the optimal. As for the display of a graphical object, it is common that it

cannot be satisfied if the ratio (called an aspect ratio) of height to width is not maintained. The

width of a graphical object like a picture is adjusted so that the width of the stage of one or

more texts may be suited, and the implementation of height adjusted so that an aspect ratio

may be maintained is preferred. There is also a way set up equally to the width of the number

of stages which subtracted 1 from the number of whole pages which displays a report for the

width of a graphical object. For example, if it is formatted so that a report may be three steps

when it prints, the width of the graphical object attached to it will be set up equally to two steps

of width, and height will be set up maintain the original aspect ratio. The width of a graphical

object may be set as one step of width of a text.

[0088]The 3rd feature is regulating the number and/or size of a graphical object according to

an addressee's preference. The size and/or number of objects are large (or small), and an

addressee is set up, when it receives content and high preference (or low preference) is

shown, graphics and.

[0089]The 4th feature receives the display of graphics and/or a text, It is enabling it to specify

the spatial resolving power which an addressee wishes in consideration of the inputted factor

with which many, such as capacity of an expression required to save, the time taken to print

the expression and cost, and subjective quality of a display, compete. Another feature is that

an addressee enables it to specify whether whether a color's being used for a display and

monochrome, i.e., "black and white", are used.

[0090]lt is more preferred than the quantity which can actually be displayed in the field where

the restoration **** page of the field was specified to have many methods for processing

somewhat few contents or the document which contains many contents for a while. One

method fluctuates the size of a font and fluctuates a space respectively required for a display.

An option fluctuates the space of spacing, and/or the size of a margin.

[0091]There is also a method of changing so that the inside of the field which added packing

and was specified in the document containing few contents rather than the quantity which can

be displayed in the specified field may be filled. "Packing" here refers to the arbitrary texts or

graphics content which is not a part of document content. Although the content of packing may

be related in a document being content, it does not necessarily need to be so. Packing may be

texts, such as a quotation, a proverb, an advertisement, etc. famous also for the graphics
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object of arbitrary designs or the published document, and the picture which is generally

related at least.

[0092]Packing used here can be chosen from the sets of packing. This selection may be

performed arbitrarily, i.e., at random, or it may carry out based on a certain standard of the

preference of the size and aspect ratio of packing, or one or more addressees. For example, it

may enable it to specify whether an individual's graphical packing is good or packing of a text

is good. Each packing used as the set of packing can be classified according to one or more

categories, and it can choose in topics, subtopics, and a way similar with having chosen the

document content based on the preference of an addressee called a keyword.

[0093]the dictionary of a foreign language - if use of the global network increases, an

addressee will meet with a document with the text content written to itself in the language

which is hard to understand easily more often. Each addressee can consider the embodiment

in consideration of the degree of satisfaction about the language which he wishes, and other

one or more languages. For example, the language which an addressee wishes is German,

and if it has the ability of English below a university level, and the ability of Japanese below a

high school level, it will be registered. In this invention, in the document written in English and

Japanese according to the real force level, some words can be specified and the definition in

the German of the these-specified word can also be included in expression of the document.

For example, expression of some documents written in English can equip with the following

definitions the addressee who said that English ability is below a university level, namely

[Equation 1]

Initially, the [e/ocenf- /Dozent, Fuhrer, Tourleiter] was

irritated by the [sophistry: Sophismus] of the man at the rear

of the tour group whose [specious: trugcrisch, vcrfanglich]

questions seemed to have no other purpose but to embarrass her.

But her Irritation soon gave way to [trepJdity: Besorgnis] as

the man's behavior became increasingly {.truculent: aufsa>ssig].

This feature is realizable by cross-referencing the word to which each interested language

corresponds, and making the dictionary table containing a merit level. For example, the word in

front
[
corresponding to the English word "perspicacious" ] is made into a university level, and

let the word in front
[
corresponding to "abrogate" of an English word ] be a high school level.

Although the dictionary item of both words Is Included In the newspaper generated to the

addressee who described below as the high school level, English ability. Although the

dictionary item of "perspicacious" is included in the newspaper generated to the addressee to

whom English ability described below as the university level, the dictionary item of "abrogate"

is not included.
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[0094]ln distribution and ttie displaying steps 35 and 57, a newspaper expression is distributed

according to distribution preference specified in each addressee's profile. A part of two or more

addressees' profile information saved in the profile database 42 is shown in Table ill. In an

example shown here, record is saved in order of a user's ID. An example shown in a table

shows six virtual addressees' distribution preference. It is not the intended thing even if there is

similarity to an individual who exists really.

[0095]Each profile information contains a distribution destination which specifies where "user

ID, i.e., an addressee's identifier," and information are distributed, an option which specifies a

kind of work, a schedule, a day, time, and a time zone. In an example shown below, in order to

explain simply, a schedule, a day, time, and time specified for information on a time zone will

be called "work time." In an example shown in Table III, each distribution destination is a virtual

e-mail address.

[0096]lt is shown that an addressee is requesting that "Doc" of the option column should

distribute a document provided with a newspaper expression at work time specified as a

specified distribution destination. This option may be performed by the news server 5 using a

method like a method 30 mentioned above.

[0097]lt is shown that an addressee is requesting that "List" of the option column should

distribute a list of recommended reports at work time specified as a specified distribution

destination. This option may be performed by the news server 5 using a method like a method

50 mentioned above. As for a method 50, it is preferred to input selection of a report performed

at Step 54, and to generate and distribute a newspaper document promptly.

[0098]"Auto" of the option column shows that an addressee hopes that an addressee's

computer systems begin a newspaper automatic request. This feature is explained below.

[0099]lf user ID looks at information of an addressee who is "Alice", it is specified that

distribution of a newspaper document is performed to
****** from Monday to Friday. "-8" of the

time zone column shows that this addressee's time zone is [ 8 hours ] behind Coordinated

Universal Time (Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)) (Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)), i.e.,

Greenwich-Mean-Time
. An addressee from whom user ID serves as "Bartok" is requesting

that a list of recommended reports should be distributed to 6:30 am of a day of the week every

month at local time of a time zone which was late for UTC for 5 hours. When profile information

of "Diyang" is seen, it turns out that it is expected of distribution of a list by local time 3:30pm of

a time zone advanced from UTC for 7 hours each weekend on Saturday and Sunday.

[0100]
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«0

Alice ahkfe3r4. c Doc ¥P 5:0 0

pm

- 8

Bartok ebh@eee. co List H-H] ^« 6:30 - 5

Chandra 1639@kfue.

net

Auto 150 9:0 0 + 0

Diyang diyang§srr List 51* 3:30 + 7

Ebony creSqky. co Doc m-m 10:3

0 am

+ 1

Jin abcixyz. co

m

Doc SB 9:00

pm

+ 9

Table ill [0101]ln this example, an addressee assumes that one newspaper can be demanded

from one user ID. In an implementation as which an addressee can request one or more

newspapers, a certain regulation for saving information on each paper is needed. For example,

a method of making the field of "newspaper ID" and saving record of each paper may be used.

[0102]Distribution is performed according to distribution control information desirably acquired

from distribution preference saved in the profile database 42. Table IV shows one arrangement

of distribution control information acquired from an addressee's profile distribution preference.

In this example, distribution control information is arranged according to an order of work time

expressed with absolute time, i.e., UTC time. This absolute time can also deduct and acquire

time zone offset from time of specification shown in Table 111. For example, absolute delivery

time to "Ebony" will be obtained from appointed time (10:30 am) by deducting time zone offset

(1 hour), and will be 0930:00 in this case.

[0103]

UTC

—;v

H 3---riD

3 >

0 8 3 0 Diyang diyang@srr. con List

0 9 00 ¥H Chandra 1639@kfue. net Auto

0 93 0 cre@qky. com Doc

113 0 m-m Bartok ebh@eee. com List

12 0 0 Jin abc@xyz. com Doc

2 5 00 ¥0 Alice ahk@e3r4.com Doc
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Table IV [01 04]Absolutely, even if delivery time becomes smaller than zero, it can also exceed

2400 and, thereby, can express a difference in a distribution day with this method. For

example, although absolute delivery time of "Alice" is 2500:00, this means 0100:00 of the next

day. Distribution to Alice is requested from 5:00 pm in a time zone of 8 [
-] from Monday to

Friday. It can also be said that this is equivalent to distributing at 0100:00 from Tuesday to

Saturday at UTC, or is distributed from Monday to Friday by UTC at 2500:00. This special

method makes it easy to decide on a right day.

[0105]By arranging distribution control information in order of delivery time absolutely, the

news server 5 can perform more easily search, formatting, and a distributing step which were

described in a top according to a distribution schedule specified by an addressee. When an

addressee is demanding a newspaper document or distribution of a list, the news server 5

distributes a document or a list to the addressee. Distribution of distribution like the usual mail

or an E-mail generally according to an E-mail although what kind of method may be used

substantially is preferred. Or it is good for an inspection or downloading to be possible and also

make [ save a document of the newspaper, or a list, and ] according to an addressee's

request.

[0106]Other various functions which carried out feature **** can be combined variously, and

can be carried out. Although some functions are added and described, these may be carried

out combining a function mentioned above.

[0107]One function prints newspaper expression from the news server 5 automatically by the

printer 27 with application which operates with the client computer system 7-9. Although this

application can be carried out by various methods, one can be carried out as a component of

client "browser" software which supervises and detects downloaded information which has

newspaper expression.

[0108]As another function, although displaying on the printer 27 has intention, the news server

5 generates newspaper expression in form whose intention displaying on the display 26 does

not have. Although various methods can also attain this, two examples are given here.

[0109]lt is generating expression as the 1st method in a native printer format like PCL (this

mentioned above) (Printer Control Language). This format can be easily printed using the

printer 27 corresponding to this special native format. If this method is used, a kind of printer is

specified as an addressee profile and that expression can be generated in a right format.

[0110]Although it is easily undecipherable by the usual viewing program for displaying on the

display 26 as the 2nd method, a component of a printing system like printer driver software is

generating expression in enciphered decipherable form.

[0111]ln these methods, although most document contents can only be printed, an abstract

and a title of a report can generate newspaper expression which can be displayed to the
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display 26. Therefore, before an addressee prints newspaper expression, it becomes possible

to check an abstract and a title.

[01 12]Methods 30 and 50 which carried out automatic option **** are two examples the news

server 5 "can push" a newspaper document to an addressee. In working example of the news

server 5 mentioned above, a profile option "Auto" shows that an addressee does "pull" of the

newspaper document to his own computer systems 7-9. Read-out software which works on an

addressee's computer systems can perform this.

[01 13]This software starts communication with the news server 5, and demands a newspaper

document. Work time which work time to wish is saved as profile information of a schedule, a

day, time, and a time zone at the news server 5, and he wishes is saved also at an

addressee's computer systems. And the news server 5 generates and saves newspaper

expression so that a newspaper expression may be obtained before work time specified as

profile information. Read-out software which works with an addressee's computer systems 7-9

requests distribution of the newspaper expression from the news server 5 just after the work

time. Or it may be made for the news server 5 to generate and save newspaper expression

according to this read-out software having demanded distribution.

[01 14]An addressee's computer systems 7-9 may once save expression of a newspaper

received from the news server 5 at the storage device 25, and may print it automatically by the

printer 27.

[0115]Correction profile information for adding another step and reflecting change of hope

about directions of an activity of an addressee about a formatted newspaper and an

addressee's topic, a subtopic, and a keyword may be inputted into a correction preference

method 30.

[01 16]For example, application which works with an addressee's computer systems 7-9 sends

a message to the news server 5, an addressee looks at which report with the display 26, and it

is told whether it printed by the printer 27. These information is considered to be an

addressee's degrees of interest, and it can use for correcting a relative priority of a topic of an

addressee profile, and a subtopic. Based on this result, a part of topic and subtopic may be

added or deleted.

[01 17]And when it provides a newspaper with a link to an abridged document content, the

news server 5 may correct an addressee's preference according to report of having used a link

which an addressee omitted and which is accessed content.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

LThis document has been translated by conriputer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]A is a block diagram of the 1st process of this invention, and B is a lineblock

diagram of a computer and a network which can perform the 1st process of this invention.

[Drawing 2]A is a block diagram of the 2nd process of this invention, and B is a lineblock

diagram of a computer and a network which can perform the 2nd process of this invention.

[Drawing 3]lt is a lineblock diagram of a computer network.

[Drawing 4]lt is a lineblock diagram of computer systems.

[Drawing 5]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

[Drawing 6]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

[
Drawing 7]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

[
Drawing 8]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

IDra\rtmig^The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

[Drawing 10]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

[Drawing 1 1]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

prawirigj12]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.

[DrawingJ3]The example of the form which can be displayed on the computer display which

inputs an addressee's preference.
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[Drawing 14]A category, a subcategory, and the figure showing the virtual relation between

keywords.

[Drawing 15]An example of the form which can be used for inputting what provided the list of

recommended reports and the addressee chose from the list.

[Drawing 16]The block diagram of a process which can be used for generating expression of a

document content according to the selected layout.

[Drawing 17]The imaged figure of a newspaper virtual layout.

[Description of Notations]

I Network

4 Content server

5 News server

7, 8, and 9 Computer system

II Bus

12 CPU

13 RAM
14 Input control

15 Storage control

16 Display control

17 Printer control

18 Communications control

24 Input device

25 Storage device

26 Display

27 Printer

41 Addressee

42 Profile database

43 Search

44 Content database

45 Selection

46 Layout database

47 Format

48 Distribution

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

[Drawing 1]
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[Drawing 2]
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[Drawing 4]
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[Drawing 5]

[Drawing 61

[Drawing 7]
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[Drawing 8]
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[Drawing 9]
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[Drawing 10]
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[Drawing 11]
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[Drawing 161
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[Drawing 17]
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[Translation done.]
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IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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[Method of Amendment]Change

[The contents of amendment]

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]

A content memory measure which memorizes two or more information contents,

Arranging [ which said addressee who comprises a topic of an information content which an

addressee wishes, and two or more fields which have a priority wishes 1, A preference

registration means to receive a distribution schedule of said information content, and

registration of preference of said addressee including a distribution destination of said

information content
,

A content search means to search an information content out of said content memory measure

based on a topic of an information content contained in said registered preference ,

An interest degree calculating means which computes an interest degree of said addressee of

said searched information content.

As opposed to a field based on a layout included in.said registered preference where said

priority of said two or more fields is the highest, A layout means which arranges said searched

information content so that an information content with said largest interest degree of said

searched information contents may be assigned
,

A content transmitting means which transmits an information content to which said layout was

performed to a distribution destination included in said registered preference according to a

distribution schedule included in said registered preference ,

A transmitting information device which ****.

[Claim 2]

It is the transmitting information device according to claim 1

,

Said preference contains the degree of satisfaction of said addressee of the 1st language that

said addressee wishes, and the 2nd different language from said 1st language .

A dictionary storage means which memorizes a dictionary which matched a definition and the

degree of satisfaction according [ said transmitting information device ] to a word of said 2nd

language, and said 1st language of the word concerned .

It
****,

Inside of a word contained in an information content said layout means was described to be in

said 2nd language of said searched information contents. An information content described in

said 2nd language including a definition by said 1st language about a word matched with the

degree of satisfaction higher than said addressee's degree of satisfaction in said dictionary

storage means is arranged ,

A transmitting information device.

[Claim 3]
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It is the transmitting information device according to claim 1 or 2,

Said preference contains a subtopic of an information content which said addressee wishes,

and a keyword
,

Said content search means searches an information content out of said content memory

measure based on said topic, said subtopic, and said keyword

,

Said interest degree calculating means computes said interest degree based on frequency of

said keyword where it appears in said searched information content,

A transmitting information device.

[Claim 4]

It is the transmitting information device according to claim 1 or 2,

Said preference contains a subtopic of an information content which said addressee wishes,

and a keyword
,

Said content search means searches an information content out of said content memory

measure based on said topic, said subtopic, and said keyword
,

Said interest degree calculating means computes said interest degree based on an appearing

position of said keyword which appears in said searched information content
,

A transmitting information device.

[Claim 5]

It is a content server and a transmitting Information device which can be communicated which

memorize two or more information contents
.

Arranging [ which said addressee who comprises a topic of an information content which an

addressee wishes, and two or more fields which have a priority wishes ], A preference

registration means to receive a distribution schedule of said information content, and

registration of preference of said addressee including a distribution destination of said

information content
,

A content search means to search an information content from said content server based on a

topic of an information content contained in said registered preference
,

An interest degree calculating means which computes an interest degree of said addressee of

said searched information content .

As opposed to a field based on a layout included in said registered preference where said

priority of said two or more fields is the highest, A layout means which arranges said searched

information content so that an information content with said largest interest degree of said

searched information contents may be assigned ,

A content transmitting means which transmits an information content to which said layout was

performed to a distribution destination included in said registered preference according to a

distribution schedule included in said registered preference
,

A transmitting information device which ****.
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[Amendment 2]

[Document to be AmendedJDescription

[Item(s) to be AmendedJTitle of invention

[Method of Amendment]Cliange

[The contents of amendment]

[Title of the InventionJTransmitting information device

[Translation done.]
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1 !> ^ T- 3- U iU^m-th^w^VAT
^ V c^J^TK^-^tfKSfi#«7° ')'7r=yyy. x-r

5t§#x:^c—1¥«WJ^SiO 1 -:^(^Mm.lzX-,Xc^)?^m^

^fi^zb iMM Ltzm3^^z±f&^tL^ .1 1 immt^

commimm-th lafix^iya.-Mz\^fz tm%-t

ms<Me\tmm3\izii\^x.

)iiiff#ct*^T3x^.7rt^*t. mmcommi. ay

m^^yy 4 v^y. ^yr-yhcotmjc^m^

[IliRJis] fljRJlit^i^v^T, ^'yy 4 y97. ay

tory yry yxxi^^^fitz^m-^mm^mv^xm.^

[lt*Tll 0] IKHUcfcl^T,

M LT V ^§ ^ ^t-frlB:X»t3t^t-§iHMK ^ s X -f

J; o tClE*««il^^feRgt-SX-r yTt ^^^-^ i t ^

tffiRif 1 1 ] ifiRiI 1 0 [ziiX ^X . miBT U 7 r 5 y

y^T-3"U tM^SmrlB*ft^fix< ^v^iSJiL-rv^l,

mim. 1 2 ] ifiicH 1 0 tcfci . tfriBr y 7 r 5 y

[ft^ii 1 3 ] ifiRii 1 0 i^zav^x . miBT u 7 r 5 y
xii^-y-Kofg^^-^^, |fffB}SJ£«{i,

y^y b +iOiS^-^- biOffiigilFJTt^ j: o T^-ftt-

[it*ili 4 ] ifii<iii otcfev-^T. ib«emv>}tiiS
^f#'3:X»tc*tJsEt-^IB»iifMB*j: D®<^S J; a

[tmmi 5 ] immi4^zi3\^x. itmmmym}im
^ tSJtEt- !> iB*iiMJtEt-^^»3 y^ y h o

mmn i 6 ] imm i ^za^.^x . MfB«Mt-i>^^u-

umm 1 7 ] mim i ^zm-^x . iuIbt y 7 r ? yx
IB*i^«Jlt#iiX-g>^=^Xbt^''9 7^ 'y^X

[it^Jl 1 8 ] ifiRil 1 ^ztiv^x . friBT y 7 r 5 yx

^ fc(±-tf -f XiOfg^K*^'#^ flT V ^ § ^ t 1 1"-?'
'If

umm 1 9 ] if 1 ^-c . irflBT y 7 r ^ yx

tiS 3 y^ y b ^S-^CT^s^S^t-S^co^-i^mt^ifg

[it3<ii2 0 ] ifmnu^iiv^T. ^x-mcrmm.ay^
yY'Wmit. ^AXiikxfrx^9 Vkt^^-^^'^y 4

x^-yTJi. lS3y^yh'[ffg^lSiEL^'-x7^ y^

[if*Il2 1 ] ifjf<Il2 OlCfcV^T, miBiE*tO^JitO
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y9 ^y'iyj^^ hcDV4 Xl,mm<^^3:C0 1^M>^^'t

[imm 2 3 ] If*ii 1 i^za V , mimm-t^m^i-

hXy-v Tti . fe*03 y b WIB^m 1 iO^^^ t IS

m 1 osfijHc^ < m 2 iogpii- 1 (c^>f'J L , fin 1 «spi)-

oi^Tj^filM^Jg L fz-<.~ 'J<nm'Tt\zWM^ ti !> t fttcIS

m2 oaB^i-iOi^^^r < h-m<^imMtmm'~^~iy\z%m
mm 1 co^^com^^zimrm^-i^i^zwK m2

I, XT- VT« . fsjgsg t/-c^- 'jmm-^i^zxi-, tz'oi^

oMimco^y^yhmmco—mi^^tm.fmz'^^^
y^yh mmcom-^^cr^m^^izim 'o<^^y^yhmm

[itsRJi2 6 ] tmm25^z}i\^x. mmm^tifz^
yT-yhizm-t^ mTjkit , mwrnstifc^vT-yb^^
t^jmi.zM-t^mwiT^^j:hior^-^y.mm^^^^^

[imm 2 7 ] tmm i v . tfria*M^i> i^^i-

^fitz iftmm^j^^tLmcr^^^xhimti^izmMm.^
tifzmM^mw^izmtz^x^ yyt.

^y^yh'mmaxv^mtR^tLrzytmm^^tjj: o i^zm

[tmm2 9 ] msm2nzii\^x., mmytmmi±^(^
^yy-yhizLfzi--^xmR^tL^zt^mmt^^m

gfi*toT y 7 T ^ >X t3 L /-^ -5T t § s ^ fc

[ft«ll3 1 ] if^JclIUciiU-C. l-DcrMmc^^^yy-

yhmmim i «i-i§-c-»*-tiT*5 o . sm(^mi^^±

M^^m2commcomm^h^m-t^^t^mwc-rh

3 2 ] if 1 {zi5\^X , WIBT U 7 r 5
izimm - l§os^i?^^^^t-sfgs^#^^tl, iS5i»

[ft*Il3 3 ] ifljcll 1 ^CfcUT ,

IB*«ll5Ji« 4 iB*i^lg^^tulBSfS;&*^

^mzn^^LX. wiM'SiMmcoy'Uyryyxcomt^
RffS§^§ s^ -f 3' y ^«iE^^ xT -7r t

umm 3 4 ] itmn i iza^^x

.

^cfUz^m LX . |frlB^fi#iOT y ^ r ^ yxc^^it^:

^m^^ttzibtiriBftMt- -g. ^^ 3- y ^liiE 1= X^

[tt*lM 3 5 ] '[t#^«*&t-S , ^-y bV- ^'

nfcl-^lili^ony-b-j. -^^fj|;t^c>'XT-^T-\

d 9 y^^'-A r ^ •feX;>f ^ y i: , liTo-b -y t ffifS^^T

axb^->^-ggt. mA^yhv-^i^zmm$tLibiii
(CfSTn -y -tf t aft^ tT 3 y ^ X X-X t & fi

im^^k^^z^ tm^y^^^yi^ii,
^itinimmt !> ;^X 3' y i5 j;x/^mthm^^vAr^^
h ^of^Ti^^%m$Am^c^yryxr^yx^^iix^v

X?X y Mt- .g.^ft^msL-t t s^^i
^•*;f#JE^SX-f-yXfc.

iss:»t^3x-rxb«^i'-^r< h—m^m.'t-:iyy-yvm
m^%i,X'fyy°t.

^wat^i>^xxA,
[tt*lM 3 6 ] it*II 3 5 tiiV , tulBT y X r 5 X

izx ^mmMzmm-thx-ryx^^^hzb ^mmt
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[mmn 3 8 ] itiKii 3 6 13 , mriB^fefiS ^tLtzm

[itii<Ti3 9] tmm3 6{z}i\^x. mmrvyryy

comm^mm-t i> Efixyi>\a.-MzLfz xmm^

[|f*lM4 0 ] ff*lM3 9tCfcUT, mmc^)^m^c7)T

a, :jy^yhtixmmammmmmimmmz Lfz

[It«ll4 1 ] ft«Il3 StCfcV^T, l^lil±c0^fr^

m&^^tM.^j:^ti^. y=yy 4 -y^y^ ziyy-yh^
Jto^»^, mi^'yy^ -7^x ^y^yvc^mm-X^

[11*114 2] ltiKlM3 StfcV^T. ^'=yy 4 -y^'X

[lt«TI4 3 ] ft5RII3 5t3fcV^T, iSSfl^fO 1 0«

[|f*lM4 4 ] ff«lM3 5 t^fcUT

,

#3t»a y^y b ^ittria^fr£ < ^ i ^iiJ£Lx v^i,

t^^^.-t. mxmizn-thm^m.^nhy^v^'vrt-.

i. 3 ^;ia*ioai|^^tiBg^i,XT-'yrt ^*^|> ^ t ^

[lt«Tl4 5 ] ftil<Il4 4 tCfcV , mrlBT U 7 r 5 V

1 '3lil±c7)-9-7-^^ 3- u t S WIE*fr^ fix < t ^

[11*114 6 ] ft*iM4

4

{zii\\x . mriBT y 7 T 5

y

\±. ^xm<?yay^yh^mm-y-v<?y\mm.mz

[if*Ti4 7 ] If*ii4 4 tcfcv , mmr u 7 r ^

y

1 -jVX±.<7y^~y~ KcoJg^^'^^, ttiiaSiiK

ti. #^»i03yT-y Yff)\mmmi,z

x-yxmtt^.-bitmm.b^hyx^j:...

^^^ii:m^z-n\m-hmm±mmm^ '9®<^s i a

[ff*Il4 9 ] ifif<Xl4 8tCfcV^T. ttKSmv^itiift

^ tMtEt-S iE*iiMJsE i>^»3 y y b

[ft«ii5 0 ] if*ii3 ^{zax^x. mtmm'th^^

vAr^Yx-hh^Lb^W^b^hyxfi^..
[ft*il 5 1 ] ifmil 3 5 tcfcv . miBMT u 7 r 7
yxtctt. im(^ymmz^±i\i>^^xvby'yy 4 v

yX A-i'^^Kxv^h-^b^mwc^h
yy.^j^,.

umm 5 2 ] it*ii 3 5 t±5v . miBT u :? r ^ y
x«±, ^iS^^7i^-ri>/'ctoiO#M-r§^'-f T :7^y

h t fzli-^ A y:am^-b--'^MxXv^^ :Lb ^m'm.b^h

[11*11 5 3 ] if*ii 3 5 tcfcv . ffriar y 7 r 7 y
xWi, «Mi-|>^^3-U^PJ£^|,tM*§^S3y

[ft*Il5 4 ] if*Il3 5tCi5V^T.

:3 y-ry b Wfg(±^f Xij j; t/'rx^^ h it ^fto ^'-^

5

y A -y^ ^yy^9v^%7^. %m(nmn^>m.-rh
X^-y7li. fS3y^yb'lf?gi-fS3EL^'^7^ y^'

t. \z\^-j^ b ^mmb -Th yy^'fj^.

[tt*iM5 5] it*ii5 4tiiv^T, ummm^^^
\%mL<^mzW9^\^mz^^y^ b l . 9'yy a-/^

i?3liit3JA*i|> j; 3 r b ^mmb-Th yy^r-

[ft*II5 6] it*II5 4tfcV^-C. fE*cO:Siat^^3F

a 1 -'j&.±.(^)mzmn^ftfz'r^x v^^l. 7'y y a

•y ^ >>x V w-if x-(± 1 -otoiacotgtcjsiii> i
5 tc^S$tl-g> ^ b i:W^b-th yy.'fd^.

[if*ii5 7 ] if*ii3 5icfcv^T. Bfria«Mt-i=^7S

u-i'T'^bii, i-ycor-^xy-tm^m.^-thfzihm'M.

Ltz'-°^--j(^)h^sm'7f^m&L. %mcr)mM^'m.i-h
x-f--yT(±. T-dfxb y^yv-^^Xitzmimy.'^

-'JcrMM-^-^ZU-oti i; o tc^SJ: t ^W^ib^
hyy^'fj-..

[ft*ii5 8] n*ii3 3\ziiv^x.. mmm.'thmyr^
Xy^T-^VM. loc07^^X^fB*^*7K-rl=/"^^6^g^g

Xx-yT(± , lEffco:? y^y h'lffg^ffi 1 <ry%'itbWM

1 oa^^Hc^ < m 2 h {z-'jim t . m 1
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Vli. 1 ME*^3lS^^S/itof^SE

^ 'mm(^m-m^m^^i<z\ih^ 3 >^y h wig

[lt«Tl6 0 ] 11*115 9 tCfcV^T. mriaffi»$^X/ir7

^ii!ts^mizn^hmm'^^^j:h%r9^yMm^^^

$ ixAc ^ft^-fta^^^xV%mt^><ztmjE^
fifzmw.^m9.mzmfz^x^ -yrt

.

(/yziy^y b'lffgis iVSKSnfc^EWfU^^tf J; 3 i,z

^^ Xt.fzli.^ff)TX^^ VmzLfzti^'-.xmiK^tLh

^yy-yviizvtzti^-^xmiK^ri^zh^wmt-rh'^

[|f*iM64] ff«iM6 3t3i5UT, Wie?E«mgfS

[lt3<Jl6 5] ffiRJl3 5t3fcV^T, lOS0ia*i03y

^yXy-M.^

[imm 6 6 ] imm e 5 iizm^x , friBr y 7 r 5

y

xtc(iS« - mcr>mM^zM^i>m^^ti'i^t.iz. SW

[Itmil6 7] ft*Il3 5tCfcV^T,

Vyrx yx.c^mit^Km^^^fz^ 1 olil±to#Mt-

[it*Ti6 8 ] tmm3 5i,zii\^xmmmmtimm^tL

tzt\>-^')m7jk^'Sim^x.^'yy°t.

^fuzftmLX. ^m^(7)y°vyr'7yx(D^it^Km
/ito 1 -oiii±oftMt-i>^ u ^|giEt-|= XT-

K^ff##M^ !> ^^ 3- U j; ^IS^^ ^ T^
h soJ^TK^ iSSfi#<73ry:7r^>'X^#i>x^'y

S ^ T- 3- U t S ^im-t i^t<§.htLi>

:izm^^m-tix^-yTt.

m^n^x.T'yTt.

nmi-i>^^iy-!T'yh izmi^-t i>j:diz4LfS.-thxr-

•yTi;;&^f-3^§rn^-^i.„

[ft*il 7 0 ] if*ii 6 9 tcfcv , tfrlBr y 7 r 5 y

tcj; ^mm%i,zm.m-thx^yri:^-rizb *wst

[tf«iM7 1 ] mmijoi^ztix^x. mt^mmi. m'M

n-i> ^ ^ ^mmLtzm^^z'iLm.^fii, z. t ^mmt-th

i^^mm9hX9:\m y is^Uioig^^ gKje^t;EPSijt-.g.

X^ -yr^ $ t !> i h ^#S 1 1-
-g.rn ^-5A „

[ftiRiI 7 3 ] ifSell 7 0 tcj^v . mlBT y 7 r 7 y
x(i#M^I>SSmxir^-^_/Pc^fg^^^;s., mlBiB*
^^3^11^mm-thmmx.'ri^^-MzLfzt^'^xmt-t

[it*iM7 4 ] if*ii7 3tfcv^T. amcoam^coT
y 7 T ^ yxfof&s^*-^,@am§ijfflW ^< x^ r
h , #M^I>ieftxirix-^-;Wc L/c^^-oTffiftMWIf

?gso)iiiff

#

n^'ffox^-yTt^^h. mmm<7ymiR
(i , 3 y^- y b *5 J; t^-iSiafi$iJ«WlgcoiEfiJiilJf Lfz

ti^-ox'iif^^fim^^fthzt^immt-thy'^y'y
A,

[ff5Kll7 5 ] if5Rll6 9t3fcV^-C. tfrlB^ff^ltiit-

'3iil±c03t#^. fg^-^X^ -yXX ziy^yvmm
yc^m^<^^zh[zx^m'^-thz}immt^hT^3^

[ft3<Il7 6] ifmil6 9tCfcV^T. ^-^X^ .y^X

ny^ybSr^-^l-sOlSc^^^^xb ny^yb^
s-^ffic^Ji^wt MjSftfti^x^.yx^*^^ t ^mm

[it*il7 7 ] iff3jcii6 gtiiv^T, tulBSfi^tory
X T ^ yxTt§7K§ a/s^rHi^^fg^ffl^ ^T^JK^ff^
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[IfiRIM? 8] imm6 9l,Zii\^X.

y-AT^'vizm-t^tmi'^^ HtL< ji^v^a^LTi^s^-

[|fif<iI8 0] ffsRiITBtctiV^T. mmruyryy

i -5T^^t^ •§> ^ t ^ t^ -g.TO ^- 5 »

[ffjRiMs 1 ] tmmv sizii^^^x. mmy'Vyryy

[lt«Tl8 2] fl«Il7 8t±3V^-C, it«6mt«J^S

[ltsRll8 3] ft3t<ll8 2t3fcV^T, it«S^JffiUjtJ[£S

^w^-j^m^z^m^^^^mimm^^^m^y^y hco

LfzU-!T-^hX-h6^t^mWLt-t6y°^yyJ^.
[|f*lM8 5] ff«lM6 9t3i5UT, WiaTy7T9>'

[lt«Tl8 6] tmmeg^ziiv^x-. mmy'Vyryy
x{zi±., mm^^m^-t^fzifbco^m-t^^^y y^y
h t fzi±^-! Xc7m7ik:b-^ttiX I ^ I, ^: 1 1-|>

[ftiRl«8 7 ] If 6 9 liZiii^X , frlBTUyryy
X . ^ -r 3- 'J ^iS^^S t

i iiT U S i t ^#S fc^STn ^-5 A „

[Itmil8 8 ] m^megiztii^x. ^ti^ticoycWco

y^-y^- :tyy'^ ^ V imomm^^^-fh
x=r-yy°\i^ zjy^yhmm^m'iLLyyy ^ v9 ^

{zurj z t ^wm 1 1-|>rn A

,

immc7)mzmm^irtz^^x h^^t. ^'yy ^ -y^

<rm^z}ikfj^h i. 0 t'^M$ifxl> ^ b ^W&t^^Tui^'

H 1 -:>l:l.Ji(Omznm^tLtz'r^x b ^* t , 7'yy^
-y 9 9 }• cy^-\ 1 --jamom^zmi^h i.

o{z^'m.^tihZb^'\mt^hy°uXy^.
{mim.9 1 ] mim.b9i<zt6\^x. mmmm-rhmyr^

SToX'^A„

l-"^T^bi±, lo^07"^X^fB*^S^tl./tA6^gS

X^ -y . fa*so3 y^y hWIS 1 ^0^5^^ t is^
1 <-fS:t;^ <m 2 coap^^ t tc^^SiJ t . ^ 1 CO

mz%$M2cr)m-'^cryJ,-ts:< h-m(rm^^immi^~'j
mm^ti . mi i «aiii-«a7Stc(ifsm

2

mh^hyuxyd^.
[ftiRiig 3 ] mim^9\ziiv^x. mimm-th^^^
\yir^V\i.. lo^07"^X^fB*^^7K-f-|=/t^6^g^g

XT- -y T(± , WS^'&^^fz^~'J<7mU'ii\.zU o 0

^

3. iBVw^yT-y-F'iffgw-apco^^iiiitc^^^. IS

3 y b WfgofS-aitoaTi^tciiS, s 3 y^y b Wfg
i',Wm^Kt.zb\^om^.^^^^:zh^W^h^

[ftiRiI9 4 ] it5RiI9 Stcfcv^T. miBff«§ii^c3
y^y b tcMT !> friBfgTi^ii . MiBB«$ ti/s rj y^

y

v^^^-x-m\zn^hm^\^^ti:h*-,T'?^x>mk^^
-t^^t^Wikt-t^y'n^'yl.,
[ft*Il9 5 ] 11*116 9 iCfcV^T. Bfria«Mt-i=^7S

U-l'T'^bii, l-:5tOT-^XMB*^*7K-tl>/'cA6cO^I

J; D . K®K^^i^^3ttMi5*i^^imco^^x MB*t
mzs$MML^fitzmm^mmmi.zmfz^x-r yyt . m

y^y bWfgt^ j;t^'®fK§n^^^«ft^#tf J; 3 tc3^J5

* ^fefiict-^xx 7°t ^^^S ; t 1 1-|>

5A„
[ffiRII9 6 ] ifiRII9 Sl^zm^X. miB3tiI«^cO
-tf'^XiTtii'^orx-^^' bJ:ttL/t?!)^'-oTjlJX$ixS

[ft*Il9 7 ] ifjf<Il9 SlCfcV^T, miB3t«W^cO
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[i«Ti9 8 ] fwii9 Ttcfcv^T, mm^mmimm

^yhmmum i <rmmv9f}^tLXii ^ . miBiEffois

[ItmiflOO] 11*116 9 MIETU^r^
yxizi±mm - mc^ymmzM^u^^.ti^^tti. mm
- m (,zM-thrnmrn^^ l tz xnrn'^nm^

iimmi 0 1 ] mmM6 9izti\^x.

^coy y 7 r 5 yxi^^-fb^RBS §-ti:-g> fz»> 1 -^tXiiO

[ffsRiM 10 2] mime 9 tcjiv^-r

.

[ifiRiii 0 3 ] 'lf«^fm^s«^^T5^rffiT^>-^

#M-r -&^ T- 3' y iofgTj^^^t^'^m^cT)t y ^ r ^

fSftM^-i>*T-3- y ^Wii--^ < 1 #ll> 3 i^T-

m\hfz

t

# t« . m.'S.m^izmmmy
^ -^^ymt)mhfLummi(^)mMmts:m^imj^m

[|f5j<iM 10 4] it5j<ii 1 0 3 (ci^v^T , mii^~^°y
mitmmi'ms'acrME \±fzwj^-v^%^^tz^c^)h

mm 10 5] ifsRiI 1 0 4 (CJjV^T , flf|tB^'-^°>'

#^SttJ2 0 EPJftMffl«p°pCO U^- b ^ fifths X -f -y

[ftmif 10 6] ii^Ji 1 0

4

i^zm^x . mm^'~yt°y

[tmm 10 7] H*II 1 0 4 t^i^V^T , miBEPSMffI'

[ffsRiM 10 8] ffsRiii 0 3tc^ov^T. mieepifliMtg

^:5§ISfi: , «{t#cor U 7 r t? yXt'^a-t I, 3 yt" >-

ht3j;t^v^T'>b^^-mmmm^zts: -yxv-^hzh

[ft^KlIl 0 9 ] ffjRiIl 0 3t3j5t^T. miBEPSiMfg

[ffiRiii 1 0 ] ft^Riii 0 9tc*5c^T. mrfasfi#fo

T u 7 T 7 yX L/t A-^-? T 1 -^iilic^JS^iO =f yf-y

[tt*iMi 1 1 ] mK\'c^txj-zmm.^mkthwm^'A^
oTimXi^-yX.

S«M^-S>^^3-"y ^«il'^5:< i> l-o(.c^^ii|>3yT-

y b itm-^:>\m^nhXX -y , wmmomwnm/j:
mm:WS:\m\zWSi-th -yT t . ISEPiiJ^tg^c^

i t ^sffst t^^mAit^tifzmm^tm't^^

ummi 1 2] tmmi i itc*5i.iT. mriasfi^o
fitJjWf^S^ii miEEPSiJ^tg^»5*^'EPliliJ^iX7t*^fc'" d

^^Tj^i-^ ^ t ^wifib^tmA^t^rLtzmm^tmi-

[ft*iii 1 3] ff5i<iii 1 2tcfc^^T. miasfi^tT)

^Ti!)fojg7j^« misEpsijirtg^^ijfo !^^)mm^Bm\^rL

[ftsKHi 14] ftsKiii 1 nzm^x. tuia«fi#o
nWx^m^i^z Ltztfi-^xmmr ^jyryyx ^\m--fh
7.^-/y°^^^hzb^%mib-^hmA\Y.-^fttz'mm:

[ftiRJil 1 5] W«^ffi*&^l>^i£T-?)'5T.

:tSm=g«Ty yr^yx^ff^XT-'yTt

,

iS#«^^ig^^3-y {zmthM>^^m^-fhh^-.hi\.
him^mis.'thy.^-yy'h.

y X b ^ {tflg L . iSSft^tcIS y X b ^BEft^S x-f
-yTt,

KSft**iSltK L/iiSxy b y tca-s'^ . SK^ixfctS
X :x ^ y L/i^»^WSt- X^ -yT t

.

%mR^fifz-xm^^y^yv<7^'}'-ts:< i^-n^^-tzi
y^ybWfg^fti.x^-yrfc.
isny^y bWfg^#o^ii^. ms:m^fmm.-fh^
^.vAT-^v {zm.'^'th J; 3 {zm^-fh x-f .yr t ^

[ft*iii 1 6] ft5i<iii 1 5icfc^^T, tuiayxbt
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yh'j :Zm(r)tm t ^ti^^co y y ^#tfi

[immi 17] immi i stc^ov^x. mmv^ht

S t^^ 'If« ^- f**&t- *a

.

[ftsRiii 18] 11*111 1 e^zm^x. mia^Jifla^tL

[immi 1 9 ] m^mi i sizm^x.

T- 3- y izmt^^i^^ < ^ vm^Lx ^ ^ i>

izLfzii'-r^XJ^yhUij^^ft^vxh^

[It«ll 12 0] 11*11 1 1 9 tcfcV^T . ttriBTy y T

[11*111 2 1 ] 11*111 1 gi^zm^x. murvyr

mmmm^titz^m)^y'ryhfp(7m^-'y- Kom

[it*iii 2 2 ] ii*Jii 1 stci^v^T. mia*Mt-i>

[lt*II 12 3] 11*11 1 1 5 (Ciil^T ,

im& v^h hMz^ ifrfEgfi#«js&^ t- 3- y tMt-

fSiSfev^?^ 3- y tcM-f- 1)r y 7 r 5 yX L ^ T

—

^^^(-^fu'^mm^mm- -g>x t- t t

.

mmM-^^hzav^X . mm^K^titzm^mW. M'^^ti
tzmMfjZ^s^^ixh X 0 {zWM^^^'m.'^^x^ 'y Tt ^

[it*Jii 24] mm^im^^. ^-y w-^^zmm
^rtrzi-jViAzcryay^^^-^^mttzyx^AX'. m.

ay\f.:2--^i±., rn-fe'y-tft, ISTn-fe -/-tft Mft^
tf 39>^"-AT^-trX^ty t , iSra-tr-y-iftaft^

fix. iSx b Ix-i^gga 1 -:5i,y,±t^0^Tn^^-^ At:

^Vh v^-ofzWS:fE^(^yy° ')yryyx^%hX'T'y y°

immth t r 3- y \zfm-h ^}SJ£^hh)^hfLh
it»^#SEt-SX^.yri:.
K#5E§#i^c^»iO'^iftmt;«JtE^^xy b y

y X b ^ {t^ L . issfi#tcfs y X b <73f ^wm-

mmt^fmw^tzw^y b y {zm-^^ , stx^ix^ctg
X b y WJ^; L/i^»^^tst- 1>x^ -yr t

.

>'-r bW#^ f#§ X -f -yr ,

^S^ffi^^tTt-^Clfc^Wittt-^^-y bV-^ >-

umm 12 5] If*ii 1 2 4 . tuiB y X b t

axy b y ^-^>fiS<:l> y X b ^fS;tfc^»coi b X\ iSx

y b y tt^JtGi- !> ^«colMBJ! ^ix^co y y ^' ^^tf
t^nmt^^^^"/hv-^ ^-xxi^o

[ft*ii 12 6] ft*ii 1 2 4 tcisi. , tfriE y X b t

axy b y ^>fi£i> y X b y y ^ « ^

t T-. Sx y b y {iMiE-rS^»wiM0HT* S ^ fc ^if*

St^^^-y bV-^' yx^A„
[ft*ill 2 7 ] 11*111 2 StcJjc^T. tulB^fiS^ix

^Xt-j^,

[ft*IIl 2 8] ft*IIl 2 4tC*5^^T.

l>t LT^t5EL/:::^»tMLT, y^y b*i'

S^t". illJ£a^*s^l>Xx-yTt

,

SS£SiOJillJftcL/i*^''5Txy b y *^^.Ji£S y X b ^
lE^'J^6y^T-'yy°t^:^^t^ti:Wmt-tl^^-yh^

yxxi^o
[ft*II 12 9] If*II 1 2 8 icfcl. . ST y 7 T 7
yx(± 1 -:5iii±c^^-'7- bt^f^Tj^^^^. tfria-itJ^*

(i. mlEi»S^?^i/t:^»tD3y-ryb^(7)IS^—y-b
c^ffiigMat^t-^T^^kt-S^fc^^tS^-tS^-y bV
~y yxx/^o
[ft*il 13 0] tt*ifli 2 8tcfci^T. HfflEry 7 T

^yxfiioiilico^-y-b^^^. Mias^Sfd:,

HulBf^SgS ^i^c 3 y^y b ^cr>%m-y- b«m
is±iFjf j; -5 Tmt-ftZk^mmt^t^^'yhV-^

- yx^A,
[tt*lMl 3 1 ] ft*Ifll 2 4tJ3L^T, iluiEftM^S

mmm l u ^ ry b s ^ t t^ i> ^-y b
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[tmm 13 2] tmm i 2 4 (cjiv^t , mimm-th

p«jss-«f4i^ ^fj^hji^&Mm^mm-^x^ ^r t

,

[ftmifl 3 3 ] SB^fflV-^TM^ffX^ "irtgT-.

im^h:^m^:mfii-hfzMzmsimt>m^^^^^^r

fSSft*(7)T U 7 T ^ ^ f#I> XT- -y Ti;

,

fSWSE$#i/c:S;»4'i^^ix^-n(c^>rjtE^^ j::^ b U ^^^^

a:> b y icMJtb L ^ ^X T- -y 7° t

,

5:§^^TD 5A ^ia« L fcfaiiffi* „

[|f«TI 13 4] if^JI 1 3 3 l<ZiiV^X . MiBy X b t

[if*iM 13 5] it*ii 1 3 3 tjiv^T , miey X h t

axy b y fi£ y X b ^ fSi y y ^' o
t ISxy b y t ii^tjEt-SS:*^^^^ !> i t ^ Jff

®

[lt«Tl 13 6] ilii<Jl 1 3 4 tCfcV^T , tfria^fefl£§^i

-y T^irt-i> ^1 ^m t t-sTn ^-5A .

[iKif 13 7] im-m. 1 3 3 tcfcv^T

.

^thxm'&Ltz^m^znLx . ^(/i^m^yryvtfi

t;L/S;&^'5Txyby;0^^.^l>yxb^

m^^hy.^ -yT t ; i: ^ Tn

[ifmii 13 8] imm 1 3 7 i,zti\^x . MiBry 7

r

5yx{± i-^iiiico^-v- F^#^., ifriEiS/mii.,

mmMizX'^xmttt^t^mmb^^y'uf'-yM..

[ft«il 13 9] ft*il 1 3 7 ->T . tfriarVyr
xyxtil-JiilicOdf-V-b^r-^c^, ffiliBil§IJ£K(i,

tutEWJg iitifz 3 yT-y b tt^^^s^-y- bom
impMzi.-yxmt'fh^b^mmb'thyu^'yh..
mim 14 0] tt«ifli 33{zii^^x. mwm.-^h

tmm^fz vAr^vx:^ih^h^wm.h^hyu

[ffiRiIl 4 1 ] ft^RiIl 3 3tc*5C^T. mrfa#Mt-i>

h.mz^

tuta«ft*^ojs&*^ 3- y tMt- s 7° y 7 T 5 yX ^ fi

-i>XX -yT t , i^iSS^^zt^){zM'thy''}yryyy-.

[z Lfztf-^ x-m~>^K'^m^<^^^t-h^Kwm\^mK-f

tJiB^Tntcai^T. WMW.^fd-zjK'^mAtiy. sijgsn.

fcffiMtC'^ i ix !> J; -3 t^lSl^^S^ ^fefiS^ x^ .yT t ^

[ftiKiI 14 2] fflA^kS^i/-cWIS^ffii^-tl.*S*^f

Sft^^i#M^§^-f3'y, a^^^r-^b,
lif^ T- 3' y t V ^ /-cgfi#c:07° ')yryyx^%hy^y'
-yTt,

^ *T 3' y t-^t ixS 3 y-fy b ^Wo a y -r

ybW#^f#§x^.yri;.
a3 y^y b wffi^m-^jima J; t^'«i!^ jss^^^
y ^#tf3 y^y b ^i$ojss^fji;t^cfTm(7)EP)*iMtg

W^SHSI^Sm^&WItt^SXT-'yT^W^S i t

[ft*II 14 3] ftsKlIl 4 2tCfc^^T. tuiBEPfiiMtg

^S^t3WIBJ£&^#J^I>i^fiiSfc LT, Mf^^ttm^
ist-x^.y T^*-t-i> ^: h. ^mmh^hmMt^fd-zm

[ft^Jll 44] ft*II14 2tCi5l^T.

K«M^-?>^T-3-"y ^^-^> 3 y^-y b ^Wot^tllfo

fgi^iT) y ^ f ^ it^ji!<,-f-^XX -yr i:

.

iSfctJiy)iB*fo y X b i-^. 1 -M.^mmffmmiWSL
ffi#*^ Ji>Stm !> X T- -y 7° h ^W L

.

lulE^ yx y b 'If^(ilSSft^g/iJ^SiK L/tlE**^'^f#^>

[^BJOpffliriJ^Bg]

[0001]
[mmmth sffi^^if ] ^mm-mz^ yt ^-^
^-y by-^^ffifflt-|=SffitcM^§tc7)-C\

nyu^-^ ^--y bV-^T-WfgtcT^-feXt, m

[0002]
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^m^^zm-tmrn^^iMLiom^mm^n^ t:{±, mm
ttzli"? i^'^^-r b-« j; ^ i; V ^ -J _X T T (c

-^i±±MicrMm^mm^zmn^i^ ' t ^^T-t s A^/^r-

(Uniform Resource Locator) ti'^^t i^tlX ^ ^ i> , 'tO')

[00 0 3] L;&^ ^mz\t^nhmhmyh . -tts:

^« 5 ei5 L r -feX -C-^ 5r V ^ ^ i: ib^^ t

xLt-^fzfz^. mm(^yh^nmi'Mm^mLiiii-i')^z
ii^^m^j:imii. Wf±X\ IVcL'cc^Mzt-^X^-^mts:

^^n±i^ztw^h^t^zi:^'mmi^mL\^-t^t\±. i>

li'^mxxnr-^mxh^.
[0004] icOPSJU^-M^iL j; 0 t LX^<(r)mifj^

xmrni'MAiz rr;L-j thUmxi,^^. ri^^xy^-

^mmLX'mm^M.':^if. ^cryv-x^-^miRLtzmm

m^z^h^x^^mfhioCTiXh^. itz. ^:^9mm

[00 0 5] 3iJ«Sffit LTtt, M5J<^^^EtTfflA^^w

r jr_ ^ J t mnihmix\ ma^^'^/: i -:3

vi±.(7)m^izmi^^hmmi^ s^^wsl, j^tc«At^-e

[00 0 6] ^iX^,C0S«a«fgttStC*3V^TS)Seft

j; d [zm^'^^v^v^ h ^¥f--jm^xm.^^hmm.

[00 0 7]

c^gfi*«iiAB^j7° y 7 r 5 i^x L *i T® §a

[0008]
[lse^»^*^l>/lto«#g] ^^mm-Hm\z^. h t

,

mmth 1 oii[±w*^ 3- y j; § b ^ T
^ b ^^tj'Sft#ior y 7 r ^ yX X^ -y 7° t

.

s 1 -Da^cr^^m-thfi'f^ y h ^ itst- -g.

W^MJtE-tS^xyf y;6^A,j3!cl> y-Xf^#jtL, SfS

Lfcxy b y tcS^-^ . WmW^^ fifzy^y V V IzMJBL

^'yrti^/^irl>.

[00 0 9 ] ^mmmm^'ffd:HmzmxTcox^^y

y. mi-thm^v-iT^v. *3j;ts-#M-ri>i£i^*^
3" y i^fg^ 5r^OSft^tory7T7yx2r#^X-f-y

«M^I>^T-3-y*c73:^^^:<^.l'^tc-ir^tLl=r3y

y 3 y^ y N ^ JtoiS&^fJi ;t ^^ffBH^^ EPfiMfg^r

^51^Sfi#t;fS«t-.&x^-yTT-7&'&„ ±tz. iSig^

EWJ^-g. t«Mt-1.1^^1^^ T'^ „

[0010] *%Bji?j iv^soMt tv^«sma^fo
m(±lilT^^f)JHH*3 J; t^'H^#{Bt-S i t J; 0 , J; 0

mmzmm-ti ^ t *^'-c-i= „ vk o^^f^c^atcii v ,

m-cowmam-cT^mm^^xmh^ tLX\-^i. ttz.

hi^xih^. :^mmmmmmi^zM^umi:m-th<^
Xii^s^K

[0011]

mm^mm^»m.Lxmm-t^

.

[0012] mwm 1 Aiiums ocoy^ -y^^mx. z.

co-umu. ffl^t^SfI#^^fiAe^Ty yry yxi,zLfz

f/-oxmiK^ti. a^^^ix/tny-fyb^. ayh'a.-

^ ^-y h v-^^^-xtLfcifmt Lxtmi-^fz
hba^w. 1 t LT , «^ t£mxmm-th z t

x^ s „

[0013] Zcr>lTm^Zj;:m^. X^-yr3 1 T-Sft^
^DT y 7 r 5 yx^MSg-f-^Tn^ ^ ->V'm%tmi^,K

mm.-thwmim^ b b° -y ^ . ^tj^^^ b ^osk,

-yT3 2*5 j;t^-^atc^<XT--yT(i. Sfi«*^S?KL.
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T3 2 X'imm-t6 h e -7 ^' lz-^$k-t^ ^ y^yh ^ if

»«r?VT-vb^#l>. XT-'yr3 4-ri±, Sft#tor

L '5T . ^: ^1 !f*Sg^ r? >' -ry b OlS

ir)X^^yT3 5t^^tfi^.. M;t(i\ X7"-yr3 5-C\

[00 14] Ell B(±. um3o^mn-t6mzm\^6

t7)TU 7 T 7 y.x tcMt-S 1 '^Jii.±£7)i^3- K

t. 7 -f-yt- -f-^'^--x4 2tcf*#-r-i<„ mm
4 3 ti , 'gft=gcor y :/ r 5 tcS) ^ #Mco b b° .y ^'

-;-X4 4^^/?,#je^|,„ mmT^m^fif:z^mc')^y

7^-^ 4 6 MK^S4 5 J; o T iltJ?§ ttfc

{±. b^il/tSS^^Sft*4 HC^Wt t!|te

[ 0 0 1 5 ] H 2 AliJjm 5 0 l,zm-tt y'n .y ^' HT-fc

T5 1 Tii. H 1 i^iSB^fc nm.{z]^xroy a -ivmm
tim^fi^^ . x^ .yT 5 2 x'immt^ h\f -y^ t^^a

3*^l> U^^i^iO^^T-gfi^tct^f*§ixl> » XT- 'yr

m7i,i:Smmi-^&fh. ^LX. X^-yT5 5T-\

(i^ Sft;&iOTn7^'-;PtcJgS§ti/t7=r-^'y Mt"

I.,

[ 0 0 1 6 ] H2 Bt;. ^?%m<^)jfm5 0 ^mm-thiSi

Tl^t-. Sfi*4 l^-6S(tK-:'/-cTy7T^yX*-/^.
Sm^cOT y 7 r 5 >X S 1 -olil±cO 1^ n- F

{tJ^S tiT y 7 r ^ i^X'lffg t LTTn 7 ^

^-^-x4 2tcffi#$fis. mm63\i^ mtmmm

»&::?y-fyb T-^^-X4 4;^^i^sf^jgt"-l>o yx
h6 9fi:iixA.^f5g§ifrfc^»t^Uxb^'f^lgL, ^ito

y X b ga- ^Sft#^ji-^ /-c 0 . y X b ^-^t^'xm^z y

>^'L/tuRL^Sft*^^'5 7ty-ri>„ sv^r. yxh
6 9(i, gft:#4 1 U xhfpmt'coxmtmMlifi.
tzi-'<^m^^-9:im*j . ^c^m^^^:mm6 3 i^zmh . ^
tL^miR^tirzxmc^:>^y^yhc^mmi,iy^~'7'y h

4 7 T-^fefiSt § tii> „ ^1 . gfi#ior y 7 T 5
yXtCt^-^Tb-^T'^b X-^"^-X4 6*^A,, StK
4 5 j; -7 TS«m/t l-'f b tcW t/-c?fMtC^J^

§tl-g>, Efi4 8T-{±. 7=r-V-y b^^/saJl^^tO
ttgfS5&4 1 ttemLT^j;V^L. -B^c^mm^U
ffLT. f*-C-Sft«4 l^ifteil^LTi; j;V^„ -nm30ii
it^- 5 0 t/)#XT- -y TiimTT- J; Dp L < mm'^h
[ooi7]Ei3t:. ^^m^mf-r^mizmv^i>^b
t'X^^^yh'^-^ ^-y bV-^c^«t^-B^J^7i^
-t, -A-X-tf-y>;5i±. HI A, IB. 2Afcj;tA'2

BxmmLfz^-'iz-ximni-^ . ^a.-x^-j^5
it. ^^y hy-i^ i^rirLxmmm^Lfz^y^yh
y'xi^<^ ^4i}-^X9^mx . ^tih C7y^m ^r-^

^

-XAAizim^h, h-h^^. ^ixho^-xm^y'-^
^-x 4 4 izim^^itt) 0 tc. c5 § V m^tiizm^

-j.-x^f-y-^5 A^I^^^^tVv r?y-fyh 7°n

ys-^ ^'-4

1

tzimcommtii'mM-tty'-^^-x , s /-^

(cLTijJ;».^„ -j.-xtf-ys-5ii;.

VT-yb^r^^r-v-y bL. ^g-Sfl^co^yt"^-^
^Xt-j^7 - 9l^z. ^mt^coy'Jyryyxiz^-oX
^m^tifz ^yy-yh ^n-:^mimmcr>mm ^^tim

W:^#Sti-g.^flIIA«ffifSx^ri>- j.-/i.i?3T 'Jyryy
xijzm'r>x^^im^zmm^h ^thx^^.
[0 0 18] ^--y bV-^' Ic^—f^Ji: LT(4, ^ y^-
^^yhc^Uo ^si^tm^^^ -yV^-^X'hh^h tim.^ L

\K ayf-yV y°u/<.-i y4-iikif=~jL—x'^—r\5

(i-^--yby-^ ^-r\tLX$mL. ^'^it^coay
b°^-^ yx^I^l - 9ii:^-y bV-^ 'Py-iTy

bt LTilj{t^l>„ jfc/-^. ^-y b'7-^' Ic^SiJ^O^Jt L
Tii. n-X?/b^-y b 'y-^-f-^tst^lffiSW^-y b "7-

tyhvAtmmM\z\iv^f)-tj:-^mmyy=f-'ymtm'k

y b (±, \;}:Y{zmmth l o ^ffi*foy^- b ^ x rfc i

ifvyv^ ^Tizi.-yxmmimxh i> „

[00 1 9] H4(i;. gfi^con yb° j. 7 - 9tL
Tffli.^^^ixl.nye^-^' j^xt'^ 1 oc7)Sjjg:c7)—i^j

^^-x^f-ys-5tci^v^T. ^«=5:3yt°^-
>^X-fA^fflUtr i:i.nItg-r-$)S„ CPIJl 2\±z}

y\^ ffymmm^mx:hh . A^f|ij«i4i±. =^

-;Ji-bt^^(i:V^X«J;3^:A^gai 5 ttO^y^-
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b^-^-^#c^«^/iXb^-^-ga2 ^he^Avyy

mmi 6ii. y^^yg (crt) ^fci^saiii^^N-^vk

(LCD) ^fl;l/-^^- ^-iT^ J; 3^::^S^gg2 6 i; co-f

^-^'T/i-X^^-To RAM 13 (i^ >'^''/^ T
^'fex^^ y {RAM)T-*^» aftffiijfiii 8i±mm'jy^
T^iihcn-iy^y s.—T.^m-t. ^(nmt'}y^\±^--y

[00 2 0] *f&Bfl£75^--7 LTi±.
nyfj.-^' i^x-rA 1 0(S, ay^yy^ VAT^

5 ^ t i> -C-# ^ „ ^ . #aSfM«IIJlii:a
fisijffl 1 8 ^a tT h y- ^' 1 tcjifis ^ii>

.

[002 1 ] ^W'mn-vVV-^ ^^ATyVhts:
^ay\f^-^' ^Xxi^lO(^(i, aftffiWlS^a

mm2 eaxx/xtfzitTvyysim2 i-z-m.^^-thtz

[00 2 2] zcomv^-rmTii. nye^-^' i^x

T-A 1 oco±mtj:y"u -/ ^'a-r^T^^'x 1 1 i^zw^^ti

^s^i^hh^) . mUt. WhVp^slSk (Industry Stan

dard Arc hi teclure) I SAc^i^f^ Ipgl L /S: 3 S'X

c^^^}#o^\°-yA;k3i^b°j!.-^T^ t/s. pc

I (Peripheral Component Interconnect) n—T^f/t/^^'X

mtm^o^^rsxmm'.z.mmLtzjmmrsxa^i. o

Xi:^ ^Azmitzay\^j.-^:>'C%X^K r^XT-^T-

[00 2 3] m.'^mmb Lxm^-^^c^y^zmLfzimmm
-ZU. y:i]'Sm2AlivK-oi}-(r):f:^y-b-^iS.^. xv

0. r^)y^mmi7 /^m27\±m-tixv^h. ±

[0024] .iti^.^mmmm'pco^ti^cticommit.

x^'j-h^smmm^. i-^iiiAt^Asic, liiD^A
^fziiyay^M.mm(ryTu^'y^m^^tim^^j:yTm
Tmm^mT^i o . h^mmc^mtmmizim^^ i,<^

[00 2 5] r-ny A-)V<7ym%
x^-/y°3iiixi/5i -c-a . 'Sm^coy'n y ^ ~>ym
n^mmmzb'^^J:1fmTxtstxhJ:^\ mtit\ s
m^tK 3>'b°,.x-^'7 - 9(^.)ayif..-i.~^m^^m2

6izm.^^ti^yt-M,^^^^t>^h. X1n'&m.2Af}-h

«fi#toTy y rxyxwm^x-n-th-^mx-%, ^vk.

ll5-5Gtc. '9:{%^'7yT'}yrxyxmm^X-y]-th^.

[ 0 0 2 6 ] Lvmmmt LXH. -i-X+h-
J\5\i.^ #Sfl#*i'rn7-f — ^—^^~xa 2i,z

[ 0 0 2 7 ] H 5 fiA*\«M^STffit^§« L/S ^)

.

immim^cryr U ^ r ^ >X ^^ ^ l /-c o l
'9^^ t ^^'^fg* yt-^c^i-m^Tj^-r, zc^mx-

5^LT V 7 ^ -A^fIll«HT-^t-7 ^-A ii , ^J^ if

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) ^ ^ ^'

- ^' T -yTWis 5: ffl t ^T -fl^Rg-f
- i i; Ttf^i^Tf^T& S . h

*5^A, ffiiOWiS^fflV-iTf1^j3!it--g.it t^t^T-, ffiffl

Sft*;&iA^SS2 4 ^fflV^TWIg^A^-r§«^iOli

lat^r-g., jK^Vt-^ V^-^VS-^X, fei

[0028] tx'{zmm}^x\^h^mM\t. m.'jr^^Kx

v^S^fMtc r^-^'iDj hW^i^m^-^fz ^r%xv-

X " GO" y^ ^ y -y ^ t j; y , js^^t
y^TxyX^f-x y^'-rSii;*^'T'i:^. "GO" ri^'

^y;&i^'y .y^'§^ll>t. ^^-X-if-yS-5iiH 5Gt;

5^^J;a^c7^-Ai:-|g5j^L. ®S?SAcoS{i#i±. 11

fitr)i:5)-£7)ry y rxVX^-f a: y:5'L/cy^Mt/-cy

^ I. . z fazmhx\i.vxfxm t

<

tm-t

[ 0 0 2 9 ] ffStcMS!^«Mt-^Sfi#i±.
"

START " ^-yy^'y-/^)'; -tfiM i; ^ „
" start"

yf^^'} -y^^fthh. =~a-~X.-^~f<.^\i^ ^(/)^m

vyry yxt^xti-th fzib<^:> i ':)IilA^o y t —

-t. zti^c^)yt-Mt. ^ti^n^mmizimtxh

j;v^, t^c, iixji.«7^-jUi^)iiiif4^F*iSii. mxm
7f;Lfz[^mizm&^fl6hcr)Xh^^\\

[00 3 0 ] II 6 {±. glic^m 1 V AT\ 1

A(7)|I|IJ|^^5 § b b° -y ^ 5rJg5E-f-S /^cA6<?)7 ^ -Af-fe

X. ^iMm:^'^rL^mtR-r6ysmmf^h\\. Ht^^t-
MT1±«A 6 b b .y fj-mm^mxh -s.

.

[00 3 1 ] Il7{i:. m§cr>m2cr>X.^vy'X\ ^f7>
b -y ^ ^-y- F ^ 3 A LT*g5Et-|> /iS^iO

7 =r-J^Xhl . mj^^fitzi^ b b -y ^' tcMfi Lfz^y
h b -y ^' so y X h *^^7i^§n. -^so y X h ^-^a h b
•y ^' ^jSK-tS Ztl^ZlKl mWc^:>h^ hlfy^^:^i^ljZ

Syatf j; 3(CT^I>, b-yb-y^'fcj;tA'^fAhb-y^
HI 2tC7K-rJ;3^:ffit07 5r-A^fflv^-r^f
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-5TC>J;v>« 111 2o:7^-ATiSbt°-y^'. ^f^be

[00 3 2] 08 tt. ^m-rhmmcoy^--7>yh.

-A T-tt , iSK^fg^: ^ T^ b «iaS - >>^ ^t-

[ 0 0 3 3 ] H9(i:. frM^^iiJiafc It/MS^x^r ^^j,

r-sW^i<zim:):^'r'j.a--)v^miRLtzmi^it.. aof

[0 0 34] H^KL^jV^SiJ«7^-AL-r, Sft

$ ixAc a y^y b A. I,mmmm^^m-t ^
tit ij^m^tifzim(^yjy^h(^)^i-^. Sft^^^mtK
Ltzziyr-yhcr^^ii-^f&^mmmim^^m't^^-^

^~rs5imm3 ocoxo^^ijm^mv^xmm^mA^z

5 0 c^-Xt- -y T 5 3 i3 J; I/' 5 4 (7)lIBf!-rH L <

[0035]lll0i±. ffififflsOfl:^^ -;t/c?)T K

b J J; D , ^Sm#(i^^*S^^(7)TU yry y^'lffg

i i: ^R&ihf-S ^ t *^'"C-# i> o

[ 0 0 3 6 ] HI 1 i±. mmm.myx^-/rx\ x-n

Lfzy'V y r ^yx'lffg^^x ^'t-^ t^t^^^^gt^jij

l:T-etl5r^^-f--g./S:A6<7)7=r-Af*-?.o " REGISTE

R" Tr:^y^^^J-y^^htmwmn^K. " cance

L" ^ y^ ^ y -y ^ i: T-tf T ^ /i®»f1:*

[00 3 7] Slivff^^tiDSfi^ii:. m 1 1 tc^L/S 7 ^

^Ltz'0-rh.-bt)^X%h. mtU, " Change Topic

s" Tf^-*^yi^\) -j^-tht. -A-x-t?--ys'5(±, El

(iii:^IS^#^^o^S^^^^ff 3 t A^'T-^ I.

,

t?3^S:^)S#?T-ri> t . Sfi#(i " REGISTER" ^i^'^y^

^"J y^' LSS^fe#:-r-&*\ fcSl^ii:. " CANCEL"

TT^^y^^ y -y ^ t^^ T-tT-^^^^S^fS* tJS^EWT

[0038] mk^mMrthm-t;<r)^ i, 0 1 oiOj&MX

^•yTiiLT, =~^-X^-y<.5t^X'ryy°5 (010

-y\i. ^ -y-fe-i^'^Ktm-^fcSffii^^'^^O;^ y-fe-

y^jlfSAtm^-g> r i: t j; D ^ii^miSt-l. 'nx

-a.-y.-^-r^5timm^ y-fe-^'^SttJXS t

©litiWIS^ti, y°uy 4 —)V y'~9^<.—xA 2 tf*

ff§n/iSft:#OTy ^ r ^vxfflfgi-cSr^-uTltlK^i

»1§ ii -§> „
' ^ -/L-^ 'y -t- i^'^3I y jEfi^S

imtt^ fz!^c^m&x^ "/ rt Lximtxhxw
[00 3 9 ] ayr-yhcomm

mtLx^^^ttxv^^ «Mc73 hi^-yi^t-t^^ki-t^y

^yh^mm^^zb^zx*j. ^c^i^inm^h-othm

t tvmtmmk LXlt. gfi^gii: loIil±i^#Mt-|.

hh'^y^t tzl±^y" b b° -y ^'^3 j;V'^-V- K &A*^

[0040] 1tifctObb°-y^J^j;t^Hf7>t°-y^

014A-6C (ibt'y^', -+J-7'>b°-y ^-V-F
mcoim&^^^mim^^Lfzmx-h i> . 0 1

4

a izjjki-m

f&xi±. Ilrt-j.-xc7)ry:7r ^yx^TK-t rii^j

Xif^^ i/zmi^ LtzHrt-i-x^oT y 7 r 7 yX ^
J J; t^-

J y b b° -y ^' t L
xmiK^tiXU^. r^Kj . r-f^j ^ so^-y-
biiss^ ^-xtory^TT?^^^^^, izmt- < as
LTfc y .

r|5pj ^ r^^H
J (iA$\-jL-Xi/)r y 7 r

[004 1 ] bb-y^'. -tfybb-y^'. ^-y-b^^K
mi$)^smmiiMxh h » 1 -oco^AmBmx-fy" b b -y

t ^i-ffi§ s IIs imji^mmxii b b .y ^

t. ilJK§:a/-^b b.y^. ^y-h^-yi'. =5f-y-b*i

. ^~^K~X4 4l^zi^^^flXi^t::]y'ryhff)mm

*ff^S?l^^*fttc«LTV^§ j; 3 t3^«Stll>tfO

[0042] l^*^ff^^§l^fig^fbiirjyT-y b«y
—XiiZX-^X^ij^miS-fj-^ht. mtif^ AP (Associat
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ed Press) Online ^Mll! tT#'^fL|, 3 >'7^>' biiANP

A (American Newspaper Publishers Association) ff^fg

tc. AP Online m^mLfz:^'f ^'U 3-Ktcj;'>T4>

i]-fflS'ilTV^^„ ANPA*^3'USrTtC5^-to

[0043]

ANPA

mm
f

p

q

[ 0 0 4 4 ] m 4 AtCTj^L^cFtJiWSTtgjESfr/::

AP Online CO-'jfm.^Z'J^i'-rLh 1 I^ZfimLXV^^ kit

m^ts^'^. AP Online cDji-miZltm^ZV-y" h t: -/

^

[004 5]

AP Online

K

12 0 1

12 0 2

12 0 4

mi
[0046] iai4Btc, mi 4 Ai,z^Lfzms&co—m

^ZiZ7jK$tLr\-^hJ:d^z. mm^tLfzht;-/

^ rg^j mmcomph^^^zi-'jiznm^^tiK mj^^

mc^^^~v~\i^zMmnif^tLX\>^t. mv^#^i>t.
a 1 4 AT-Ti^^ti/'cWS^or u 7 r u-yxtt. m 4 b

i,z^^tifzM&nmz]:'0 . AP Online *^^.g(t?X l> :3

yr-y hcommizmbfcmmmm^z^m^ti^. ^^m
mmM\>z\^fz-ti^->x . ^mn\ (anpa^-k - a" ) t

»j h. iS^ms^-thioOiifmm^Kh . t.fz. WW:>

jjmt LTi±, ^-v-v^izmuLfzmM.m'^mmu^
smmz-^tti^xoi^zLxhx^K m^ji. ^-v-

mmiz-irib^.

[0047] H14Ci±, I OTt^S^j tv^^^^a-

^y F (c^ LT ffl V ^ !> ^: i; S ffiiOMJCW (t^ t

smmizx Dfgjg§a/-cFMe«3t^o#K;Fio f t--/

^ . rj y F ffif*«i^'jg» L/S=^-V- F si fzi±At

h y t-J^ ^. rJ > T- > Fm^Wf&m ^ytz-^-WAz L.tz

tt^-oX Y\^'y9 "^^r F t° / ^' (rfMimm'M.-th

[0048] ^oMMm^mn^h 1 g
m^m^7gy\ms:^^xo^v\^-y9iiXU^y f e •/ ^

^y^yviznvxm.m^tLfzMm-t^^ti^zi-^)h
c^)m(^)^uxV 7 rUy^^n-^ fzm^fff^^^ ; t T-

S , n y T- y F 2 oF:J.±c73y ii-^

riy^y F*^2^F:i±«^^ffla^T-^^a$tiTv^i,±i

[0049] ttz. mcoMmniico:fimt lxi±. mm
^Srjy^yFtMLT ^^^^'Vfj-jE.m^tLX

X , m^^titz^y" F b° -y trM^-t^mm^f- 3-

u

^>rjtC# 1
1-l>j;otc^JiLT^j;v\ Zff)1jmizxmi\

iBj^^tifz^y F h° / ^ o£7)jg»^ tifz ±! T 3- u \z

mt^rv^t^-^, f^?EJ?ix^^ F f ^7^i)'^^K\zn)^-fh

^ 3- U * tcMJtEWftS . fgjES ^i^c ^fy F b° /

^'ii^-y-Ft LTKOSiotiS. Sft^tt^ioTtg
JgS n/i F b° 9 F b ^'

tt^^ix/iflii, rjyT-yF t^-^'^-;:^4 4^0 3yT-
y F commit ^tii^^com'^izLfz ^^j^' tms,izmi$ ti.

s . mmtcm.mm^'^m^wMtmmh^j: ^^^w
[00 5 0 ] § f^^ss^ii. ^mm^mmc^mt
KmtLxmo iti^x^^,. .zcommmit. ^^vtz
^•*iSft*(cr b°-/Ft-s n y-fy F

[00 5 1 ] micoyr^^^ith^-yi'commm^tm
T*^o S-ft:#*y H6(;i^L/ij;3t;Fb.7^t3|§#
tt^^^tzk b-x^ tt§i^. mc^yy r i'^fm t^r

h . mmzmmf^ n-xv^hh^-y^ izmm Lfz^y^
yvim-i^mit., ^fi± ^Tizmmr^fitzziy^y
F ^n-o-xmx D . m%(oKm.t vxmv\^3w^-i h
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[00 5 2] |g2c07r?'^'(S, h i:- "/ ^ ff) 1

tttcMf^ b b° / ^' tcM« >' -r >' b ^ fto

[00 5 3] W,3(r)yr9^\±^-V~Y<r)m3SX-ly

b t° -y ^' t /cii^fr b e -7 ^ tc^BiL/c^-V- b TS)

ii^ . ^£0=^-y- b SiiMI^ ^^M? 1 1 ^T

*

[00 54] |g4c07r^'^'(i3t#tti^0^-V-bOf4

[00 5 5] l'?«bb''/^tfc(i-+f7->b^'y^'

-i-^-9--ys-5^i. It^L^c^OVT-ybt-Mt-li

fi^wT y 7 T 5 yX ^ 1 b b° 'y s i±^fr b b°

-y^'t3|I|7EtT#i.^i;Vi3 Sfi=t«±2o
&.±.c7ymm^mmTt' i>*\ ^wm^^^ y^y b(± i

(7) b e -y ^' ^ b b -y ^' tcRS^g^^ t7)^i|rft L

b-i^'^-;^-A-xtoffMii^H«iefitcL. Ui^

-^-mmcommcDEmi±mMzi-6 ^^-jizLxi^iw
[0056]|1|12(±, mi(^UiZ^it^*^ 1 b b°

y ^' t fzli-^y b b 'y ^ ^Jgjg-r^otcfflv^l. 7 =r -A
^m-tmThh, cI CO7 ^-A ii . gft^^^afAcO b b°

y^^iiJ:Xf^y b b .y ^ ^JgJgt-^ -irffi^*i^tc*5

^ b b° -y ^ ;t tt-*fy b b -y ^' ^ $ A> tCB|5l$tc-f-

1 -Plili^O^-y- b ^t^jg-?-^ j; 5 tc-ri>so

[00 5 7] JzM-nyj-yVcrMmi. SSS[<7)bb'y^

*3 J;xi^y b b -y ^ LTixmm Lfzzfjmt msic^

[ 0 0 5 8 ] atx

^xay^yv^ mhmzMiR~thmmf-}-. i tzl±

5^«BgLTtJ;u„ gfi#*i-Uxb*^J?>3y^yb^
iSif^v^i t ^MKLfzm^li. -j---X-*f-A-5(i^r

iS 3 0 to J; 3 i:^r}£^ fflt -^-C^tM^m*^l> i t i^T^
x-r-yT3 2T•5l^f$^^l>1^S;IS:S^i:3>'r>'b^

« y X b n y-r> b ^S.^^ t ^SfK t -
^-X-9--yS-5(±lra;5 OtOi 3 5:^i£^fflV^T-^OS

[0059] X7^-yr53 ^Stttis^iBffiO U ^ b ^
f^htzmzXT- -yT 5 2 T-^tf L/S^^*SS^^'fflV ^1,

.

y -X b (Ditmi . '^m^^^m^m.i^z l a-^ -5 t $

V ^iB*^ . -V- bm.mH&\ ^lE* j; y m (c y X b

r 'yr^-s> » u X b ^«#ie*tcii, ®«^fa*toaiHff

^«IB»iO:?yT-yb;0iSft;giO#M-r^ bb
y^. ^f^bb-y^'. dr-y-btcJ;-^ifat"M«^i>*-

[00 6 0 ] x-r-yr5 3-c\ ffl^cosft^gt^ y X b

^

«^|.^jat'«±«^ § , y X b ^ HTML

tcjMi>:^}ST-S)S„ ^«^»toyxbttJ«=S-iI(±. :2y

=ryV 'f~9^—7^AA(7:>Xo^j:'f~9^~x><zmf
^Kxv^Mm^^zmmnnh y y^'^im y 7 r v

^fii;cTV^I>„ tfz. yxb^»ii;-^-x-ff-y^-5t7)

J; a^^-.^'^'tcffiff^a. yx b^wcpiiiwtts y y
^'^mcoy 7 r ^yx^#«Atmi^^-^bT-3liS J; d

b i T^ ffl I y y ^ ^ b-^- b L y X b jt»t i'J

ji^-g-^t tJ; y. ^coyxb:*»tcr^-b-xnrtgt^r

[00 6 1 ] y X bs;»c73—^J^^L/-cc?3?:)i'H 1 5Xh
^m\x\i. mm-hv\^'y9%fz\t^7v^'y9

A^yx bio±^t;5S^§^i, 7-.v^<n^mz\m^-t
htmcry^^ii^umtm^^mm^M^KLfz^h ^

h., ^coMT-TKt-j; 3 1:. yxb«ia^coayT-y

b

^'^-jtmts^^±Kxv^x\,^\K yxbcomi, m
3, lg5c0lB*(±-j--X3y-fybTfcS„ IS2tOlS

Wi. ^iOMT-{±. yxb«mitOlB*t:MfiL/l:lli#
s „ ^ 4 toiB*(±i£ST-* s „ y X b

[0062] X7^>yr54 "CliXT" -yr 5 3 "C-ff: ix/i

y X b 9:m^(nmm^x-n §n „ h 1 5 t-ti^ u /-c

Mt::*^ V « , mmtW^ts:^ x v ^ rfi' -y x ^ ^ y -y

^'fiiCit tcj; ytfi^ai^, 01 5Tii. ®2,
ffi4, m^m^^ffm^R^Kxv^h.. ^<yMx^\^fzy
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EARj T^^y^i^V 'v^^t^itlzX'omtKLfz^^X
c^iia ^i"JT. -tts:i^% 'J ^ >y bfS C: ^ t^V^ l> „

[00 6 3] nyr-^hfoatf
XT- -yT 3 3 TiiXf- -yT 3 2 Tltje^ 3 V

T -yT 5 4 T-SK§ tLtz^m^)^y^yv±fznmym
mtm^tth. :z(r)zsyT^yhi)'^z}yj-y]-

-x4 4lcfS#$ti-Cv->ixH\ ^coay^^yh^'i^^co

mx-x. h^::iy7-yh^^-^yhv-^iizmm^ti.tz
ay^y j: 3 ^:fffi<7)±iF/rtcffiffLT i> J; v^,

b^f-y-NicM-tlj^^lSr^VT-Vb r-^'^--^4 4

i> a v-f> h ^Wo3t»t iiffiwW$g^^W :? y-r

r'-^^-X 4 4 tcffiffLT ^ i I ^.

[0064] ayy^yhcDyit--^"/]-

BX'^^i^ttfzziy'ry h^y ^--^ V hL , Sfl

[00 6 5] ^iimi#aiie±v^^^^i,3yb°a.-
:/ T -1" ;b :7 =r-V -y N t^MJiBTt^ -g> „ iXm.m^j:y

:i—-?-/Vi,Zii, PDF (Portable Document Format), Wo

rdPerfect (^Siiffig) titiiMicrosoft (©iiiSM)
Word iOj; 3^:y-H'7°n-fe-y-tf :7^--7.y gig
7T^'^i y 7^-V'7 f'y hV-yTlBft.

l."i{i:PCL (Printer Control Language) CD 0 ^
4 7' ruy^ yr^—^vhmt^h^. il^gM2 6

l,zm^-t^fzibcr)^m^±l&-t^ii!'^lt. PDF^fflV^T

mim±f&-r^mmt tw ru y^mm2 ixmi

^ y t-'7'yhtfzimrTtm-r^m^<t^rLfzy

[00 6 6 ] y^—V -y b Ta-tX

-yrS 4fc iti^'S 6 ^Hff-r-S 1 '5(73:S-f£^:SLTV^

-g), X-r-yTS 1 fi, ^-^T'^b r-i'^-X4 6*^

X b ^- fff&-t& t ^w /iS co^M-ftiD f1:^ 3 . S
^ M^^ifc !> t S;6ti.|> 3 yT> b (±«

t^V^ft5tffi&f#ofIisS4t^7=r-v-y 1151^*^

|,ffiMtC7=r-v-y b§ni>„
[00 6 7 ] XT-yTS 2ii:i'h3R;k-Tlf3§^0—aiSTS

DjiLn^T^tLi-o ^c7vi—y°fjmmzm^i^ti^t
S . XT 'y T8 2 T-ft tffiv «*jS^W':)|I«4*^Sfi?§

ixi>., B\^m\'^T zcoil—y'ijm'n^ti^t^lt. XT-

•yT8 2T-?^(CaUfS5feS^Ro^S«^iyx

^nt, mMimmco^-'Jizhrz-^xi^mLx h J:

v\ L^^j^L, j: 3^^yr

[0068] XT^yTS 3ii^gP;b-Tffi3tiO-a5T-S

ti^i^^tL^'tLcr)XWcoayr-yhti''^%'btL^ , Zcr»V—

y't^MmzmfZtl^ t S , XT -yTS 3 TSfI#tC«

3 xmzm^i^^^hh h E.htxh^mcr)^y^ y h y

[00 6 9 ] XT-yT84ii5j-T>'a yiOXT- yTf\
1^(7) J; 3 ^ 1 olilJiO^-^ y 4 -y^ :^y'=J X ^' b ^ ,

StK§ tl/S b =^ A ;^ y b tcWa-O' (t-l>Cji^TS)l>,

XT-yTJi. T^Xb^DrjyT-y b;^)^:7'77 4 v ?'XO
n yTy b ^ t^:^tl\^^m-J^m<7yay^y
ht-f,. T^xbt^--^^^ -y^x^^tfi; 3^IE*^
y^~'7'yh~thmi^iz-^W)X-hh^ xy^r^haymw,
^rifzmmc^m%m&mitLxmv^hi:')i^z^j^m^zmt

xyyy 4 y^' i^y'i^s.^V(r)^^^im^^fi-h..

2'3li[Ji«^''5 7 -y ^' ^' b ^Mil-^'ttT t>

[00 7 0 ] XT-yTS 5-C-(iT=^Xb<?33yTybt;

mmoyimmm^-t^^ . ^m^iy^yyo^.^ muzm-t
h^mMomm^ {z Ltzt^-^x^amt^zn^ i> mmrn.

[007 1 ] XT-yT8 6T-tt. StR^ix;t:5:». ^tt

msi^tLfzmm^zy 4 ^y bt-s*^^?*7Et. ^^^w.-Tf^y

[00 7 2 ] ^" XX ^ -y X, aimmMw^
m^i^^fz 3 yT-y b , miK^fitz'm.mt)^iii

-T^TLt 3**-^{±, XTvr8 7T-\
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am^-'Jtmt t v ^) tc^^RE^

[00 7 3] mM^tifzmMcOy ^—-7 'y h TO-trX

S3f^i^im-rih.K. mzm.hWSt;:%mcr>ziyT-y]-ti-i

t^^m. L fz ii-f a t^tmm.SnS „ LT V

t^^l^fi, ::£0^}£i±XT--yr8 2*^tf.Stt^.^,

[ 0 0 7 4 ] ^fes 0 (iiilTt:PffltcilJBJ!i-|> „

[00 7 5] 3MJX§il^cU"f r-^h
H 1 7 A-Fj±STP*om-MtM^i,fSffi6^j^^ r^ b

f\c^xoti:-x-m=iy^yvhim^LLtzmaymm^^h

[00 7 6] HI 7A^#EB-f-|=t, r|a^ijt|2$

fi^mmc^m-^^mLx^^h. ria^2 j ^lasa-c^^

(^yU'^'kmLXV^h . m 1 ^o^»tcii:Sft*^o«tt*«

m^^<^mz±%v^h M^hfihhcr)^m^'i^x^mm

L -5T . a^ cr)^'-(kx^m<.z]\\m^ #(t i> ^ t

^a. h^^v^ii. ^m'=iy'ryvcr)m^c^)T)vyr^-/

tzki-^iyy-yh T^-^^-x4 4(cffi#§ix-rv^^)ii

V ^ d J; 3 ^xiiMmmxxm^m^^^i> ^thx^

[00 7 7] ^mmi ht^^fix\^hmmi. aao*

m±^^m<?M 1 <?v^yy=7y<7y^^m^^^ o

J; '9 WB*JS^^ffi V ^ t §^»^fij ^ ST § so^^M

y^yvhzmmmhmi 'jy^^mi^thx^^.
[0078] -<~i^^c^mj^^tLfzmmizm^L^ tL^£

r-35n;Jit"-§> i t f/X^ S o IS 1 o:S-S;ii;. ^i^^t*^ v
7-yhimic7)iSi6i-tm2cr)^j^i,zj^w\Lx, mioas

Xh^. IS 2 f'JM^i-^^'^Ti^§ fLT V ^§-^^ $> S C: t

t-(r)m7f:^mi cr)^^-cr^m7mmfp^z^iib:^mmt l

[ 0 0 7 9 ] ffi 2 cO^asti. n y f ^^ii 0 ^fiJ^

I, OT-S) ^ :^)\ mi (D^-^im^ § #1^C^I«4 3 t < iR

'-^^\ hv^-^tz^^tam'OmXfz^L}^ tf'jfi)- 1. J; 3

»<7):^rJ y'fyVtm^-.fLhi. O . 3t»<?3^, m^URL U

>^ to J; -3 *-«^»r ^ x«ffi^Jn X l> ffybm

[0080] § /^tc. Sfi«^^iifJ^T-g^ ht^M<^m^\z
mth^y°yByh\^x. mjK^fz\mm.-th¥c^^m

'-^^thm^zM^ ±a!L/-cj;3tc. im(^mir^^\zm^i

[008 1 ] L*-L. ia*t^ «t73fg5E(±^^tc

^7.{ziiv^x\i. Ktztm<7imm i^^ernxm

STS-g-dt^^Mt Lv\ mm., ^^yy-yy-t^
XtK ^mi-tM^lzMLXh6mjll^tifz-7-i/yj,^
fzithr*' i^zmm-ttLim^-^M^^j:*^-^

t

,

m^mmm:fy^^\^'^i,z-m^ -^is^ t v ^ -5 ^cis^tc . imc^m

LXhX^K
[0 08 2] HI 7B—HI 7Flimc^)ly-i T^yhC^)-^

^^-'j^^.-ttiK ^cr,\^<-yMi. mstfzum^cox
mc7)ay^yhi:. miti^um2c^)±mizm^x±M
LfzcotmwAirmxm^^i-^fzmz ria^sj t^xu
rie*4j tm^titzmm^tmLx\.^i...
[0 08 3] HI 7K}5j;:t/mi 7 Ftc^-tP-Y h

TADj tlB$a/i^I«^f$o*\ ^^t^tiJAi^r^f^ii

>- b (iSfi^ior y 7 T ^ >'x h iissMffitcSiJX Lt h

(TMrni^zm V ^ A>ixSm;&cora y A ~Mzh h 9M^(r>

y°')yry yy.\zm-^\ -^x'ij-oXh^VK ^ .

miyyi^x\z^v^X . \ik'^fs^^^)<ryy'^)yryyx
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[0 0 84] HI 7Fc^P-f r^hT- rcPNj i:|e§tL

^ i t h ^ -d-'y-C-i. j; V \ ^~^^y^fz\± 9-

[0085] y=/y ^ rJ VT-y b

:7^' >y:^x{i7i^Wi;?^)^ y^y ^ ^'Xco^z^-C-r^x b

fi^S ^; *\ X b 7 ^ -y ^'X ?r ^RUS^JtCvf,^

L /-c CO t ^ , gft^^-^'j^sgt-Sit ti^m-z-h^ Z.

[0086] mic^yy 4-^^\ix'f'yr3 2iiXtfx

'r-/y°5 2comfM^'tm^^. f'yy A ziyi^y

ay^yhlz^< c7)«^# (t tiT ^ ^

S

tm^^ -f^

Lfzm^<^)9immm&t:m^K ^yy ^ -7^ ayr-
y h t-^^x V ^y^yviz 'dfifsmm^zmi^ lt

[0087] IS2c07^-f--ri±ffm(7)M<7)X'X-X
^mm<^znm-thfzi^i,z7'yy ^ -^y ^ys^x^

(fti-g> i t ^ § ) *^ffi;tfi^(tti(fiHMT-

#

^a-r*-?> „ *toJ; 3 =5:^'-5x ^ -y ^' :^y'Js. ^h<ri

mii. 1 ':?iil±«-r^x b nmmiiZ-t! oi- o (cMBff

y^-i- 3 yam^ LVK y i-;"? ^t^J^ 9

S faW 3 ^ J; 3 7 =r-V -y b $tiT V

-/y ^y'-J.:uyYy:>Wi\i2

^j;3^^ift^gSi^l)„ t/c. ^''^^-^ yi?' ^^y'i^s.';

[0088]|g3f07^ -f-vii:Sfl*^OT 'J 7 r 5 y

§ ^mm-Th ^'cy:tyh. ^m^tfyy

y

^ -y^ nyT-yV\znV.-Mv^y'^)yr=)yy. { tfz\t

i&i^y'Uyryyx) ^^^Lx^^^m-^. i^yVs.9V

[0 08 9] m4y)y 9'=yy ^ •y^y.tii.

UXtfzliT-^xhcom^i^zMLX. A*L«#t-|>c7)

iZ'j^-Wj:m.mM&. ^crmM^ Bm\-thcr) i<zm-th

m

mtayv. «s^w±SB^j^p°p« tv^'ytz^<

m-h^htfX%hXo{z-th^hX-hh. ho --J<D

[00 9 0 ] mmymn
h^^-i^cr)m&tLtz$mff^^z^ mm^zmTf^x^ i>fi

X^)i,:kL{i^-^^^^^yTyhtfzl±{}^-L^<(DyyTy

X. ^ti^-fim'T^c^)fzibtZ'2^m^j;x^-y^mm-r^h

c^)Xh^, SiJto:fr}£{±, ffrBlcox-^-xioiy:' tfzli

-7-iyycr)i^^^^mmthi:jy)Xhh

.

[00 9 1 ] ^'§^^ttfzm)m>^zm^x^ -s. j- i o i.:^-

t^c i> OT-S) -5 T t J;
V

-ijif^. '^-fLh^") Xhh'&mit

hXh->Xi,kVK.
[00 9 2 ] zzxmm-thMMmi. ^mm^)^ -y h
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b t ^: ^ ^ . 1 oiM±W* T- 3' U t3 1 ->X

[00 9 3] >}mWi<mm
m^W^^^ -y b y- ^ LT V^<h. ^fi#
a . i iJg-MtcSM L ^^'fc V ^WlgT-»^^^l/-c

^

Initially, the [</oce/ii: Dozen

xhim^^o^-tmo^^m<z-'^^h^hi,x%h.

[SI]

Fuhr r]

i r ed by the [sophistry' Sophismus] of the man at th

tour group whose \_sp&c ious: trugorisch, vcrfangli

[i epidity. s]

x'^mMth^hii^x^h., mui. pers

Picacious" hznm-hm.^(nw,ti<^\y'<~)\''c^ft.

3iiSS0#iSiO" abrogate" (;MJE-rSI54'(7)iS{ir«K

Sfi#tC>^LT^fi£§#l/-cffmtC(i" perspicacious"

yymm-m.m±''i± f\.ht- " abrogate" c^s»iiai±^

[0 0 94] SHftt^S^

T 3 5 ±3 J;W 5 7 -C-a . #gft*c7)Tn 7 ^

xm& A^fzWmr Vyryyx^z Lfc*^ TffMiO^iS

*«ft$ii-g>„ *IIU', y°uy -f-^'^-x
4 2 izim^titzmmc'mn^y)y'^y ^ -fv-mmff)-

i^^Tjk^. zz^z7jkLfzmxi±. mM±^-^'coiDcom
^tix\^^, mizTjkL fzmii , 6 Acoimm^iM

^comnyj yyy yy^^^-t. msthmhhymM.

[00 9 5] ^yviy 4 -;k'lf#(i, ^=L—fi])i -r^r

t-i>iafi5fc. imcomm^mjtt^^y'y a y . y^^^y

^-;b. B. mk iiXl/mm^^i^!^x^^^ . liiTt^

Ti^-tmizm^xii. mm^:mmz^tfz)^x^y:i.-
B. mm. a xr/mm^c^Mmxmj^^ti^mm^

rft»B#Mj tafj^Zti^z-t^, miiUz^-timzfii-^

[ 0 0 9 6 ] ^ 3 yffiW TDoc j frPwI^O^il^

ingly ItruouJont: aufsassig].

mtfz^m^. m&LfzmM^^z^ msiLfzimmmiz

^mv^xzza.-x^~r^5izx^mn^tLXhxvK
[00 9 7 ] ^yya ymco riistj ii. i3a&^fE»iO

-rizt^^-\mfjmmLX'^^^s.zt?:7j'^bx\^i. z.

X=^:i.-X^-f^3[ZX'0mfj^flXhX\y. lTm5 0

a. x^-yT5 4-r-if-:'/-cie*c7)aji?^A:^] LT[i:*>tc

[0098] ^7°>-3 yfi^o TAutoj It. 'Siit^yyyty

\f^~y yx^Atmm(r)ummm%t^Mi^hi.o{z
^m^i^mmLxv^hzh^^Lxu^^ zc^yy^-^
^ i.zmLxmji'xmm-th

.

[00 9 9 ] TAlicej t ^: -5TU i> Sft^&

r-8j ii, icOgft^g^BfrHl^tit^Sia^^ (Coor

dinated Universal Time (UTC)) -t^h-iby" 'J — 'y y^
(Greenwicti Mean Time (GMT)) ti'^ smrSMtiX

l^Sit^S^LTUS, ^—>fID*i rBartol<j b^X-oX

mtifzmm^c^MtmmxmnmB<^)6:3o am i^zm

m-ttX ommLXi^t. ttz. roiyangj corn:?^'

-jimm^M^ib. ±mBiixr/amac')^m^^. utc

J; 0 7 B#Ps^Ji^/iS#PFlI^C^)^J!fflB#PElJ3 : 3 Opmt- U X h

[0100]
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JlTl 9:00 + 9

mm
[0101] .ic^MTli. Sfi#(ilo^0:3.—T'lDtcM

[0 1 0 2 ] MS L<(i;, rn:7^-;i. ^-^a:,-^

tf ^ ^ ^ T-s § „ TEbony

J

mmm.. ^^jmrn ( 1 0 : 3 0 am) t-t^^^w^iry^

•vY (mPBl)^^t?|C^T#^>^l. ^(^i^^. 0 93

[0103]

UTC

0 8 3 0 DiyanR diyaiigisrr. com LisL

0 9 0 0 Chandra I639@kj-ue. net

0 9 3 0 S-0 cre^qky. com Doc

113 0 H-@ J3B1 BarLok ebh§cee. com list

12 0 0 SB Jin abc®xyz. com Doc

2 5 0 0 ¥0 Alice a.hk®o3r4. com Doc

[0104] io^SsTii. ffiMEftff#M^i^r^J;

$<5:'5Ti., S)l>V^tt24 0 0^fM;t^^ t i^T-?;.

TAiice J cry^mmwrnmi^^nmhta-^xv^h
tf. iixJiffiBiOO 1 0 0B#^mttt-S„ Alice/\«ffi

^mH*^^>^WH^T\ -8t?)B$ra^f-C-5:0 0 p

T-o 1 0 Qm~m%-th<r>hnmx-h'^ . hhv^n^ m
CTH«B*^'i>#fflBtT2 5 0 0m;lSfit-|>tV^3

^ t T-# -g, » ^ «WS'Jir^fffiiiiE L V ^ B ^J^St"

[0105] mmYmmm^mmmmmommz.m\\
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[0 10 6] flfjt07^—f-v

[0 107] l-^<rMmi±. ^'yAryV 3yb°jL-

-i- 3 ^-Jife^ ^^ffiT-»tt-|> ^ h f?X% htiK i-j

[0108] 'J -ocriMIt LTii. y^^R2

[0 10 9] mi coljmb LXit. (ZtviilMLfz
f/) PCL (Printer Control Language) j; d ^^f-^" -f -f

y -y'vy^ y^-^vh xmmir^kf^-t^ 1 xh

u y 4 -/Hzy° ^}y9oMW^ t^ffi L c^^i|*^IE L ^ ^

[0 110] ^2i0^vSt LTii. ll7SSg2 6tC^7j^

fsT-t -&Bt^^l:Lf^7 ^-AT-«5H^^fej3!ci-.g> ^ h Xh

[0111] itttcosrffiTii, ^mziy^yhffy±m

ga2 6 tC5l^^^^tg^rffmi^?g^^fefl£^l> - b i-X^
So L/c^i-^T. ^m^imrmm^mi^mii^zmm

[0112] sm^y'i- a y

mm^zmm^m^ rr -y ^-^ j t-s ^ t ^^t-^ s 2 oc/^

uy A~)V -^y'i-ay tauIoj (i. gfi^^iifi!^*
^gij-iOrjyb-j.-^ >'X7^/.7 - ^y°)Vi -th

[0 113] r_<7r/ y s.r\±-:i-~:x^~r<.5 t<7y

Lx=~^-x-^-j<3 i^zu^^uxii^ . t.fz. mmt

fihl d tc«fmaig^^feG!cLffi# L. Sft^^oa >'b^

(i i^ifPsIHiloEfl to f1:^95#J <« -A-
x-tf-ys'S t^ift-|>„ fc-Suii. -^-x-ff-y^'s

a . iSfi^ ffi L y 7 f ^ X r;&^iSfifosif^ t to tcjtE

[0114] Sfi#«3>'bi-^' >-;^7"j^7 - 9*i'

-i^-gg2 5tc-S.f:^#L-Ci. j;V^L, TUy^gg2
ixmm'^\zm\Lxhi:.\\,
[0115] -fSlETU y T^>.X
:^S;3 0tc^o loioxT-'yy'^WftJni.. yt—^^v
h L/cmitMt-|>'S'fi#«T^^ ^ b-^ ^ <7yi'^iiii

[0116] f^Ji.H\ 'S.m^<7yz2y\f a.-9 ^X-fA
7 - 9 T«IIJ^ !> rr y ^r-^ g y - J.-X -^--y 5

tC^ -y^:->^-&}tD . Sfl#*^'i;-tOia*^a7nS«2 6

X^X , T y y^-Sg 2 7 T-EPlfliJ Lf^*^^*D ^^1^:1. „ i

^ -/L-y) b b -y ^' J; t^'-tfy b b -y ^ iOffl^Wft^feK^

fiiE^-g.£7)tfflu|,::h^^-C-^.|>„ t.fz. ZfffiMmzm
^'S . b b -y ^ j; t^'-fy> b° -y ^' so—SI5 Ir iljg t /-^ D

[0117] ^fit^ih,. mmLfz-xm-^yryh^cr^')
y^^mrmzm^-thmikit. =^^-7.^-j\5\±. «
imtfim^ L/inyxybtr^'-bxi-^uy^^fflvi

XLIVK
[0118]

[HI] A<±:*:|feBI3«|glwn-b;^y)y'n-yy|l|. B

a*^0Jso^ 1 ora ^#^=5:3 y b ^-^
j;t^-^-y by-yc75«RaH,
[1112] Aii, 3|s:|%HfjolS2(7)y°n-t:X(7)y-n y^H,
Bii. :*:^BJ£?)»2c7^ra^rX^^^T^t^^:3yb^-

[EI3] aybi-^' ^-y bV-yco«ElT-*S„
[114] rjyb^-^ i-Xr-AOlSjSllT-S)!.,

[H5] S-ft:#«7°y yr^yx^A^^^nyba-
^S^TK^SitcS^TSt-l^ ^ b fj-X^ ty^-J^crm.
[06] Sfi^ory yr^yx^A^^^ 3 yb^-

[117] gft^tory yryyx5:AS]-ri> 3 ybA-
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[119] Kft#tory 7r 5 >-x^A^J-f-|> 3yb°jL

-

^ll7KSB±(ci^7Kt-|> i; ti^T^ § 7 =r-A COM,

[HI 0] S-fl*«TU7r 5>x^A^J-rSayb°ji.

mi 1 ] g#*oru7r^yx^A^^i>3yb°jL

[@1 2] S^i#iOTU7r^>x&A^TI>3>'b°i

[HI 3] afi#«TUyr^i^x^A^TI>3i^b=i

[H 1 5 ] ±5tl]*6ie*cO U X h ^J^ffi Lfi':5^t7) U X h

•C-§-g>:7=r—A<7)—M,
[HI 6] m^K^fifzi^4r'0h\<zLfzt)^-^x^m^y

[HI 7] ff»J«fS3g^WU"f r-^hO^^-^^'Ho
[ff^cT^IMBJ]

1 ^--yfy-^'

[HI ]

I 1
-^^

I -j>7xh-^?i#|
-"

A.-

4 n^-T^^-b-if—ys'

5 ^^.-X-tf-A-

7, 8, 9 rjyb-jL— ^-v-Xt-^

1 1 V'iX

1 2 CPU

1 3 ?.m

1 4 A^Mffl
15 XV\y~'J%m
1 6 ^TJ^fflfP

17 y°')y^%m
1 8 fflfisofP

2 4 A^lSM
2 5 XM^-i^'^g
2 6 m.^mm.
2 7 TUy^'gS
4 1 sfi#
4 2 7°ax ^ —/t- t"— i^'^—

X

4 3 mi
4 4 rjy^yf t"— X
4 5 Si?
4 6 l^^T'^b f-^'^-X
4 7 X^-Vvb
4 8 iSfl

[H3]
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T

"T7

IT

[H5]

^-fto:
I n

i-EfJ.

2. -j-fi'-y

\^fVt'^l
\
y\
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I
CONTINUE

I

[HI 1 ]

*****
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[016]

^

—

L^^^ _P i

mi

it-* 2

mi

I

|it#3
1

1^41

1

f
3

4
1u 1

|ow|


